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"ijome Rule is my birthright" 
'There are higher powers that rule 

the destiny of things and it may be the will of 
Providence that the cause I represent m,aY 
prosper more by my suffering than by my 
remaining ~ree.'-B. G. Tilak. 
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.AN APPRECIATION 

NEITHER_ Mr. Tilak nor·h~ speeches really 
reqJ!ire any presentation or. foreword. His 
speeches are, like the featureless Brahm~. 
self-luminous. Straightforward,_ lueid, never 
turning aside from the point whic~ they mean 
to hammer in or wrapping i~ up in ornamental 
verbiage, they read like a series of self-evident 
propositions. And Mr. Tilak himself, hi~ 

career, his place in Indian politics are als(} 
a self-evident propositio~ a hard . fact batrling 
and dismaying in the last ·degree to those 
to whom his name has beep anathema and his 
increasing pre-eminence figured as ~·porten-t of 
evil. The condition of things in· ~ndia being. 
given, the one possible aim for ·political effort 
resulting and the . sole means . and spirit by 
which it could be brought about, this man had 
to come and. once in the field, had to com& 
to the front. He could not but stand in the
end where he stands to-day, as one of the two .' 
or three leaders of tb~ Ind.ia.n people wh~ ~·re 
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in their eyes the incarnations of the national 
endeavour and the Godgiven captains of the 
national aspiration. His life, his character, 

·his work and endur~nce, his acceptance by the 
heart and the mind of the people are a stronger 
argument than all the· reasonings in his 
·speeches, powerfu·l. as these are, for Swaraj, 
Self-government, Home Rule, by whatever 

· name we may call the sole possible present 
· aim of- bur effort, the freedom of the life. of 
; ·India, its self:determination by the people 
·of India. Arguments and speeches do not win · 
'liberty fo~ a nation; but where there is a Will. 
in the nation to be free and a man to embody 

· that will .in every action of his life and to 
: devote his days to its realisation in the face of 
every difficulty and every suffering, and where 
the will 'of the nation has once said, 11 This 
man and his· life mean what I have in my 

· heart and my· purpos.e," 1 that is a sure sign· 
post of the future which n.o one has any excuse 

· for mistaking. .._· · 
· ' That indomitable will, that unwavering 
devotion have been the whole meaning of 

· Mr; Tilak's life; they' are the reason of his 
immense bold on the people. For he does not 

\~ 1>we his pre-eminent position to any of the 

·1: 
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causes which have usually made for poll tical 
leading in India, ·wealth and great social 
position, professional success, ·recognition :by 
Government, a puwer of; fervid oratory .:or 
of fluent and taking speec.h.; for he had none 
of these things to help him. · He owes it 
to himself alone and to. the thing his ·life 
has meant and because he bas meant. it with 
his whole mind and his whole souL: He .has 
kept back nothing for himself~ or. for. other 
aims, but has given all himself to his country~ 

Yet is Mr~ 1'ilak a man. of various and no 
ordinary gifts, and in several·lines' of. life 
he migllt hl\ve achieved presen.t. distinction or 
a preeminent and enduring fame.' · Though be 
has never practised, he has a close knowledg~ 
of law and an acute legal mind which, had he 
cared . in the least degree for wealth. and 
worldly position, would have brought .him .to 
the front at tlie bar. He is .a great sanskri~ 
scholar, a powerful writer and a strong, subtle 
and lucid thinker ... He might have filled ,a 
large place in the field of contemporary 
Asiatio scholarship. · Even liS it is,. his Orion 
and his Arctic home have acquired at once a 
world-wide recognition and left as strong.: a 
ruark e.s can at all . be imprinted 1 1.>11 J the 
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ever-shifting sands of oriental research. His
work on the . Gita, · no mere commentarr,. 
but an original criticism . and presentation of 
ethical truth, is a monumental work, the first 
prose writing of the front rank in weight and 
importance in. the Marathi language, and 
likely· to become. a classic. This one book 
sufficiently proves that . had he devoted his 
energies in this direction, he might easily have· 
filled a large place in the history of Marathi 
literature and in the history of ethical thought,. 
so subtle and comprehensive is its thinking,. 
so great the perfection and satisfying force of 
its strle. But it was psychologically impossible 
for Mr. Tilak to devote his energies in any 
great degree ·to another action than the one· 
life--mission for which .the Ma$ter of his works· 
ha.d chosen him. His powerful literary gift 
has been given up to a journalistic work,. 
ephemeral as even the best journalistic work 
must be, but consistently brilliant, vigorous,. 
politicallr educative through decades, to· an 
e:xtent selaom matched and certainly never· 
surpassed.. His scholastic labour has been, 
done almost br way of recreation. Nor can 
anything be more significant than the fact. 
thai 1the .works which have brought him a 

xii 
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~fame oth~r than that of the politician and. 
patriot. were done in periods of. compulsory 
~essation from his life-work,-planned and 
partly, if not wholly executed during the 
imprisonments which could alone enforce 
leisure upon this unresting worker for his. 
-country. Even these by-products of his genius 
·haye some reference to the one passion of his 
life, the renewal, if not the surpassing of the 
past greatness of the nation by the greatness 
of its future. His vedic researches seek to 
1ix its prehistoric point of departure i the 
Gita-rah1sva takes the scripture which it 
perhaps the strongest· an~ most comprehensive 
production of Indian spirituality aud justifies 
·to that spirit.uality by its own authoritative 
ancient message the sense of the importance 
-of life, of action. of human existence, of· man's 
labour for mankind wbich is indispensable 'to 
·the idealism of the modern spirit. 

The landmarks of Mr. Tilak.'s life are land• 
marks' also in the history of his province· and 
his country.) l!!s fi~~M_ mtU!S_~QCiated. 
him in a pioneer work whose motive was to 
.educate the people for a new life under the 
new conditions, on the one side, a purely 
~ducational movement of which the fruit was 

xiii 
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the iiFerguson, College, fitly. founding, the
reawakening •of the country by an effort of 
which: .co-operation in self-sacrifice was the 
moving· spirit, on the other the initiation of. 
the }{esari ~newspaper which since then has 
figured 'iMreasingly as the characteristic and 
powerful expression of. the political min~ of 
Maharasbtra. Mr. Tilak's career has counted 
three periods each of which had an imprison-. 
ment fot its ·culminating point .. His first 
imprisonment in tb,e Kolhapur. case belongs to 
this . first 1 stage . of self-development . and 
developtnent· of the .Mabratta country .. for 
new ideas .and activities .and for the national 
future4.. i . , , ' · ; 

:. The . second period brought in a wider 
conception ·an,d a profounder effort. For now. 
it was·: to r~awaken. not only. the· political 
mind; but the· soul of the people by linking its 
future to it~. ,past; , it worb~ by a ·more 
strenuous . · Jlnd .I popular ·propaganda which 
reached: its . height in the' organisation of the· 
Sbivaji . and. · the~ .Ganpati fes.tivals. Hi~ 

separation · from the·' soQial reform leader; 
Agarkar, had opened tbe way for the peculiar 
role which he has played as a. trusted and 
accredited'.,· leader ·: of. conservative and 

:xiv 
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religious India in the paths . of : democratic 
politics~ It was this positi.on w~iph_' e~ab1~.: 
ed him to effect the .. union o( Jbe I ne'\V 
politicat' spirit with the trl\dition.andsentime~t 
of the historic past and of both. with the in.era~: 
dicable religious tempe'rament of the people, of 

I ' • ' I ' ' 

which these festivals were .. th~. symbol~ !h~. 
congress movement was for a long time purely 

I 1 I I 

occidental in its mind, character and methods, 
confined to the English-educated few, founded 
on the political rights ,and intere;ts of the' 

f ' '/I , ' ' olj 4, I • 

people read in the light .Qf English history and' 
European. ideals, but with no r~ots ~ither, !n, 
the past of the country .or. in the inner spirit' 
of the nation., Mr. Tilak was the .. fir~t politicat; 

• ·: . . • . f.,' ' 

leader to break through the routine. o( its some· 
what academical methods,, t'o bridge 1 th~ gulf 
betwee.n ~4e present and the past 'and, to restora 
continuity to. the politic.al ·life .of' the nation. 
He ~eveloped a lang~ age ~~d a 1 spirit a~d he 
u~ed methods w ~ich indi~n~se.d. 1 t.he :mov~.~~~~ 

·and brought into lt the masses •. '):'o his work 
I • f '• o·l <'llo 

of this period we owe that really living, strong 
and readily organised .movement in \Iahaia.sh! 
ira which has shown its energy and sin~rity in 
more than one. crisis and struggle. This 'di-rlna~ 
tion of thp mind .and spirit of his people and . ' '' ... ' 



its needs and this power to seize on the right 
way to call .it forth prove strikingly the politi· 
cal genius of M·r. Tilak; they made him the 
one man predestined to lead them in this trying 
and difficult period when all has to be discov
ered and all has to be reconstructed. What was 
done then by Mr. Tilak in Maharashtra, has 
been initiated for all India by the swadesbi 
movement. To bring in the mass of the people, 
to found the greatness of the future on the 
greatness of the past, to infuse Indian politics 
with Indian religious fervour and spirituality, 
are the indispensable conditions for a great 
and powerful political awakening in India. 
Others, writers, thinkers, spiritual leaders, had 
seen this truth. Mr. Tilak was the first to bring 
it into the actual field of practical politics. 
This second period of his labour for his coun
try culminated in a longer and h.arsher impri
sonment which was, as it were, the second seal 
of the divine hand upon his work; for there 
can be no diviner seal than suffering for a 
cause. .. 

A third period, that of the swadeshi move
ment, brought Mr. Tilak forward prominently 
as an All-India leader; it gave him at last the 
wider field, the p;reater driving power,the larger 
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leverage he needed to bring his life-work rapid··, 
ly to a bead, and not only in M:ah:uashtra but 
throughout the country. The incidents of that 
period are too fresh in memory to need recall·· 
ing. From tht- inception of the Boycott to the 
Surat catastrophe and his last and longest im· 
prisonment, which was its sequel, the name and 
work of Mr. Tilak are a part of Indian history. 
These three imprisonments,each showing more 
clearly the moral stuff and quality of the man 
under the test and glare of suffering, have been 
the three seals of his career. The, first found 
him one . of a small knot of pioneer 
workers ; it marked him out to be the strong 
and inflexible leader of a strong. and sturdy 
people. The second found him already the 
inspiring power of a great reawakening of the 
· M aratha spirit; it left him an uncrowned king 
in the Deccan and gave him that high reputa· 
tion throughout India which was the founda... 
tion·stone of his present commanding influence. 
The last found him the leader of an All-India 
party, the foremost exponent and head of i 
thoroughgoing Nationalism; it sent him baekto 
be one oftbe two or three foremost men of India 
adored and followed by the whole nation. He 
now stands in the last period of his lifelong 

nii 
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toil for his country. It is one in which for the 
first time some ray of immediate hope and near 
success shines upo,n a cause which at ~ne time 
seemed destined to a long frustration and fulfil
ment only perhaps after a century of labour,. 
struggle and suffering. · · 

The qualities which have supported him and 
given him his hard-earned success, have 
been comparatively rare in Indian politics. 
The first is his entirely representative charac
ter as a born leader for the sub-nation to which 
he belongs. India is a unity full of diversities 
and its strength as well as its weakness is 

rooted in those diversities: the vigour of its 
national life· can exisf ·only by the vigour 
of its regional life. Therefore in politics as in 
everything else a leader, to have a firm basis 
for his life-work, must build it upon a living 
work and influence in his own sub-race or 
province. No man was more fitted to do this 
than Mr. Tilak. He is the very type and. 
incarnation of the Maratha character, th& 
Maratba qualities, the Maratha spirit, but with 
the unified solidity in the character, the touch. 
of genius in the qualities, the vital force in the 
spirit which make a great personality readily 
the representative man of his people. The 
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Maratha race, as their soi1 and their history. 
have made them, are a rugged,; 'strong an~ 
sturdy people,: iemocratic in their every fibre,. 
keenly: intelligent and practical to the: very. 
marrow, following in idea~, even. in poetry~ 
philosophy ~nd religion. the drive t~wards life 
and action,. capable of great fervour, f~eling 
and enthusiam, like all Indian peoples, but not. 
emotional idealists, having i~ their thought 
and speech always a turn for ·strength, sense, 
accuracy,· lucidit~ and. vigou~, .in Jearnin~ 
and scholarship patient, industrious, careful. 
thorough and penetrating, in life simple, hardy 
and fruga~ in their temperament courageous 

. . J 

pugnacious, full of spirit, yet with a tact in 
dealing with bard facts and . circumventing 
obstacl.e'f· ~hrew.d yet aggressive diplomatists, 
born. politi<:ians, :born fighters. All this ¥,r. 
Tila~ is with a singular a~d . eminent. 
coropleten~ss, and all on a large: 'scale, addini 
to it all a lucid simplicity of, genius, a secre.~ 
intensity, an inner strength or will, a single
mindedness ·:in aim o! ·quit~. extraordinary: 
Coree, which remind one of the brightness, 
sharpness and perfect temp~r of a fine s~ord. 
hidden in a sober scabbard. As· he emerged, 
on the political field, his people saw ~ore and. 

xix 
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'more clearly in him their representative man, 
themselves in large, the genius of their type. 
They felt him to be of one spirit and make 
with the great men who had made their past 
history, almost believed him to be a reincar
nation of one of them returned to carry out his 
old work in a new form and under new 
·Conditions. They beheld in him the spirit 
of Maharashtra once again embodied in a 
great individual. He occupies a position in 
his province which has no parallel in the rest 
of India, 

On the wider national field also Mr. Tilak 
has rare qualities which fit him for the hour 
. and the work. He is in no sense what his 
·enemies have called him, a demagogue: he 
has not the loose suppleness, the oratorical 
fervour, the facile appeal to the passio~s which 
demag0gy requires; his speeches are too much · 

. made up of hard and straight thinking, he is 
too much a man of serious and practical 
action. None more careless of mer0 efferve-

. sceilce, emotional applause, popular gush, public 
ovations. He tolerates them sincepopularenthu
siasm will express itself in that way; but he has 
always been a little impatient of them as 

. dissipative of serious strength and will and a 
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waste of time and energy whi~h might better 
have been solidified and devoted to effective 
work. ~!1~ he is entir~I~-~-~-~T'!l?cr~tic polit~i.I!'Q, 
of a type not very common among our leaders, 
one who can both awaken the spirit of th~ 
mass and respond to their spirit, able to lead 
them, but also able to see wh-ere he must 
follow the lead of their predominant sense 
and will and feelings. ·He moves among his 
followers as one of them in a perfect equality, 
simple and familiar in his dealings with them 
by the vet·y force of his temperament and 
character, open, plain and direct and though 
capable of great reserve, yet, wherever 
necessary, in his speech, admitting them 
into his plans and ideas as one taking 
counsel of them, taking their sense even 
while enforcing as much as poss1ble his 
own view of policy and Mtion with all the great 
strength of quiet will at his command. He 
has that closeness of spirit to the mass of men, 
that unpretentious openness of intercourse 
with them, that faculty of plain and direct 
speech which interprets their feelings and 
shows them how to think out what they·· 
feel, which are pre-eminently the democratic 
qualities. For this reason he has always 

ui 
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··been able to unite all classes of men behind 
·him, to be the leader not only of the educated, 
.but of the people, the merchant, the trader, the 
villager, the peasant. All Mabarashtra under
·stands him when he speaks or writes; a.ll 
Maharasbtra is ready to follow him when 
·he acts. Into his wider field in the troubled 
swadesbi times be carried the same qualities 
·and the same power of democratic leadership. 

It is equally a mistake to think of Mr. Tilak 
·as by nature a revolutionary. leader; that is 

. not his character or his political temperament. 
'The Indian peoples generally, with the po~sible 
exception of emotional and idealistic Bengal, 
have nothing or very little of the revolutionary 
temper; they can te goaded to revolution, like 
any and every people on the face of the earth, 
but they have no natural disposition towards 
it. They are capable of large ideals and 
-fervent enthusiasms, sensitive in feeling and 
liable to gusts of passionate revolt which are 
easily appeased by even an appearance of 
. concession; but naturally they are conservative 
in temperament ana· deliberate in action . 
.Mr. Tilak, though a strong-willed man and 
a fighter by nature, has this much of the 
ordinary Indian temperament that with a llrge 

.:uti 
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mind open to progressive ideas ·he unites a 
"Conservative temperament strongly in touch 
with the sense of his people.\ In a free India 
he would probably have figured as an advanced 
Liberal statesman eager for national progress 
and greatness. but as careful of every step 
as firm and decided in 'it and always seeking 
to carry the conservative instinct of the nation 
with him in every change.l!!e is besides a born 
Parliamentarian, a leader for the assembly, 
though always in to'uch with the 'peoJ:le 
outside as the constant source of the mandate 
and the final referee in differences. H~ loves 
a clear and fixed procedure which he oan abide 
by and use, Pven while making- the nfost of its 
details,-of which the theory and practice 
would be always at his finger ends,-to secur~ 
a practical advantage in the struggle of parties. 
He always set a high value on the Congress 
for this reason: he saw in it a.· centralising 
body, s,n instrument and a first, though yet 
shapeless essay at a popular assembly. Many 
after Surat spoke of him as the deliberate 
breaker of the Congress, but to no one was the 
catastrophe so great a blow as to .Mr. Tilak. 
He did not love the do-nothingness of that 
.assembly, but he valued it both as a great 
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national fact and for its unrealised possibilities 
and hoped to make of it a central organization 
for. practical work. To destroy an existing 
and useful institution was alien to his way of 
seeing and would not have entered into his 
ideas or his wishes. 

Moreover, though he has ideals, he is not an 
idealist by character. Once the ideal fixed, all 
the rest is for him practical work, the facing· 
of hard facts, though also the overcoming of 
them when they stand in the way of the goal,. 
the use of strong and effective means with the 
utmost care and prudence consistent with the 
primary need of as rapi4 an effectivity as will 
and ea~est action can bring about. Though 

. he can be obstinate and iron· willed when his 
mind is made up as to the necessity of a 
course of action or the indispensable recogni
tion of a principle, he is always ready for 
a compromise which will allow of getting real 
work done, and will take willi11g\y half a loaf 
rather than no bread, though always with a 
full intention of getting the whole loaf in good 
time. But he will rrot accept chaff or plaster 
in place of good bread. Nor does he like to go· 
. too far ahead of possibilities, and indeed bas 
often shown in this respect a caution highly 
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disconcerting to the more impatient of his 
followers. But neither would he mistake, like 
the born Moderate, the minimum ·effort and 
the minimum immediate aim for the utmost 
possibilitr of the moment •. Such a man ill no 
na~ural revolutionist, but a constitutionalist 
br temper, though always· in such :times 
necessarily the leader of an advanced party or 
section. A clear constitution he can use, amend 
and enlarge, would· have suited him much 
better than to break u:isting· institutions· and 
get a clear field for innovations· which is th& 
natural delight of the revolutionary· tempera.i 
ment. 

. This character of Mr. Tilak's ·mind explaina. 
his attitude in social reform. He is no dogma-! 
tic reactionary.. The Matatha people· are
incapable of either the unreasoning or too' 
reasoning rigid conservatism or of the fierr 
Iconoclasm. which can exist side by · side,-: 
they are often only two aides of the same· 
temper of mind. -in other parts. of . .India. ··It:": 

. is. attached to its social institutions 'like . all' 
people who live close to· the soil,· but' ·U ·b&Sl. 
ahr~ys shown a readiness to adapt. loosed and 
accomodato them in practice to ·the' ptessure 

•• 
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()factual needs. :Mr: Tilak shares this general; 
temperament and attitude of his people. But 
there have also. been other reasons which a 
strong political sense has dictated; and first, 
the clear perception that the political move~ 
ment could not afford to .cut itself off from the 
great mass of the nation or split itself up into 
warring factions by a premature association of 
the social reform question with politics. The 
proper time for that, a politician would natur
ally feel, is when the country has a free 
assembly of its own which can consult the 
needs or carry out the mandates of the people. 
Moreover, he has .felt strongly that political 
emancipation was the one pressing need for 
the people of India and that all else not direct
ly connected with it must take a second place 
tha.t has been the principle .of his own life and 
he has held that it should be the principle of 
the national life at t~e present hour. Let us 
have first liberty and the organised .control of 
the life of. the nation, afterwards we can see 
how we should use it. in social matters ; mean· 
while let us move on:w.ithout noise .and strife, 
only so far as actual need and advisability de·, 
mand and the sense of the peo11le .is ready to. 
advance.. Thia attitude may be right or wrong;. 
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but, Mr. Tilak being what he is and the nation· 
being what it is, be eould take no othet. · ··' : 

It then, Mr. Tilak has throughout his.lifet 
been an exponent of the idea of radical chang": 
in politics and during the swadeshi · agitatiou·~ 
the head of a party which could be Ca.lled ex•! 
tremist. it is due to that clear practical setise; 
essential in a leader of political aclion, which~ 
seizes at once on the main necessity and goes 
straight without hesitating or deviation tO thf 
indispensable meant. There are always two~ 
classes of political mind: one is pre-occupied~ 

with details for their own sake, revels in 'thel 
petty points of the moment and puts away_in·' 
to the background the great principles and the'' 
great necessities, the other sees ra.ther thesE/ 
first and always and details only. in relatioa: to; 
them. The one type moves in a routine circle:: 
which may or may not have an issue; it can~~ 
not see the forest for the trees and· it 1 

il only. by .an accident that it stn~bJes~' 
if at al~ on the way out. ' The other typ~ 
take a mountain-top view of the· goal· and 1 

·all the directions and keep that in· their' 
mental· c.ompass through all ~the · d~fle~· 
tions, retardations and tortuosities which.:the 
character of the intervening :countrt I may 
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compel them to accept; but these they abridg& 
as much as possible. The former class arrogate
the name of statesman in their own day ; it is 
to the latter that pol'terity concedes it and 
sees in them the true leaders of great move
ments. Mr. Tilak, like all men of pre-eminent 
political genius, belongs to this second and 
greater order of mind . 
• Moreover in India, owing to the divorce of 
political activity from the actual govern men' 
and administration of the affairs of the country r 
an academical turn of: thought is too common. 
in, our ·dealings with politics. · But Mr. Tilak 
has never been an academical politician, a 
'',student. of politics" meddling with action ; 
his tu~n bas always been to see actualities and 
move forward in their light. It was impossibl& 
for him to view the facts and needs of current 
Indian politics of the nineteenth century in 
the pure serene or the dim religious light of 
the Witenagemot and the Magna Charta and 
the constitutional history of England during 
the . past seven centuries, or to accept the
academic sophism of a gradual preparation 
for liberty, or merely to discuss isolated or 
orpnibus grievances and strive to enlighten the 
darkness of the . official mind by luminou& 
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1peeches and resolutions, as was the 
general practice of Cong~ess politics till 1905, 
A national agitation in the country which 
would make the Congress movement a. living 
and acting force was always his ideal, and 
what the Congress would not do, he, when 
·still an isolated leader of a handful of 
·enthusiasts in a corner of the country, 
set out to do in his own ' strength and 
for his own hand. He saw from 1 the first 
that for a people circumstanced like ours there. 
could be only one political question and one· 
aim, not the gradual improvement of the pre
sent administration into something in the end 
fundamentally the opposite of itself, but the 
early substitution of Indian and national for 
English and bureaucratic control in the affairs: 
of India. A subject nation does not prepare: 
itself by gradual progress for liberty; it opens· 
·by liberty its way to rapid progress. The only· 
progress that has to be made in the prepara
tion for liberty, is progress in the awakening~ 
·of the national spirit and in the creation of the 
will to be free and the will to adopt the ·neces• 
eary means and bear the necessary sacrifices· 
for liberty. It is these clear perceptions tha~ 
have regulated his political career. ,·, 
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.. Therefore the whole of the first part of his· 
political life was devoted to a vigorous and 
living propaganda for the reawakening and 
solidifying of the Jlationallife of Maharashtra •. 
Therefore, too, when the Swadeshl agitation 
gave the first opportunity of a large movement 
in the same sense throughout India, he seized 
on it with avidity,· while his past work in 
ldaharashtra, his position as the leader of a 
small advanced ·section in· the old Congress 
politics and his character, s~orifices and suffer· 
ings at once fixed the choice of the New Party 
on .him as their predestined leader .. · The same 
Jnaster idea made him seize on the four main 
points which the Bengal agitation had thrown 
into some beginning of practical form, Swaraj, 
Swaaeshi, National Education and Boycott, 
and formulate them into a definite programme,. 
which he wcceeded in introducing among the 
resolutions of the Congress at the Calcutta 
eession,-much to , the' detriment of the· 
uniforUlity of sage and dignified impotenc•· 
which had characterised the august, useful 
and calmly leisurery proceedings of that tem· 
perate national body, We all know the· 
convulsion that· followed the injection of thii 
foreign matter; ·but we ·.must see why Mr .. 
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Tilak insisted on administering annually so 
po~nt a remedy. The four resolutions were 
for him the first step towards shaking the 
Congress ·out of its torpid tortoise-like gait and 
turning it into a living and acting body. 

Swaraj, complete and early self-government 
in whatever form, had the merit in his eyes of 
making definite and near to the national visioD 
the one thing needful, the one aim that 
mattered. the one e~sential· change that in· 
eludes all the others. No ·nation can develop 
a living enthusiasm or accept great action and 
great sacrifices for a goal that is lost to its eye 
in the mist of . far·off centuries i ·it must see it 
near and distinct before it, magnified by• a 
present hope, looming largely and actua• 
lised as a living aim whose early realisation· 
only depends on a great, sustained and sincere' 
effort. National education meant for him the 
training of the young generation in the new 
national spirit to be the architects of liberty, 
if that was delayed, the citizens of a free lndia. 
which had rediscovered itself, if the prelimi~ 
nary condition were rapidly fulfilled. Swadeshi 
meant an actualising of the national ·self .. 
consciousness and the national will and the 
readiness to sacrifice which would fix them in 
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the daily mind and daily life of the people. 
In Boycott, which was only. a popular name 
for passive resistance, he saw the means to 
give to the· struggle between the two ideas 
in conflic~ bureaucratic control and nation\1 
control, a vigorous shape and body and· to the 
popular side a weapon and an effective form 
of action. · Himself a man of organisation and 
action, he knew well that by action most, and 
not by thought and speech alone, can the will 
of a people be vivified,, trained and made solid 
and enduring. To get a sustained authority 
from the pongress for a sustained effort in 
these four directions, seemed to him of capital 
importance; this ··was. the . ·reason for his 
inflexible · insistence · on. ~heir, unchanged 
inclusion when the programme seemed to him 
to be in danget. · 

Yet also,.because he is a practical politician~ 
and a man of action, he has always, so long as 
the essentials· were safe, been· ready to admit 
any change in name or form <>r any modifica· 
tion of. programme or action dictated by the 
necessities,' of the ·)ime. Thus . during the 
movement of 1905-1910. the Swadeshi leader 
and the Swadeshi party insisted on agitation 
iq. India and discQuraged reliance on agitation 
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in England, because the awaking and fixing of 
a self-reliant national spirit and ·wm in India 
was the one work for the hour and in England 
.no party or body of opinion existed which 
would listen to the national elailllt nor could 
·exist. -as anybody with the least knowledge 
of English politics could have .told.-until 
that claim . had been unmistakably and 
insistently made and was clearly. supported 
by the filed will- of the · nation.· The 
Home Rula leader and . the. ~ Home Rule 
party of to-day,. which is only the :New 
Party" · reborn with a new . name,. form 
and following, insist on the contrary on 
-vigorous and speedy agitation in England.· 
because the claim and the will have both been 
partil.lly, but not fmfliciently. recognised. and 
because a great and growing British party 
now exists which is ready to make the 
Indian ideal part of its own programme. So, 
·too, they insisted then on Swaraj and 
-rejected with contempt all petty botching with 
the administration. because so alone could the 
real issue be made a living thing to the nation i 
now· they accept re!t.dily enough a · · fairlr 
advanced but still half-and-half scheme, ·bat· 
.at waya with the proviso that the . popular 
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principle receives substantial embodiment 
and the full ideal is included as an early goal 
and not put oft' to a far-distant future. The 
leader of men in war or politics will always 
distrust · petty and episodical gains which,. 
while giving false hopes, are merely nominal 
and put oft' or even endanger the real iSsue,. 
but will always seize on any advantage which 
brings decisive victory definitely nearer. It is 
cnily the 'pure idealist,-but let us remember· 
thai he. to6 has his great and indispensable 
uses,--who insists • always on either all or 
uotlrlng. Not revolutionary methods or revolu·· 
tionary idealism, but the clear·sight and the 
direct propaganda and action of the patriotic 
political leader insisting · on the one thing 
needful and the·straight way to drive at it, 
have been the ·sense of Mr. Tila.k's political 
career. , , 

The speeches in this book belong both to the 
Swadeshi and the ,Home Rule periods, but 
mostly to the latter. They show Mr. Tilak'a 
mind and policy and voice with great force· 
that will ~nd political thought now domi· 
~ant in the country which be bas so· 
prominently helped to create. · Mr. Tilak: 
has none· of the gifts of the -orator which. 
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many lesser. men have possessed, but his 
force of thought and personality make him
in his own way a powerful speaker. He is at his. 
best in his own Marathi tongue rather than in· 
English; for there he finds always the apt 
and telling phrase, the striking application~ the 
vigorous figure which go straight ~ome to the 
popular mind. But there is essentially the same 
power in both. His words have the difectness. 
and force-no force can be greater-of a 
sincere and powerful mind always going 
immediately to the aim in view, the point 
before i~ expressing it with a bare, concen·, 
trated economy of phrarse and the insistence· 
of the hammer full on the head of tne nail 
which drives it in with a few blows. But the-· 
speeches have to be read with his life, his· 
character, his life-long aiins as their surround·, 
ing atmosphere. That is why I have dwelt on, 
their main points ;-not that all I have said is. 
not well known, but the repetition :of known· 
facts has its use when they are important and 
highly significant. 

Two facts of his life and character hav~ to be• 
insisted on as of special· importance to the· 
country because they give a great example of 
two things in whieh its politic&! life was long; 
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·deficient and is ev~n now not sufficient. First, 
the inflexible will of the patriot and man of 
sincere hear.t and .thorough action which has 
been the very grain of his character; fllr aspira· · 
tions, emotion, enthusiasm are nothing without 
·this; will alone creates and prevails. And wish 
;and will are nof the same thing, but divided 
by a great gulf: the one, which. is all most 
of us get to, is a puny, tepid and inefficient 
thing and, even when most enthusiastic, 
·easily discouraged and turned. from its object; 
the other can be a giant t~> accomplh~b and 
endure. Secondly, ' the readiness to sacri· 
fice and face suffering, not needlessly or with· 
;a useless bravado, but with a firm courage 
when it comes, to bear it and to outlive, 
returning to work with \me's scars as if 
nothing had happened. No prominent man in 
india has suffered more for his country; none 
'has taken his· sacrifices and sufferings more · 
•quietly and as a matter of course. 

The first part of Mr. Tilak's life-work is 
accomplished. Two great opportunities have 
'hastened its success, of which he has taken 
·full advantage. The lavalike flood of the Swa·• 
-deshi movement· fertilised the soil and did for: 
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the country in six 1ears the work: of six ordi· 
nary decades; it fixed the goal of freedom i& 
the mind of the people. The sudden irruption 
of Mrs. Besant into the field with her unequlll· · 
led gift,-born of her untiring· energy, her· 
flaming enthusiasm, her magnificent and· 
magnetic personality, her spiritual force,-for 
bringing an ideal into the stage of actuality 
with one rapid whirl and rusb,~as been the 
second factor. Indeed the presence. of' three 
such personalities as Mr. Tilak:, Mrs. Besant 
and Mr. Gandhi at the head and in the heart of 
the present movement, should itsell be a sure. 
guarantee of .success. The nation has accepted• 
the near fulfilment of his great aim as its own! 
political aim, the one object of its endeavour~. 
its immediate ideal., The Government of· 
India and the British nation have accepted, 
it as their goal in Indil\n · administration ; . 
a powerful party, in England,, the party 
which seems to _ command the future,, 
has pronounced for its speedy and total 
accomplishment. A. handful of dissentients. 
there may be in the country ,who still . 

·see only petty gains in the present· and.. 
ihe rest in the dim vista of the centuries •.. 
but with this insignificant · ., exception;. 
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.all . the [ndian provinces and communi· 
·ties have spoken with one voice. Mr. Tilak's 
]lrinciples of work have been accepted i the 
ideas which he had so much trouble to enforce 
have become the commonplaces and truisms 
~of our political thought. The only question 
·that remains is the rapidity of a. now inevitable 
·evolution. That is· the hope for which Mr. 
'rilak still stlijldB, a leader of all India. Only 
-when it is accomplished, wil~ his life-work be 
-done; not till then can he rest while he lives, 
even though age grows on him and infirmities 
gather, -for his spirit will always remain fresh 
.and vigorous,-any more than a river can rest 
~fore the poWAr Of its waterS has found their 
·goal and dischargad them into the se$1., But 
whether that end,-the end of a· first stage of 
our new national life, the beginning of a 
greater India reborn for self-fulfilment and the 
service ofhumanity,-come to-morrow or after 
a little delay, its accomplishment is now safe • 
.and Mr. Tilak's name stands already for 
history as a nation·builder, one of the half .. 
'dozeogreatestpoliticalpersonalities,memorable. 
'fig11res, representative men of the nation in, 
this most critical period of India~ destinies, a 
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name to be remembered gratefully so long as 
the country has pride in its past and hope for 
its future. 1 .. 

.AUROBINDO GROSE. 



· A Standard Character for Indian 
Languages. 

(Sp~ech delit:ered at, B~uflre~ at the Nagari 
Pracharni Sabha Conferen.ce under the Preair 
dency of Mr. R. C. Dutt ,in December 1905.) 

Gentlemen, the scope and object of the 
Nagari Pracharni· Sabha has already been 
explained to· you by the preiident. I should 
have gladly dilated on the same. But as 
ten speakers are to follow me within an hour 
and a half, I must forego the pleasure and 
restrict myself, during the few minutes at 
my disposal to a brief mention of the points 
which l think ought to be kept in view in 
endeavouring to work on the lines adopted 
by the Sabha. 

The first and the most important thing we 
have to remember is that this movement is 
not merely for establishing a common 
character for the Northern India. It is a part 
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and parcel of a Jarger movement: I may say 
a national Movement to have a common 
language for the whole of India ; for a 
common language is an important element 
of nationality. It is by a common language 
that you P.xpress your thoughts to others; 
and Manu rightly says that everything is 
comprehended or proceeded from vak or 
language. Therefore if you want to draw 
a nation together,' there is ~o force more 
po~erful than to have a common language 
for all. ·And that is the end'which'the Sabha 
has kept hi view; . 

But how is the end to be attained ? "vVe 
aim at having a common language not only 
for Northern India, but I will say, in course 
of time, for· the whole of India including the 
Southern or the Madras Presidency, and when 
the scope of ourlabours is 1so widened our 
difficulties seem to grow apace. First of all 
we have to face what may be called the 
historic difficulties~ The contests between the 
Aryans and the non· Aryans in ancient, and 
between the Mahgmedans and the Hindus in 
later times have destroyed the linguistic bar~ 
mony of the country. In Northern India the 
languageS spoken by the Indian population 
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are mostly Aryan, being derived from Sans
krit; while those in the South are Dravi
dian in origin. The difference existS not only 
in words but in the characters in which those 
words are written. Next to this is the 
difference between Urdu and Hindi to which 
so much prominence is given in this province. 
On our side we have also the Modi or the 
running script character as distinguished 
from the Balabodha or the Devanagari in 
which the Marathi books are ordinarily 
printed. · 

There are, therefore, two great important 
elements which we have to harmonise and 
bring together under our common character 
or language before we venture to go ·to the 
Mahomedan or Persian characters. I have 
already said that though a common langu· 
age for India is the ultimate .end we 
have in view, we begin with the lowest step 
of the ladder, I mean a common character 
for Hindus. But here too we have to har· 
monise the two elements now mentioned
the Aryan or the Devanagari character, and 
the Dravidian or the Tamil character. It 

• should be noted that the distinction is not one 
of character ~nl y in as much as there are 
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certain sounds. in the Dravidian languages 
whic~ are not· to be found in any Aryan 
language .. 

\Ve have resolved to proceed step by step, 
and as explained to you by the president we 
have at first taken up in hand only the group 
of the Aryan languages i.e., those derived 
from Sanskrit. These are Hindi, Bengali, 
Marathi, Gujarathi and Gurumukhi. There 
are other sub-dialects, but I have named 
the principal ones. These 'languages are 
all derived from Sanskrit; and the charac· 
ters in which they are written are also 
modifications of the ancient characters of 
India. In course of time each of these langu· 
ages has however, developed its own pecu· 
liarities in grammar, pronunciation and 
characters, though the alphabet in each is 
nearly the same .. 

The Nagari Pracharini Sabha aims at 
having a common character for all these 
Aryan languages, so that when a book is 
printed ~n that character it may be more 
readily intelligible to all the people speaking 
the Aryan languages. I think :we all agree 
on this point. and admit its utility. But the 
dirn'culty arises, when a certain character is 
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proposed as best fitted to be the common 
character for all. Thus, for instance the 
Bengalis may urge that the characters in 
which they write their language are more 
ancient than those adopted by the Gujarathi 
or Marathi speaking people, and that Bengali 
should therefore be selected as a common 
character for all. There are others who think 
that the Devanagiri, as you find it in the 
printed books, is the oldest character and 
therefore it is entitled ·to be the common 
character for all the Aryan languages. 

I do not think, however, that we can Jecide 
this question on pure historic grounds. If 
you go to ancient i.nscriptions you wi~l find 
that no less than ten different characters were 
in use at different times s~1ce the days of 
Ashoka and that Kharoshtri or Brahmi is be· 
Eered to be the oldest of them all. Since 
then all letters have undergone a great 
deal of cha1~ge; and all our existing cha· 
racters are modifications of some one or 
other of the ancient characters. It would, I 
think, therefore be Ule to deci:le the ques· 
tion of common charader on purely antiqua· 
rian basis. 

To a\·oid this difficult): it was at one time 
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suggested that. we should all adopt Roman 
characters ; and ·one reason advanced in 
support thereof was. that it would give a 
common character b~thfor Asia and Europe. 

Gentlemen, the suggestion appears to me 
to be utterly · ridiculous. The Roman 
alphabet, and therefore Roman Character, is 
very, defective .and entirely unsuited to 
express the sounds used by us. It has been 
found to be defective ¢ven by English 
grammarians. Thus while sometimes a 
single letter has three or four. sounds, 
sometimes a single sound is represented by 
two or three letters. Add to it the difficulty 
of finding Roman characters or letters that 
would exactly represent the sounds in our 
languages without. the use of any diacritic 
marks, and the ridiculousness of the 
suggestion would be patent to all. 

If a common character is needed for us all, 
it should be, you will therefore see, a more 
perfect character than the Roman. Eu· 
ropean Sanskritists have declared that the 
Devanagiri alphabet is more perfect than 
any ·which obt"ains in Europe. And with 
this clear opinion before us, it would be suici
dal to go to any other alphabet in our search 
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for a common character for all the Aryan Ian· 
guages in India. No, I would go further and 
say that the classification of letters and sounds 
on which we have bestowed so much labour 
in India and which we find perfected in the 
works of Panini is not to be found in· any 
other language in the world. That is another 
reason why the Devanagari alphabet is the 
best suited to represent the different sounds 
we all use. If you compare the different: 
characters given at the end .of each Book 
published in the Sacred Books of the East 
Series you will be convinced of what I say. 
We have one sound for one letter and one 
letter for each sound. I do not think, there
fore, that there can be any difference of 
opinion as to what alphabet we should 
adopt. The Devanagari- is pre-eminently 
such an alphabet. The question is one of 
character or the form in writing which the 
letters of the alphabet assume in different 
provinces; and I have already. said that this 
question cannot be solved on mere antiqu· 
arian grounds. 

Like Lord Curzon's standard time we want 
a standard character. \Veil, U Lord Curzon 
had attempted to give us a standard charac-
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er on national lines he would have been 
entitled to our nspect far more than by 
giving us a standard time. But it has not 
been done; and we must do it ourselves 
giving up all provincial prejudices. The 
Bengalis naturally take pride in their own . 
character. I do not blame them for it. There 
are others in Gujarath who say that their 
character i3 easy to write because they omit 
the head-line. The Maharashtras on the 
other hand may urge that Marathi is the cha .. 
racter in which Sanskrit · is· written, and 
therefore, it ought to be the common 
character for the whole of India. 

I fully appreciate the force of these remarks. 
But we must come to a solution of the ques· 
tion and for that purpose discuss the subject 
in a business-like and practical manner. 
Whatever character we adopt, it must be easy 
to write, elegant to the eye and capable of 
being written with fluency. The letters that 
you devise must again be sufficient to express 
all the Munds in different Aryan languages, 
nay, must be capable of being extended 
to express the Dravidian sounds without 
diacritic marks. , There should be one letter . 
for every sound and vice versa • . That is what 
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I mean by sufficient and complete character. 
And if we put our heads together it would not 
be difficult to devise such a character based 
on the existing ones. In determining upon 
such a character we shall have· to take into 
consideration the fact, namely, which of the 
existing characters is or are' used over. a 
wider area. For a single character used 
over a wider area 1f suited in other respects 
will ·naturally claim preference to be a 
common character as far as it goes. 

\Vhen you have appointed your committee 
for the purpose and found out a· common 
character, I think we shall have to go to· 
Government and urge upon its attention 
the necessity of introducing in the vernacular 
school books of each province a few lessons 
in this standard character, so that the next~ 

generation may become familiar with it 
from its school days. Studying· a new' 
character is not a difficult task. But there 
is a sort of reluctance to study a new charac~ 
ter after Oi1e's studies are completed. This: 
reluctance can be overcome by the way i 
have suggested and herein Government can' 
help us. It is not a political question as such;· 
though in the end e\'erything may be said to 
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~ political., A Government that 'gave us a 
stan~ard time a~~ standard system of weights 
~nd measures would not, I think, object to 
l~nd its h,elp t~ a scheme which aims to secure 
a stan.dard character for all Aryan languages. 

When this common character is established 
it would not be difficult to read the books 

' '.. 11 

P.rinted in one dial~ct of the Aryan language 
by those who use a different dialect of the 
same? My. own difficulty in not. under
standing a Bengali book is that I cannot read 
the characters. If a Bengali book is printed 
in the Devanagari characters I can follow 
the ·author to a great extent, if not wholly, 
so as to understand the purport of the book ; 
for, over fifty per cent of the words used 
will be found borrowed or derived from 
Sal)skrit. We are all fast adopting new ideas 
from the West, and with the help of 
the parent tongue, Sanskrit, coining new 
words to express the same. Here, therefore, 
is. another direction in which we may wor~ 
for' se~uring a common. language for all and 
I am glad to see that by preparing a diction
ary of scientific t~rms in Hindi, the Sabha is 
doing a good service in this line. 1 should 

. have liked to say something on this point. 
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But as there are other speakers to follow me, 
I do not think I shall be justified in doing 
so and therefore resume my seat with your 
permission. 

II 
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The Bharata Dharma Mahamandala 

(Benares, Bra January 1906). 

I am sorry l cannot address you· in any 
other language except Marathi and English. 
English should be boycotted for religious 
purposes. But I cannot help and hope you 
will excuse me. I shall speak a few words 
on the importance of Hindu religion, its 
present condition and efforts that are being 
made to preserve it from decay. What is 
Hindu religion? If you go to the different parts 
of India, you will find different views about 
Hindu religion entertained by different 
people. Here you are mostly Vaishnavas or 
followers of Shri Krishna. If you go to the 
south, you will meet followers of Ramanuja 
and such others. What is Hindu religion then? 
Bha£ata Dharma Mahamandala cannot be a 
Mahamandala unle5s it includes and co
ordinates these different sections and parts. 
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Its name can only be significant if different 
sections of Hindu religion are united under 
its banner. AU these different sects are so 
many branches of the Vedic religion .. The 
term SanatanaDharma shows that our religion 
is very old-as old as the history of the 
human race itself. Vedic religion was the 
religion of the Aryans from a very early 
time. But you all know no branch can stand 
by itself. Hindu religion as a whole is made 
up of different parts co-related to each other 
as so many sons and daughters of one great 
religion. If this idea is kept in view and if we 
try to unite the various sections it will be· 
c~nsolidated in a mighty force. So long as 
you are divided amongst yourselves, so long 
as one section does not recognise its affinity 
with another, you cannot . hope to rise as 
Hindus. Religion is an element in nationality. , 
The word Dharma means a tie and comes 
from the root dh1·i to bear or hold. What is 
there to hold together? To connect the .soul 
with God, and man with man •. Dharma• 
means our duties towards God and duty to
wards man. Hindu religion as such provi
des for a moral as well as social tie. · ~his 
being our definition we mut go ba~k to the 
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p~t and see how it was worked out. Dur
ing V~dic times ~India was a self-contained 
country. It ~as united as· a· 'great nation. 
That imitv has disappeared bringing on us 
great degradation and it. becomes the duty 
of the leaders to revive that union. A Hindu 
of this 'place is as much a Hindu as the on~ 
from Madras or Bombay. You might put on 
a different. dress; speak a· different langu~ge, 
but you should remember that the inner 
sentiments which 'move you all are the same. 
The study of the ·Gita, Ramayana and 
Mahabharata produce the. same ideas 

, throug~out the country. Are not these~ 
common· allegiance to the Vedas, the Gita 
and the Ramayana-our ··common heritage? 
If we lay stress on it forgetting all the minor 
differences that exist between · different sects, 
then by the grace of Providence we shall ere 
long be able to consolidate all the different 
sects into 'a mighty . Hindu nation. This 
ought.to be the ambition of every Hindu. If 
you thus work to unite, you will find within 
a few years one feeling and one thought actu
ating and dominating all people throughout 
the country.' This is the work we have to do. 
The present c01idltion of our religion is not 
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at all one that is desirable. We· think our~ 
selves separate1 and the feeling of that unity 
which was atlhe root of our advancement in 
the past is gone. It is certainly an unfor: 
tunate circumstance that we should have so 
many sections and sub-sections. It is the duty 
of an association like the Bharata Dharma 
Mahamandala to work to restore the lost and 
forgotten union. In the absence. of unity' India 
cannot claim its · place among the nations 
of the world. For some two hundred years 
India was in the same ~ondition as· it iS to-' 
day. Buddhism flourished and attacks were 
made on Hindu religion by Buddhist~ and 
Jains. After 6oo years of chaos, rose one 
great leader,Shankaracharya and he brought 
together all the common philosophical 
elements of our religion and proved and 
preached them in such a way that Buddhism 
was swept away from the land. 

\V e have the grand and eternal promise· 
Shri Krishna has giyen in the Gita that when.: 
ever there is a ·decay of Dharma, He comes . 
down ~o restore it. When there is a decay 
owing to disunion, when good men arfi 
prosecuted, then Shri Krishna comes down to' 
save us. There is no religion on the· face of 
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the earth except the Hindu religion wherein 
we find such ~"hopeful pro:nise that God 
comes ~o us a3 inany times as necessary. 
After Mahomed no prophet is promised, and 
Jesus Christ cqmes once for ever. No religion 
holds such promise full of hope. It is because 
of this that the ~indu religion is not dead. 
We are never . without hope. Let heretics 
say what they may.' A tim~ will come when 
our religious thoughts and our rights will be 
vindicated. Each man is doing his best,and 
as the· association is doing its best, every 
Hindu is welcome t:> assist it .and carry it to 
itS. goal. If we do not find men coming for· 
ward let us hope they will dq so in the. next 
generation~ 'N e. are · never without hope ; 
no other religio:1 has suc.h a definite and 
sacred promise as we have of Shri Krishna. 
It is based on truth and truth,never dies. 
I say it and I am pr~pared . to prove this 
statement. I believe that truth is not \'ouch· 
safed to one only. The great characteristic 
of truth is that it is universal and catholic. 
It is not confined to. any particular race. 
Hindu .religion tolerates all religions.' Our 
religi~n says thafall religio~s are based on 
truth, "you follow yours, I mine.'' 
'' ' . 16 ' 
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Shri Krishna says that. the followers of 
other religions worship God though not in a 
proper form. Shri Krishn~ does not say that 
the followers of other religions . would be 
doomed to eternal hell. I challenge any body 
to point out to me a similar text from the 

.scriptures of other religions. It cannot be 
found in any other religion, because. they 
are partial truth while our Hindu religion is 
based on the whole, the Sanatan truth, and 
therefore it is bound to triumph in the end. 
Numerical strength also is a great strength. 
Can the religion which counts its followers 
by crores die? Never, unless the crores of 
our fellow-followers are suddenly swept away 
our religion will not die. All that is required 
for our glorious triumph and success is that 
we should unite all the digerent sect$ on a · 
common platform and let the. stream of 
Hindu religion flow through one channel with 
mighty consolidated and concentrated force. 
This is the work which the Bharata Dharma 
Mandala has to d? and accomplish. Let us 
be all united .. Because a· particular man~ 
wears a particular dress, speaks :a. differen~ 
tongue, worships a. particular devata, is that 
any reason for .our withdrawing our :hands 
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of fellowship 'to our Hindu brother? The 
charactet of our. Hindu religion is very com· 
prehensive-asromprehensive as its literature 
itself; we have a wonderful literature. 
'\Visdom, as is concentrated in Gita and 
epitomised in about 700 verses, that 
wisdom, I am confident, cannot be defeated· 
or ·overcome by any philosophy, be it 
Western or any other .. Now I turn to the 
forces that are arrayed against us. There 
are mainly two forces of ( 1) science and 
( 2) Christianity. If our religion is threatened 
with any· hostile criticism, it comes from 
these two. As for the first, a·great change 
is coming over the \Ve~t and truths that are 
discovered by them were known to our Rishis. · 
Modem science is gradually justifying and 

"vindicating our· ancient wisdom. \Vith the 
establishment of Physical Research Societies 
~and the expansion of scientific knowledge 
they have come to understand that the fund-
amental principles of our religion are based 
on truth that can be proved. Take an 
instance. Chaitanya pervades every thing. 
It is strictly a Hindu theory.· Professor Bose 
has recently shown that this Vedantic 
doctrine is literally true according to modern 
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science. Take the doctrine of the survival 
of soul independent d the body. 

Doctrines of Karma and Re-incarnation gp 
with it. Spencer never believed in these. 
But recently it has been our great privilege 
to see that Sir Oliver Lodge and May.or 
and others have declared that the soul does 
not die with body; so much now they are 
convinced of. Modem science accepts the 
doctrine of Karma if not of re-incarnation. 
But it is not the belief of Christianity. They 
hold that God gives a new soul each and 
every time. Thus it would be seen that a 
change is coming over the West. Our enemies 
are fast disappearing before the teachings of 
modern science, take courage and work hard 
for the final triumph. If you make a little 
effort and aim at union, you have a bright 
future .before you. Now·.a-day, Vedanta is 
not only read but studied by Americans. 
No European doctor believes that the beating 
of the heart can be voluntarily stopped. But 
it has been proved to the contrary. Vedanta 
and Yoga have been fully vindicated by 
modern science a:1d these aim at giving you 
spiritual union. It is our clear duty, there
fore to follow truth and re-edit our scriptures 
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and place them before the world in the light 
of modern science that they may be accepta· 
ble to all. But I tell you again unity· is 
necessary for such work. You would be 
wanting in duty to yourself and to your 
ancestors if you do not give up provincial 
prejudices ·and promote unity that unrierlies 
all sects ... we have been very idle. \Ve 
have grown so stupid owing to our idleness 
that \fe are required to be told by foreigners 
that our treasures conceal gold and not 
iron. Modern science and education are 
prepared to help you if you take' • ad van· 
tage of them, and time will come when instead 
of Christians preaching Christianity here 
we shall see our preachers preaching Sanatan 
Dharma all over the world. Concentrate all 
your forces. The idea of a Hindu University 
where our old religion will be taught along 
with modern science is a very good one and 
should have the support of all. In conclusion, 
I wouid ilgain draw your attention to bring 
about a harmonious· union of all sects and 
rightiy claim and obtain our rightful place 
among the nations of the world. 
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The Political Situation 
(Speech delit•ered by Mr. Tilak at Calcutta 

w,nder the Presidency of Babu . Motilal Ghose 
on 7th June 1906). 

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am unable 
to impress you with my feeling and sentiment. 
I express my gratefulness on my own behalf 
and that of my friends for the splendid recep
tion accorded to us. This receptio~ is given 
not to me personally but as a representative 
of the Marathi nation. . This honour is due 
to the Marathi nation for the services and 
sympathy towards the Bengali race in their 
present crisis. The chainnan has said that 
times have altered and I add that the situa· 
tion is un~que. India is under a foreign rule 
and Indians welcomed the change at one 
time. ·Thtn many races were the masters 
and they had no sympathy and hence the 
change was welcomed and that was the cause 
why the English succeeded in establishing an 
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empire in India. Men then thought that the 
change was for their good. The confusion 
which characterised native rule was in strik· 
ing contrast with the constitutional laws of 
the British Government. The people had . 
much hope in the British Government, but they 
were much disappointed in their anticipations. 
They hoped that their arts and industries 
would be fostered 1,mder British rule and· 
they would gain much from their new rulers. 
But all those hopes· had. been . falsified. 
Th~.people were now compelled to adopt a 
new line, namely, to fight against the bureau• 
cracy~ 

. Hundred· years · ago it was said, and 
believed by : the. people; that they were 
socially inferior to their rulers and as soon as 
they were socially·. improved they would 
obtain liberties:. and privileges• But sub
sequent events have shown that this was· not 
based on sound logic. Fifty years ago Mr.· 
Dadabhai Naoroji, the greatest sta!esman of 
India, thought that Government would grant 
them rights· and privileges when they were 
properly educated,. but that hope is gone. 
Now it might be· said that they were not 
fitted to take part in the administration of the 
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country owing to their defective education. 
But, I ask, whose fault it is. The Govern· 
ment has been imparting education to the 
people and he~ce the fault is not theirs but 
of the Government. The . Government is 
imparting an education to make the people 
fit for some subordinate appointments. Pr<r 
fessions have been made that one day the 
people would be given a share in the 
administration of the country. This is far 
from the truth. What did Lord Curzon do? 
He saw that this education was becoming 
dangerous and he made the Government 
control more strict. He passed the Univer· 
sities Act and thus brought all schools under 
Government. control. Education, in future 
would pin the people to service only and 
they now want to reform it. In Bombay 
such an attempt was first made in founding 
the Fergusson College. In 188o and in 1884. 
the Government showed willingness to hand 
over Guvernment Colleges to the control of 
the Fergusson College but now that institu~ 

tion has gone partially into the hands of the 
Government. . . 

Policy of justice and efficiency was the 
policy under which tM people are now being 
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governed. By justice is meant justice not 
between the rulers and the ruled but that 

' between subject~· and subjects; by efficiency 
the efficiency .of bureaucracy. Assurances 
had been given· which were expressly 
pronounced impracticable. Even Lord Curzon 
has declared· that the Queen's Proclamation 
was an impossibility. This was said not by 
an ordinary Englishman but by a Viceroy. 
Bureaucracy has developed a policy beyond 
which they: are determined n0t to go. It is 
hopeless to expect anything from the rulers. 
The ru.Iers have developed a system which 
they are not prepared to alter in spite of the 
protests 'of the people. 
· Protests are of no a vail. Mere protest, not 

backed by ·self-reliance; .will ·not help the 
people.' Days of· protests and prayers have 
gone. Shivaji heard the protests of the people 
and the }iJia tax was repealed. Good wishes 
between master and servant are impossible. 
It may be possible between equals: The 
people must show that they are fit for .privi
leges. They must take such departments as 
finance in their own hands and the rulers 
will then be ·oound to give them to the 
people.· That is .the. 'key of success. It is 
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impossible to expect ·that our petitions will 
be heard unless backed by firm resolution. 
Do not expect much from a change in 
government. Three P's-pray, · please and 
protest-will not do unless backed by solid 
force. Look to the examples of. Ireland, 
Japan and Russia and· follow th~ir methods. 
You probably Have read the speech delivered· 
by Arthur Griffin and we · m~t consider the· 
way as to how to build a nation on Indian; 
soil. 

The rulers have now. a definite policy. and 
you are asking them td change it. It is ·only 
possible that they will have enlightened 
despotism in place of pl;lre despotism. It is 
idle to expe~t much by educating the British 
public. You .. will not be . able , to convince 
them by mere words. The present system o£ 
administration is unsuited to :<this .. coun-~ 
try and we must prove It. Mr. 'Morley. has 
said that he was·· unab1e to overthrow: 
the bureaucracy. The whole thing·rests· with. 
the people. \Ve · m~st make our: case not by 
mere words but we must prove it by actual 
facts. \V e must show that the country can
not be gorerned well by the present method~ 
\Ve must con\•ince the government of this. 
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, , But can thb; be done? \Ve must either pro· 
ceed .onward or give up the cause altogether. 
Do not rely· muca.upon the sympathy o[ the' 
rulers. Mr. Morley has given a strange ill us~ 
tration of his :·sympathy in the partition· 
question .. Mr. Morley has said that he has 
full sympathy with the'people but he cannot 
or will not undo partition .. An apt illustra
tion of this sympathy will 'be found in the 
taws of the land. ·Punishment of whipping 
is provided in the Penal Code and there is 
another law which provides. that the•sufferer 
will be sent to hospital for treatment. If you 

'want that sort·. of sympathy Mr. Morley is 
ready to give it to you. If you forget your 
grievances by; hearing words of sympathy, 
then the cause is gone. You must make 
a permanent cause of grievance. Store up 
the grievances till they are removed. Partition 
grievance will be the edifice for the regen~ .. 
ration of India. Do not give up this partition· 
grievance for the whole ·Of India is at your 
back. It ~ a corner stone and I envy the 
people of Bengal for laying this corner stone . 
. · Shivaji was born at a time when there was 
darkness and helplessness. I believe that 
Bengal will produce such. a leader at 
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this juncture who ~ill follow the great 
Maharatta leader not in method but i~ spirit. 
This festival shows that providence has not 
forsaken us. I hope that God will" give uS 
such a leader who would regenerate the 
country by his self-5acrifice, ardent devotion 
disinterested action. ·we must raise a nation 
on his soil. Love· of ·nation is one's first 
duty~ Next comes religion and the. Govern~, 
ment. Our duty to th~ ~ation will1be th~ 
first. 

Swadeshi and Swadeshi will be our cry fo~ 
ever and by this we.will grow in spite of .~he 
wishes of the rulers. S~adeshi and national 
education are the two meth<>Ps. 
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Is: Shivaji not a. National Hero ? 
· Hero~~orship ·is a feeling deeply implanted 

in human·nature;: and our political ·aspira· 
tions need all the'strength which the worship 
of a Swadeshi hero is ·likely to inspire into; 
oijt minds: ·For this: purpose Shivaji is the 
only hero to be found in the·· Indian history. 
He was bOhi at a time when the whole nation 
required relief from· misrule;' and· by his 
self-sacrifice and courage he proved to the 
world that India was not a country forsaken 
by Providence.. It is true that the Mah<r 
medans and the Hindus were then divided; 
a~d Shivaji who respected the· religious 
scruples of the Mahomedans, had to fight 
against the Mogul rule that had become 
unbearable to the peopl~. But it does not 
follow from this that, now that the Mahome
dans and the Hindus are equally shorn of the 
power they once possessed and are governed 
by the same laws and rules, they should not 
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agree to accept as a hero one who in his own 
days took a bold stand against the tyranny of 
his time. It is not preached nor is it tn be at 
all expected that the methods adopted by 
Shivaji should be adopted. by the. present 
generation. The charge brought by the 
Anglo-Indian· writers in:.· this connection 
is a fiction of their own brain and is put 
forward simply to frighten away the timid 
amongst us. No one ever dreams that 
every incident in Shivaji's life is to.be copied 
by any one at present. It is the 1pint which 
actuated Shivaji in his doings that is held 
forth as the proper ideal to be kept con
stantly ~n view by the rising generation. No 
amount of misrepresentation tan succeed in 
shutting out this view of the question from 
our vision ; and we hope and trust that our 
Mahomedan friends will not be misled. by 
such wily methods. \Ve do not think that 
the Anglo-Indian writers will object to 
England worshipping Nelson or France 
worshipping·. the- great· Napolean· on. the 
ground that such national festivais would 
alienate the sympathies of either natioa 
from the other, or would make l the existence 
d amicable relations between the tv.·o natioQS 
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an impossibility in future. And yet the 
same advice is ·administered to us in a 
patronising ton·e· by these Anglo-Indian 
critics, being unmindful of the fact that we 
have now become sufficiently acquainted with 
their tactics to take their . word. for gospel 
truth. The Shivaji festival is not celebrated 
to alienate or even ·to irritate the Mahome· 
dans. Times are chinged, and. as observed 
'above,the Mahomedens·and the Hindus stand 
in the same boat or on the same platform so 
far as the politicat·condition of the people is 
concerned. Can we not both of us derive some 

.. inspiration from the life of Shiraji under these 
'circumstances? That is· the real question at 
issue; and if this can be answered in the affirm· 
. ative it matters little that Shivaji was born 
in Maharashtra. This aspect of the question 
has been clearly perceh·ed and exclained by 

·the leading Indian papers in Bengal such as 
the Po.tri.~a and the Bengalee ; and there is 

·.little chance of the serpentine wisdom of the 
: Anglo-~ndian writers being blindly accepted 
~by the parties for whom it is meant. We are 
; not against a festival being started in 
·honour of Akbar ·or any other hero from old 
~Indian ihistory. Such festivals will have 
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their own worth; but that of Shivaji has a 
peculiar value of its own for the whole 
country, and it is the duty of every one to see 
that this characteristic of the festiva.l: is not 
ignored or misrepresentel Every hero, be.he 
Indian or European; acts according to the 
spirit of his times; and we m4st therefore · 
judge of his individual acts by the standard 
prevalent in his time. 'If this principle be 
accepted we can find not.hing in Shivaji's 
life to which one can take exception. But as 
stated above we need not go so far. What 
makes Shivaji a national hero for the present 
is the spirit which actuated him throughout ' 
and not his deeds as such. His life clearly 
shows that ~ndian races do not s~ soon lose 
the vitality which gives them able leaders at 
critica 1 times. That is the lesson which the 
Mahomedans and the Hindus have to learn 
from the history of the great Mahratta Chief; 
and the Shivaji festival is intended to empha- · 
sise the same lesson. It is a sheer misrepre
sentation to suppose that the worship of 

· Shivaji includes invocations to fight either 
with the • Mahomedans or with the 
Government. It was only in conformity with 
the political circumstances of the country 
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at the time that Shivaji was born in Maha· 
rashtra. But a future leader ~ay be born 
anywhere in India and who knows, may even 
be a Mahomedan. That. is. the. right view of 
the question, and~ we do not .. think that the 
Anglo-~ndian wrilers can succeed in diverting 
out attention from it/' 

. ~Thf.Mahratta ~4th June 1WS) 



Honest Swadeshi 
(Speech delivered on Sundlly the 23rd 

December' 1906 in Beadon Square, Calcutta, 
under the Pre11idency.oj Lilla Lajpat Rai). 

I did not expect to have to speak on the day 
on which my long journey from Poona came' 
to an end, but circumstances appear to ha ~e 
left me no choice. Lord Minto· opened the 
Industrial exhibition here the other day and 
in doing so, said that honest S~adeshism 
should be d~sociated from~ political aspira" 
tions. In other words the Swadeshi agitation 
had, within the last eighteen months been 
carried on by the workers for motives. other 
than those professed and fer ends ndt yet 
disclosed. This is entirely an unfair . represen·· 
tation of the existing state of things and can 
easily be demonstrated to be· so. To begin 
with· if Lord Minto thinks ·the . Swadeshi 
workers dishonest, why should he· have ' 
associated himself with them by consen .. 
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ing to open the Exhibition ? Further, 
if Lord Minto is honest, and our Bengal 
leaders who have been preaching the 
Swadeshi cause are dishonest, why should 
they have inrited his Lordship to do the 
forma 1 and ceremonious act of declaring the 
Exhibition open? So taken either way, it 
will appear that his Lordship and our leaders 
cannot possibly hit it off together .. If he did 
not want us, we shall certainly b~ able to do 
without him. So his c;nsenting to perform 
the opening ceremony was clearly a great 
blunder. . . Then is our movement really 
dishonest? In Germany, France, America, 
Governments protect their infant industries 
by imposing taxes on imports. The Govern
ment of India should also have done the 
same as it professes to rule India in the 
interests of Indians. It failed in its duty, so the 
people are trying to do for themselves what 
the (;overnment ought to have done years 
and years ago. No, Lord Minto dares not 
call the Emperor of G~rmany dishonest nor 
can he similarly characterise the presidents 
of the French or American Republics. How 
then can our leaders· be called dishonest? 
Are they to be abused because they are 
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endeavouring to do what the Government 
has culpably omitted to do? · As head 
of · a despotic Govern !Dent, . his . LordshiP. 
cannot possibly sympathise with the politi .. 
cal aspirations and agitations of the people, 
and it may be expected that he may 
maintain an unbroken silence about. it.t 
Had I been in his Lordship's position I would~ 
have done so, but why should Lord Minto call 
us dishonest? There is a harder word that 
is on my lips but to say the least it is 
impolitic of Lord Minto to have said so. 
There it was said that Sw adeshi was an indus
trial movement and has nothing to do with 
politics. \Ve all know that Government 
is not engaged in commerce. It might ha \'e 

begun that way but it certainly does not 
trade now. Did it not protect British 
trade and adopt measures to promote it? 
1f the Indian Government dissociates itself 
from the commercial aspirations of the 
British nation, then it will be time for 
Swadeshi workers to consider the question 
of dissociating their movement from politics. 
But so long as politics and commerce are 
blended together, in this policy of the Govern
ment of India, it will be a blunder to dis 
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sociate Swadeshi from ·politics. In fact, 
Swadeshism is a large tenn which include~ 
politics and to be· a true Swadeshi .one ·must 
look on alllines•whether political or indus· 
trial ot economical-which converge our 
people towards the status of a civilised nation. 
Gentlemen, l · insist on your emphatically 
repudiating the ~barge of_ dishonesty. 



Tenets of the New. Party. 
(Calcutta, 2nd January 190i.) . 

Two new words have recently come into 
existence with regard to our politics, and they 
are Moderate• and E~tremists., These words 
have a specific relation to'time, and they, 
therefore, will change 'with time. The 
Extremists of to-day will be :Moderates to
morrow, just as the Moderates of t<Klay were 
Extremists yesterday. When 1the' National 
Congress w,as first started and Mr. Dadabhai's 
views, which now· go for Moderates, were 
given to the public, he was ·styled an 
Extremist, so that you will see that the term· 
Extremist is an· expression of progress. . \Ve 
are Extremists to-day and our sons will call 
themselves Extremists an·d . us Moderates. 
Every new party begins as Extremists and 
ends as Moderates. The sphere of practical 
politics is not unlimited. We cannot say 
what will or will not happen 1,000 · years 
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hence-perhaps during that long period, the 
whole of the white race will be swept away 
in another glacia.l period. We must, there· 
fore, study.the present and work out a pro
gramme to meet the present condition. 

It is impossible to go into details within the 
time at my disposar. One'·thing is granted, 
viz., that this Government does not suit us. 
As has been said by an eminent statesman
the Government. of one country by another 
can never be a successful, and therefore, a per
manent Government ... There is no difference 
of opinion about this fundamental proposition 
between the Old and. New schools. One fact 
is that this alien Government has ruined the 
country. In .the beginning, all of us were 
taken by surp,rise. We were almost dazed. 
We thought .that everything that the rulers 
did was for our good and that this English 
Government has descended from the clouds 
to save us from the invasions of .Tamer lane 
and Chengis . Khan, .and, as they say, not 
only from foreign invasions but from interne· 
cine. warfare, or the , internal or external 
invasions, as they call it. We felt happy for 
a time, but it soon .came to light that the peace 
which was established in this country did this 
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as Mr. Dadabhai has said in one place-that 
we were prevented from going at each other's 
throats, so that a foreigner might go at the 
throats of us all. Pax Britannica has been 
established in this country in order that a 
foreign Gov'ernment may exploit the country. 
That this is the effect of this Pax Britannica 
is being gradually realised in these days. It 
was an unhappy circumstance that it was 
not realized sooner. We believed in. the 
benevolent intentions of the Government, but 
in politics there is no benevolence. Benevol· 
ence is used to sugar· coat the declarations of 
self-interest, and we were in those· days 
deceived by the apparent benevolent · in ten• 
tions under which rampant self-interest was 
concealed. That was our state then. But 
soon a change· came over us. English educa~ 
tion, growing poverty, and better familiarity 
with our rulers, opened our eyes and our lea· 
ders; especially, the venerable leader who pre-
sided over the recent Congress was the first to 
tell us. that the drain from the country was 
ruining it, and if the drain was to cont'nue, 
there was some great dhaster awaiting us. So 
terribly convinced was he of this that he went 
over from here to England and spent 25 years 
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of kis life in trying to convince the English 
people of the injustice that is being done to 
us. He worked ~very hard. He had con versa· 
tions and interviews with Secretaries of State, 
with Members of Parliament-and with what 
result? 
' He has come here at the age of 82 to tell us 
that he is bitterly disappointed. Mr. Gokhale, / 
I know, is not disappointed. He is a friend of 
mine and I believe that this is his hone~ 

I 

conviction. Mr. Go~hale is not disappoint~d 
but is ready to wait another So years till h~ is 
disappointed like Mr. Dadabhai. 1 
, He is young, younger than myself, and I 
can very well see that disappointment dnnot 
come in a single interview, from interViews 
which have lasted only for a year J so. If 
Dadabhai is disappointed, what reason is 
there that Gokhale shall not, after .~o years? 
It is said there is a revival of Liberalism, but · 
h~w long will it last? Next year 1ft might be, 
they are out of power, and are ~e rto wait till 

·there is another revival of Liberalism, and 
I 

then again if that goes down' and a third 
revival of Liberalism takes place; and after 
all what can a liberal Government do? I will 
quote the observation of the farber of the Con .. 
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gress, Mr. A. 0. Hume. This was made in 
1893. Let the Government be Liberal or 
Conservative, rest sure that they will not 
yield to' yo~ willingly anything. A Liberal 
Government means that the Government or 
the members of the Government are imbued 
with Liberal principles because they want to 
have the administration of their country con· 
ducted on those principles. They are Liberals 
in England, but I have seen Liberals in Eng· 
land come out to India to get into conser• 
'vative ways. Many of the Civilian officers from· 
schools and colleges, when they come out are 
very good Liberals. Coming in contact with 
Angla.lndian men or when they marry 
Angla.lndian women, they change their 
views, and by the time they leave India they 
are Conservatives. This has been the experi
ence all over. So Liberal or Conservative, the 
point is, is any one prepared to give. you 
those rights and concessions which intellectu
ally a philosopher may admit to be fit to be 
conceded tor granted to· a subject nation in 
course of time? It is intellectual perception. 
A philosopher and statesman ·cannot. be 
forced to do it. I laughed when I read the 
proceedings of the meeting in·. Calcutta, con• 
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gratulating people on the appointment of Mr. 
Morley to the Secretaryship of State for India. 
Passages were read from Mr. Morley's books. 
Mr. Morley had said so and so in . M·r. Glad. 
stone's Life; Mr. ·Morley had. said this and 
had saig that; he was the editor of a certain 
paper 30 year~ ago, and he said so and so. I 
asked myself if it would not have been better 
that some of the passages from the Bhagavat 
Gita were so quoted. The persons to whom Ire: 
fer are gentlemen for whom' I have the highest 
respect. But what· i say is, that they utterly' 
misunderstood the position or absolutely 
ignored the distinction between a philosopher 
.and a statesman. A statesman is bound to 
look to the present circumstances and see 
what. particular concessions are absolutely 
necessary, and what is theoretically true 
or wrong. :He has to take into consideration 
both the sides. . There are the interested 
A • 

Anglo-Indians and the Secretary of State is 
the head of the Anglo-Indian btm~aucra,.cy 
whose mouth-piece ·he is. Do you mean to 
say that. when , the whole bureaucracy, the 
whole body of Anglo-Indians, is against you, 
the Secretary of State will set aside the 
whole bureaucracy and give you rights? Has 
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be the power? lf he does, will he not be asked 
to walk away? So then it comes to this t~at 
the whole British electorate must be conver• 
ted. So y'ou are going to convert all persons 
who have a right to vote in ~ogland, so as 
to get the m'aj?rity; on your side, and when 
this is done and when by that majority 
the Liberal party is .returned to Parliament 
bent upon doing good to India. and it 
appoints a Secretary d State as go9d as 
Mr. Morley, then you hope to get something 
of the old methods. The ~ew Party has· 
realized this position.. The 1 whole electorate, 
of. Great Britain must be converted by 
lectures. You cannot touch their poc~et or . 
interest, and that man mu~t be a fodl indee~ 
who would sacrifice his o~n interest on 
hearing a philosophical lecture.. He will say 
it is a very good lecture; but I am not going 
to sacrifice· my interest. I will tell you a 
story. · One of my friends who had been · 
lecturing in England delivered a· lecture on 
the grievances of India. A man from 1 the 
audience came and asked him how many .of 
them there. were. The lecturer replied 30. 
Crores. The inquirer replieq, 'Then you do 
not deserve anything.' That is the attitude 
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with which an English workman looks at'the 
question. You now depend on the. Labour 
Party. Labourers have their own grievances, 
but they won't treat you any better. On the 
contrary they will treat you worse, because 
British· labourers obtain their livelihood by 
sending us their goods. This is the real 
position. This ·position is gradually re· 
cognized. Younger people who have gone 
to En.gland like Mr. Gokhale are not so 
disappointed though those who ,went with 
him were like Lata' Lajpat Rai. I am enter
ing into personalities but I cannot place these 
facts in an intelligent manner, if I do not 
give the names, although all of them are my 
friends. This is then the state of things. 
The New Party perceives that this is futile 
To convert the whole electorate of England to 
your opinion and then to get indirect pressure 
to b~ar upon the Members of Parliament, 
they· in their turn to return a Cabinet fav
ourable to India· and the whole Parliament, 
the Liberal party and the Cabinet to bring 
pressure on the bureaucracy to yield-we 
say this is hopeless.· You can now under· 
stand· the difference between the Old and 
the New Parties .. · 'Appeals to the bureau-
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cracy are hopeless. On this point both the 
New and Old parties are agreed. The Old 
party believes in appealing to the .·'British 
nation • and we do not. That being our 
position, it logically follows· we must have 
some other method. There is another alter· 
native. We are notgoingto sit down quiet. 
We shall have some other method by which 
to achieve what we want. We are not dis
appointed, we are not pessimists. It is the 
hope of achieving the goal by our own 
efforts that has brought'- into existence this 
New Party. 

There is no empire lost by a free grant of 
concessions by the rulers to the ruled. History, 
does not record any such event. Empires ate 
lost by luxury, by being too much bureaU: 
cratic or over-confident or from other reasons, 
But an empire has never come to an end by 
the rulers conceding power to the ruled. 

You got the Queen's Proclamation. But it 
was obtained without a Congress. They 
wanted to pacify you, as you had grown too 
turbulent, and you ·got that Proclamation 
without a d~mand, without' Congress and 
wit bout constitutional agitation. That is a 
\'ery good and generous declaration indeed. 
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The Queen was very anxious that it should 
be couched in such terms as wouLI create 
hopes in you. ~~ow all that anxiety did not 
proceed from constitutional agitation. ·It ·was 
after 1858 that constitutional agitation began. 
The result was, the Proclamatioa remained 
a dead letter, because you could not get it 
ellforced, the conditions under which it was 
made having disappeared. A promise was 
made but you proved too weak· to have it 
t;nforced. That is the reason why it was not 
enforced. The bureaucracy got the upper 
hand and they established a system of 
administration in which. it made it impussible 
for the Proclamation to be acted up to. Lord · 
Curzon poohpoohed it. Another lawyer said 
it was unconstitutional because it was nbt 
passed by Parliament. His name was Sir 
James Stephen. This was at the time of the 
Ilbert Bill. They want now to explain away 
that Proclamation. Is Mr. Mofley going to 
fulfil it? The explanation. of the Proclama· 
tion is not the question. The question is what 
will compel him to fulfil it. This is the poi~t at 
issue. I a dmit' that we must ask; but we 
must ask with the consciousness that the 
demand cannot"-be refused. There. is great 
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difference between asking ·and petitioning. 
Take the age of Consent Bill, the Land Tax, 
the Tenancy Question. Whenever there was a 
grievance we used to bold meetings, make 
petitions, representations, anJ complaints in 
the Press; and once· tbe dtdsion of Cresar · 
was known, everything was silent and we 
a~epted it loyally."· Such is the expericuce 
of the Government and this is what, I believe, 
they wrote to Mr. M~rley relating to the. 
Partition question. They have probably told 
Mr. Morley that if he remained ·quiet for a 
short time, everything would be right. "The 

· present howl is due to a few agitators, and 
when sufficient time has elapsed the agitation 
will subside and the Partition will be accepted. 
~'e know the· people of India better than you~ 
do. \Ve have ruled over them and we. 
intend to rule over them, and · if o'ur 
experience is worth anything we advise you 
not to yield to their clamorous agitation.'' Mr. 
Morley's counsellors are Anglo-Indians, they 
placed this before Mr. Morley. Jfe thinks that 
such consensus. of- opinion, administrative 
experience, itjs impossible to O\'e~·ride. Philo. 
sopher or no philosopher, he thinks that the 
administrative duties require it, and he does 
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it as honestly as any other man ia the world. 
This is then how the matter stands. The new 
Party wishes toJ~Ut a stop to this. \Ve have 
come forward with a scheme which if you 
accept, shall better enable you to remedy this 
state of things than the ~cheme of the Old 
school. Your industries are ruined utterly, 
ruined by foreign rule; your wealth is going 
out of the country an~ you are reduce.i to 
the lowest ·level which no human being can 
occupy. In this state of things, is there any 
other remedy by which you can help yoursem 
The reme~y is not petitioning but boycott. 
We say prepare your forces, organise your 
power, and then go to work so· that they 
cannot refuse you what you demand. A 

'story in Mahabharata tells that SriKrishna was 
sent to effect a compromise, but the Panda vas 
and Kauravas were both organizing their 
forces to meet the contingency of failure of a 
compromise. This is politics. Are you pre
pared in this way to fight if your demand is 
refused? If you are, be sure you will not be 
refused ; but if you are not, nothing can be 
more certain than that your demand will be 
refused, and perhaps, for ever. We are 
not armed, and there is, no necessity for 
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arms either •. \Ve have.a stronger weapon, 
a political weapon, in boycott. Vfe have 

. perceived one I~t., that th~. w hol~ o~ .this 
administration,, which . is. carried on by: 1a 
handful of Englishm~n, .is. carried on with our 
assistance. \Ve are all in subordinate service. 

' j "• _.' J •I 

The whole GoveiTlment is. carrieq: on .. with 
our assistance and· they ~ry . to . keep· us in 
ignoran~ of ·oar pow~.r ·!of .. ~o-operation 
. between ourselves by which that which is in 
our own h~nds at present can be claimed by 
us and administered by us. , . Tpe point is to 
.have the entire control in pur hands, 1. want 
to have the key of my house, and not merely 
one stranger turned out of . it.. Self-Govern· 
mentis our goal; we want a control· over our 
administrative machinery;·· \Ve don't want i 
to become clerks. ~nd. remain. At prese~t, 
we are clerks and willing instruments of our 
own opprPssion in the. hands of .an ·alien 
Government, and that Government is ruling 
over us not by its innate strength but by 
keeping us in ignorance and blindness to the 
perception of this fact. Professor Seely shares 
this view. Every Englishman knows that 
they are a mer~ handful in this country and 
it is the business uf every one of them to be-
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fool you· in believing that you are weak and 
they are strong. ·. This is politics. We have 
been deceived ~by such policy so long. What 
the New Party wants you to do is to realise 
the fact that your future rests entirely in your 
own hands. If you mean to be free, you can 
be free; if you do not mean to be free, you 
will fall and be for ever faJlen. So many of 
you need not ,.like arms·; but if you have not 
the power of active resistance, have you not 
the power of self-denial and self-abstinence 
·in such a way as not to assist this foreign 
Government to rule over you? This is boycott 
and this is what is meant when we say, boy
cott .is a· political weapon. · \Ve shall not 
give them assistance to collect revenue and 
keep ·peace. · We shall ·not assist them in 

, fighting beyond the frontiers or outside 
India with Indian blood and money. We 
shall not assist them in carrying on the 
administration of justice. We shall have our 
own 'courts, and when time comes we shall 
not pay taxes.· Can you do that by your 
united efforts? If you can, you are free from 
to-morrow. · Some gentlemen who spoke this 
evening referred to half bread as against the 

· whole bread. ·I ·say I want the whole bread 
so 
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and that immediately. But if I cannot get 
the whole, don't think that I have no patience. 

I will take the half they gh·e me and then 
try for the remainder. This is the line of. 
thought and action in which you must train 
yourself. \Ve have not raised this cry from 
a mere impulse. It is a reasoned impulse. 
Try to understand that reason and try to 
strengthen that impulse by your logical con
victions. I do not ask you to blindly follow 
us. Think over the whole problem fur your· 
selves. lf you accept our advice, we feel sure, 
we can achieve our salvation thereby. This 
is the advice of the New Party. Perhaps we 
have not obtained a full recognition of our 
principles. O!d prejudices die very hard. 
Neither of -us· wanted to wrt::ck the Con· 
gress, so we compromised, and were satisfied 
that our principles were recognised, and only 
to a certain extent. That does not mean that 
we have acce~tedthe .whole situation. We 
may have a step in advance next year, so 
that within a few years our principles will be 
recognised, and recognised to such an extent 
that the generat.ions who come after us may 
consider us Moderates. This is the way in 
which a nation progresses. This is the way 
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national sentiment progresses, and this is the 
lesson you have to learn irom the struggle 
now going 'on~ )his is a lesson of progress, a 

· lesson of.helpingyour~elf as ~uch as possible, 
1 and if you:J realJy: ·perceive the force of it, if 
, you are convinced by these arguments. then 
and then only: is it· possible for you to · effect 
your salvation :-from:~.the alien rule ·under 
.which yoU: labour 'at thi~ moment. , 

There ate ·many other . points but it. :is 
impossible to exhaust them all in an hour's 
speech• .. If you.carry ~any. wrong_impression 
come and get .your ; doubts solved. We are 
prepared to answer · every objection, solve 

. every doubt. and prove every statement. \Ve 
want your co-operation;· without. your help 

·we cannot do anything single-handed. We 
.beg of you,. we appeal to you, to think over 
the question; to see the situa~ion, and realise 
it, and· after realising it to come to our 
assistance, · and by our joint assistance to help 
in the salvation of the country •. 
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·The Shivaji Festival. 
(.A speech de live reel in ltfarathi on the occasioo 

of the 8hiv~fi Coronation .festivt:tl in Poona 01~ 
the 25th Jt~ne 1907). 

It is a pity the' Government cannot yet 
understand that the object of festivals like 
these is not to create disturbances. Its mind· 
is yet enveloped in undeserved suspicion. 
There are ~ doien detectives and reporters 
at this · verv meeting. Now where is the 
need for all ~his suspicion· and distrust? I am·:, 
sorry that the District Magistrate himself dld 
not take ·the trouble: to attend. Why not · 
take the golden ·opportunity to know first 
hand what the advocates 0f the Shivaji 
festival have got really· to say on ·these 
occasions? I for one, am· prepared to say 
every word that t ·now say even before His 
Excellency the Governor. l·will say it before 
Gorl Himself, for·what I say I have· honestly 
at heart', I will proclaim it from the house· 
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tops if required, I will avow it if a detective 
come tom& and ask for my views. There is 
no occasion fo~ expressing views by stealth 
or secrecy; and what need of it? Surely, 
Indian people are not robbers in their 
own country. They can certainly proclaim 
their aspirations and they · really ought 
to. We do not fear a hearing, only we want 
a full and a fair hearing. I strongly condemn 
the mean attempt to lay the ·nets for a stray 
unguarded word to penalise and victimise 
the speaker. If Government wants to know 
the truth let it be prepared to hear the whole 
truth. Why spend two lacs on maintaining 
short-hand reporters and detectives, and such 
other men of the intelligence department? 
The money would be surely better spent on 
technical education. If we celebrate the 
Shivaji festival we qo not do it for raising the 
standard of revolt. The idea will be foolish 
and absurd, as we all know that we have no 
arms, no ammunition. 

An educated man, an M. A., and an 
L. L. Bt may surely be given credit for 
knowing that the Military strength .of 
the Government is enormous and that a 
single Machine:gun showering hundreds of 
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bulJets per minute will quite suffice for our · 
largest public meetings. How can a detec- · 
tive find out things which never enter the 
perception of the educated classes? Those 
who are thus shadowed may however console 
themselves with the idea that the great God 
who sees everything is the people's detective 
upon kings and Governments,. and that this 
divine detective must sooner or later bring 
the British. Government to justice. The secret 
of all this mischief lies in the idea that the 
educated classes are the enemies o.f the 
Government. Mr. Morl~y in fact said it in so 
many words, and he made much of the fact 
that every member of the proletariat cid not 
often completely endorse what. the ,edurated 
man had to s.ay,-as if every savage or ab
origine, every illiterate man of the masses, 
should be able to comprehend the: depths of 
the political cunning of our bureaucracy. But 
what is it in the educated classes that leads 
Mr. Morely to mistake them for enemies? Is 
it the knowledge· in them that $0 leads him? 
Then surely Mr. Morley himself is the enemy· 
of knowledge .. We all know. that Adam,· 
the original man, suffered because he ate the 
fruit of the tree of .•~now ledge, and the edu~ 
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cated Indians are being treated similarly for 
the'knowledge' which is bestowed upon them. 
Is the Government prepared to be classed 
with those who are the enemies of knowledge 
in this creation? 

To turn to the Shivaji festival, the 
knowledge we have, or the knowledge 
which we want to inculcate among the 
people in this connection, relates not to the 
actual use of the indentical measures which 
Shivaji for instance took but to a proper 
appreciation of the spirit in which he re
sorted to the measures suitable to his time. 
Festivals like these prove an incentive to the 
legitimate ambitions of a people with a great 
historic past. They serve to impart courage, 
such courage as an appreciation of heroes 
securing their salvation against odds, can 
give. They are an antidote to vague despair. 
They serve like manure to the seeds of 
enthusiasm and the spirit of nationality· 
Malice or wickedness is never the keynote, 
or even the minor note, of those who come 
together on occasions like these. I wish 
that every word I say on this point should 
be faithfully reported, and 1 will gladly 
supply omissions if the report were submitted 
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tn me for correction. The time is surely not 
yet for lawlessness, for we have not yet 
exhausted all t~e possibilities of what may 
be claimed as legitimate and ]awful action. 
But the pity of it all is that the Government 
is engaged ·in treating even this lawful action 
as unlawful. ,Lala Lajpat Rai, for instance,· 
had ~one nothing that was not lawful and 
yet the vvhole official hierarchy conspired 
and acted like one man to deport him. I 
cannot imag·ine a clearer sign that the great
ness of the British Government is doomed, 
and that c!ecay and demoralisation has set 
in. Mr. Morley is a great 11 Pandit'' a learned 
man. There is no use denying the fact; 
but it was a pity that this excellent repository 
of learning, this great English "P&'ndit," is 
no better after all than one of our own 
orthodox Pandits of Benares who are 
strangers to worldly wisdom. It is an irony 
of fate that the greater the scholarship, the 
less the statesmanship. Mr. Morley ridicules 
the educated classes on the ground that they 
are poor. Has Mr. Morley forgotten the old 
clays when he himself enjoyed no better lot? 
The educateJ Indian may aspire to rise th 

high office, but that is no ·more culpable in 
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him than for this English Pandit to aspire for 
a State . Secretaryship. His analysis of the 
factors of the Indian population is very 
amusing. He ~ dai~s the Princes and 
the Notables on his side. Surely it is not a 
t4ing .. to be wondered at when we know that 
t~e Indian Pr~nces are mere puppets, whose 
tenure of life as Princes hangs on the breath 

· of the British Government. The Viceroy 
proclaimed Ordinance I of 1907 as there were 
disturbances in Bengal and the Pan jab; but 
the Maharajah of Kolhapore , went one better 
though he had not the least excuse of any 
kind. M~~ Morley claims the merchant class 
on his side. This is not true about the whole 
class and it must be remembered that 
m'erchants who are engaged in British trade 
and ~ho depen.d on the I me~.ns of enjoying 
the luxur~es of life on tha~ trade cannot be 
expected to c~me forward boldly to speak 
against Government .. And lastly he claimed 
the lo~est and the poorest classes, the illiterate 
ryots, as being on the side of Government' 
The .Hon'ble Mr .. L~gan echoed the 
same sentiment.~ only the other day in the 
Bombay Legislative Council. But this is 
moo~shine~ The ~retensions of this official 
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friend of the ryot cannot be· exposed 
and contradicted to his very face only 
because the ryot is illiterate and cannot 
know who presumed to pose as his friend. 
But surely these false pretensions will be 
doomed as soon as education is sufficiently.. 
extended, and I may perhaps say that, .it is 
only for this reason that the Government is 
so cautious in extending it; The educated 
classes alone have the knowledge and the 
courage for agitation and naturally tlie State 
Secretary treats them as enemies. But I 
appeal to you that the educated classes need 
not feel · despair over such. a thing~ Th~. 
educated cl3l!ses are no doubt poor but they. 
have one compensating. advantage~' They. 
possess kno~ledge, and knowledge is not 
poor inasmuch as it possesses · unlimitec\ 
potentiality for wealth of every sort. They 
may also rely upon gradually· l.xinging to 
their side those classes· on whose. support 
Government now thinks it may rely. History. 
abounds in cases of kingdoms undone by the 
discontent of penniless beggars. No one <;auld 
be more poor than the great Chanakya of 
mediaeval Indian History, and it is well 
known how Chanakya, who had no stake in 
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the world, but the-little knot of his hair, ex~ 
terminated the.· whole race of the Nand as in 
return for · the insult .· that was · deliberately 
given ·to him. Mr.~ Mort ey of aU persons should 
not: have scotned the po~·er of educated men· 
because they were poor: and ·had no· earthly 
stake.· Bue when thoughtful men like' Mr. 
Morley betray such ~vident signs of thought• 
Jessness,· then· stl'relf the. decline of the British 
Raj ha~· beguti.' Mr'. Morley· has however 
rendered ione great' serviCe) He 'has disi1Iu
sionM .. theJ6vei'~credulous and optimistic souls 
afnOOg(· US,t: 'and' I lite~alJy: i prOVed that the 
greatest Raclkal after all is no better than the, 
worst1 Co'nservath'e so far as · india is con· 
cemed. The· Old'genedition, to which I myself 
belong': is now hearly "hors-de combat.'' The 
ybunger'generation' certainly does not share 
in· thls · 'delu'din·g~ bptlinism: and that is a 
hopeful sign! for India~' and I: look forward to: 
their exerting-· themselves with· ·courage and 
perseverance;~ Mr.t ·Paranjpe · anJ :another 
sp~aker :had referted td the'· theory of social 
contract of Rousseau,· and Mr. Damale had 
const~d 1the · Prodamation~ of 1858 as a 
contract·. 1For my part l :think that the word 
"contract''·· ·tannot' be made applicable to 
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relations existing between unequals; and. it is 
dangerous for us to be deluded into .. a: be!ief 
that the Proclamation is anythirJg Jike a 
contract. No ~oubt it was a pledge solemnly 
given, but in its inception it was ap utteraP!=e 
made in only a statesmanly spirit, because it 
was calculated to make. for peac~ at. the time. 
But the fmger'of the.tactician ~ discernab~e in 
it. It is essentially an English. ·idea that a 
political agitation is an attempt to enforc~ the 
terms of· sud~ an · ~greemen~. The Eastern 
idea is different ; but it is a mistake to hold 
that it does not warrant an agitation by. the 
subjects to control the power of the .King. 
The idea is no doubt true that · the 
King is part and parcel of the Godhead, 
and some foolish people. have· tried to 
fling it . in the face .of the Indian . p~ople to 
detract from their • demand .. for popular 
institutions. . But ~he canons of interpreta· 
tion of a text are_ not les~ .. important than 
the text itself, and the real mischief arises 
from not construing the text in this respect as 
;t should be. The King pr Sovereign . is no 
doubt a part and parcel of the God-head, but 
according to t~e Vedanta,· ~o is every mem· 
ber of the subject people. For is not every 
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· soul a chip from the same block of Brahman? 
It is absurd to suppose that the Indian law· 
givers of old regarded a King as absolved 
from all duties~ lOwards his subjects. \Vhy, 

'Manu has distinctly laid down, for instance, 
that the King who punishes those whom he 
should not, or does not punish those whom he 

· should, goes to hell. · · 
And the. beauty of it is that this penalty is 

'not stipulated for in an agreement or ,contract 
· but is imposed by the Rishis, that is to say, 
· those who were absolutely disinterested in 

worldly affairs and to whom,· therefore, the 
sacred work of legislation fell. The Hindu 
believes in a multiplicity of "Devatas" or 

· deities, a.nd we all know what happens to the 
King that becomes undutiful.· The King may 
himself· be a sort of deity,· but the conflict 

· between him and his subjects begets another 
deity only superior to him. And if the cause 

· of the people be just, the second deity quietly 
absorbs the first: It is well-known that both 
Parashurama ·and Rama are regarded as 

· direct incarnations of God. But it is on 
. record that when the days of the sixth incar· 

nation were: numbered the flame (of glory and 
power, as the ~yrana· graphically describes,) 
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came out from the mouth of Parashurama 
and entered that of Rama. And what ~as 
Parashurama but a mere human being when 
he was deprived of this flame, the insignia 
of divinity? The divine element in kingship 
even according to the oriental ideas is not 
free from its peculiar limitations, and 1 chal· 
lenge any one to point out any text which 
lays down that the yoke ofthe tyranny-of a 
ruler, whoever he may be, should be quietly 
borne. The divine King as soon as he ceases 
to be just ceases also to be ·divine. He be
comes an "asura" and this depreciated 
divinity is forthwith replaced by a· deity, the 
divinity in which is not so alloyed. Shivaji 
did not probably concern himself with the tex:t 
11Na Vishnu Prithivipathi" and surely he did 
not know what Hobbes or Locke· thought 
about the principles of political government 
much less Rousseau or the Encyclope'adists 
who were all anxious to replace the old religi
ous theory of kingship by the secular one of 
contract. He knew his Vedanta all right and. 
also knew how to put that Vedanta to prac.. 
tical use. The Vedanta may indeed be cap
able of giving ~lour to foolish theories 'of 
Government, but the wise Vedantin knows 
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how. to refute those th~orie!t'even in .the terms 
of1 Vedant::bitself .•. But th~n it may be 

1
Uiged, that }'re shall have to ~uff~r .for doing 
. w!1at l want,.ypu to do. ·.But th~o. the path 
of duty is neve.{sprin kled wit b. rose-water nor 

,·roses grQw on it. , It is true that what we seek 
may seem like a r.evolution.ic_ ~he sense that it 
meansl a..Jpomplete chan~e in· the ''theory'~ of 
the Govermnent . .of In.dia as now put forward 
. :~Y. ~he .burtlaucracy.: Jt is·; true,: that this 
revolqtiol) ,must. be. a ~ bloodless. revolution, 
buti jt would, be a folly :to suppose that if 

.. ~pere. is to be no shedding of blood there are 

.;al~o to be nQ suffedogs .to· be·: undergone ·by 
Jb~:people. Why. ev~n·.theM sufferings must 
'be great. aut:. you can w h1 nothing' unless 
JOUl a~e pr~pared to suffer. The :war between 
~elfishness and .reason, if it is conducted only 
with the·. weapons: of. syl\ogism must result 
; in the, victory for the former, and an appeal 
to the good feelings of the rulers is .every
where di~covered. to have bo.t narrow limits. 
Your revolution must be bloodless ; but that 
,dpes,:nOtJnean that you .may not have to 

. soff~r or to .. go to jail~ Your fight is with 

. burea~cracy who will-always t~y to curb and 
suppress you.,- But you must remember that 
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consistently with the spirit of laws and the 
bloodlessness of the revolution, there are a 
hundred other means by which you may and 
ought to achieve your object which is to 
force the hands of the bureaucracy to concede 
the reforms and privileges demanded by the 
people. You must realise that you are a 
great factor in the power with which the 
administration in India is conducted. You 
are yourselves the useful lubricants which 
enable the gigantic machinery to work so 
smoothly. 

Though down-trodden and neglected, you 
must be conscious of ~·our power of making 
the administration impossible if you but 
choose to make it so. :It is you who manage 
the rail·road and the telegraph, it is you 
who make settlements and collect ~evenues, 
it is in fact you who do every thing for the 
administration though in a subordinate· capa
city. You must consider whether you 'cannot 
turn your hand to better use for your nation 
than drudging on in this fashion: Let your 
places be filled by Europeans on the splend~d 
salary of eight annas a day if ·possible. I 
You must seriously consider whether your 
present conduct is self-respectful to yourselves 
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or useful to the nation. You must also con
sider what humiliation you have to suffer 
when foreigners openly express their wonder 
at the three hundred millions of India bearing 
their present~ ignominious lot without any 
effective protest. To say this, is not to 
violate the spirit of laws of any constitution. 
Surely it does not violate the sense of God's 
justice as we understand it. It is but those 
who oppose the reasonable demands of the 
Indian people that offend against God's 
justice. 

You must imitate your rulers only in one 
thing namely, in maintaining an unfailing 
succession of public workers. If one Lala 
Lajpat Rai is sent abroad, another ought to 
be found to take his place .as readily as a 
junior Collector steps into the shoes of a 
senior. It is vain to hope that your petitions 
will have the effect of releasing Lala, though 
it is well-known that the Government do not. 
mean to keep him a prisoner all his life. His 
deportation is intended not so much to 
penalise Lala Lajpat R~i as to terrorise those 
that would follow his example, and if their 
agitation stopped as sool as one deportation 
took place, Government will run away with 
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the idea that terrorism had triumphed. It is 
no use, in fact it is a wrong course, to declare 
your loyalty with the L. writ large, on an 
occasion like the present. Those proclaimers 
of loyalty may be loyal, but' who is not t 
Government is too shrewd .not to know the 
real sentiments of the people, how far loyal 
or how far disloyal. And just as they are 
likely to put down agitation under the delibe
rate pretence of mistaking it for disloyalty, so 
also they are shrewd enough to know the real 
character of the loyalty that is so proclaimed 
by the placards, and by the beat of drums from 
the housetops. What you want is courage 
to declare that there is no disloyalty in agita· 
ting for constitutional rights. and you will go 
on demanding them, though threatened that 
such demands will be treated as signs· of dis· 
loyalty. What you wantis bread for the 
masses and honourable rights for the masses 
as well as classes. That is not being disloyal, 
and I for one do not care that it is likely to 
be deliberately mistaken for disloyalty. The 
time has certainly come when you must be 
prepared to clearly formulate and persiitentl y 
demand the more important rights and privi· 
leges. 1 say again to the reporters that every 
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word that I am uttering, I am uttering delibe-
rately and that a faithful report of those words 
will rather help tha~ retard the cause I have 
at heart. With ·regard to Mr.· Kinckaid's 
lecture on the PeshwaS I have to point out 
that on the whole he has taken a correct 
view of that period of the Mahratta history, 
though I differ from him in one respect: The 
rule bf the Peshwas came· to an. end not 
because they were usurpers of the political 
power,· but becanse ·in 'the very nature of 
things a ·single family :or dynasty cannot 
procfuce an unbroken succession· of · men 
posc;essed ofsuch incomparable valour~ ability 
and statesmanship as the family of Balaji 
Vishvanath did. There would have · been 
even in England the same collapse of 
dynastic rule ·if the British constitution did not 
afford the useful: ballast· of the Parliament in 
which the sovereign ·power is diffused among 

,so many individuals: We Indians have learnt 
at our ·own cost the lesson of the importance 
of ·popular and representative Government, 
and 'that is · exactly · the reason ·why our 
aspirations i seem to , be diverted from the 
patent oriental ideal.: 
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E~tract from tke Speeck delivered in /9(1/:i 
. Bar~i, (Origiool,in Mar~thi.) . · _ 

I shall. speak here this eve~ing on nati?nal 
education. \Ve are not accustomed. to this 

. . . ., ' l 

term, hence it. needs a little explanation. 
To be able to . read and write. alone is no 
education. Jhe~e are simpiy the ~eans of 
its attainment:. . That . which givE's us a. 
knowledge of the experiences of our ancestors; 
is called education.. It . may, however~ be 
through books .. or through anything else. 
Every business needs educatio~.and every 
man has thus to give it to his, children .. There 
is no business indeed which d ~es ~ ot. require· 
education. Our Industries have· been taken' 
away by other people, but we do not kn'ow 
it. A potter ~nows how· to· shape a pot of 
China·clay but does not know what this day 
is made of ; hence 'his industry: is lost. 'Simi-
1arly is the J}ecessity of r~ligious ·education." 
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How can a person be proud of his religion 
if he is ignorant of it? The want of religious 
education is one of the causes that have brought 
the missionary influence all over our conn try. 
We did not think of it until very lately, whether 
we get the right sort of education or not. The 
tradesmen who ~ue present here this evening 
send their sons very reluctantly to school and 
spme of them do not send at all ;·because they 
do 'not get there' education 'which 'they need. 
Besides their 5ons educated in: the. present· 
day ~)~stem turn. o~t fashionable. They wish 
to become clerks~ They feel ashamed to sit 
on the gad4i where' 'their forefathers earned 
the 'whole of their estate .. The reason of this is 
that the education which they receive is one
sided. The Government' wanted Engineers, 
Doctors .and clerks; It therefore started such 
schools which .. could supply its need. The 
students ther'efore'' wh'o came out of these 

I '. 

schools at &rst were bent upon services. It 
was the state 'of things some time back that 
a'fter passing three. or four Classes in school 

\ one could easily get on :in life, but it has now 
become absolutely diffleul~ even to live from 
ha~d to' mo~th. '. we 'have therefore become 
cons~ious. 'It h~·:·become now atmost clear . 
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that it is not the fault on our part that evetr 
after getting so much education ·we ·remain 
unable to satisfy our bare necessities ; but the 
fault goes direct to the education· that · w~ 
receive. Naturally therefore the question as 
to how to reform the present system of 
education stood before us. If the Educationaf 
Department had been under our' control we 
could have effected in it any necessar~ 
changes immediately. At first we asked th~ 
Government to transfer it to our control~ 
the selection of the text-books for schools; for 
example. \Ve feel now the necessity'of such 
education ~hich will prepare us 'to H'e good 
citizens. His Excellency the Governor of 
Bombay also admits the necessity of reforms 
in the present system' of education. But h~ 
says that the Government is short of funds. I· 
do not think this excuse reasonable, ·it· rrtay 
be true or otherwise. It is, however, ·true 

~ . 

that th~ Government cannot think· of th~ 
matter. The Government cannot give us 
religious education; and it is well that they 
are not doing it; because they are not . out 
co-religionists. \Ve are not given such educa2 

I' 

tion as may 'inspire patriotic ·sentim.ents 
amongst us. In America· the Proclamation 
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of Independence is taught in V or VI classes. 
In this way they train their children in politics. 
Some eighty or ninety years ago the indus· 
tries of Gennany declined on account or the 
rivalry between England and that country. 
~ut . the Germaii' Government at once started 
scientific a~d machanical education in that 
coun~ry .. In this. way ~ermany became so 
powerful in, commerce, that. she has now 
become an object of dread to other countries. 
Properly.· speaking ·these things ought to b~ 
do~e by the. Government itself. We pay 
taxes t() the .Government only that it may 
look after our welfare,. But the .Government 
wants to keep us lame. There is conflict 
b~tween the commercial interests of England 
and India. The Government therefore cannot 
.do anything in this matter. 
T~ere being no convenient schools in the 

vill,age~, . our .vil.lagers can~ot ·train their 
children. We .must therefore begin this work. 
There has been a good deal of discussion over 
this matter. And in the end we have come to 
the conclusion.that for proper education on. 
national schools must be started on all sides. 
:rhere are some of our private schools but 
owing to the fear ~f losing the grant·in·aid, the 
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necessary education cannot be given there. 
We must start our own schools for this 
education. We must begin our work selfiessly.' 
Such efforts are being made all over the . 
oountry. · The Gurukul of Hard war stands on. 
this footing. Berar and Madras have also 
begun to move in this direction.. Our M'ah,a...., 
raahtra, is a little backward.; A few efforts 
are being · made here a.lso ; · bu~ they need 
encouragement from you. Money is greatly 
needed for this work. 1 am sure,,if you rea· 
lise the necessity and importance of . this .. 
subject, you would encourage .the organisers 
generously.·· So far I have told· you about .the, 
subject, now 1 turn 'to tell you what we shall 1 

do in these schools of national educatio1,1 .. · , :· 
Of the many.things that we will do there 

religioua . ed1tcation u·ill first:. tt7U~, foremos~ 

engage o1tr attent·ion. Secular education only l 
is not enough to build up a character. Reliy 
gious education. is necessary because ._the 
study of high principles keep us away from. 
evil pursuits. Religion reveal~ to us the .form 
of the Almighty. Says our r~ligiqn that'~ 
man by virtue of his action can become eve~ ~· 
god. When we can become gods even,by yirtue 
of our action, why may we not be~me . \!~e 
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and active 'by means of our action like the 
Europeans? some say that religion begets 
QU?-fTel. But I ask, "Where is· it written in 

· religion to pick up quarrels?'' 1f there be 
any religion in. the world which 'advocates 
toleration of other· religious beliefs and inst· 
ructs one tb stick to one's own religion, it is 
the' religion bf the Hindus alone. Hinduism 
to the Hindus1 Islamism to the Musalmans 
will 'be taught in these schools. And it will 
also be taught there to forgive and forget the 
differences of other religions. 

Th~ 1second thing that we will do, will be to 
lighten th~ load' of ~he 3tudy: of th~ foreign 
languages. In spite of a long stay in India 
no European can speak for a couple of hours 
fluent Marathi, while our graduates are 
required as a rule to obtain proficiency in the 
English language. ·One who speaks and 
writes good English is said, in these days, to 
have been educated. But a mere knowledge 
of the language is no· true education. Such 
a compulsion for the study of foreign langua • 
ges does not exist anywhere except in India. 
We spend twenty or twenty·five years for the 
education which· we can easily obtain in· 
seven or eight years· if we get it through the 
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medium of our vernaculars. \Ve cannot help' 
"'learning English; but there is no reason why: 

its study should be made compulsory. Under 
the Mahomedan rule we were required to 

' ! 
Jearn Per5ian bYt we were no trompelled 
to study it. To save unnecessary waste' 
of time we ha \'e proposed to give education 
through our own vernaculars. - ,.. ' 

Inrl,t•fr~l tdrwztir>~ ·un.u be · the t1,irl 
.fa(lM'. In no school this education is given. 
It will be given m these schools .. It is an 
important thing. During the whole of this· 
centurr we have not known how· a· match is. 
prepared. In Sholapur matches are manufac-' 
tured from straw ; and . stra~ is found' 
abundantly in our country. If therefore 
this industry is taken into. our hands 
the importation of matches ~ill ·largely· 
decrease in 'India. It is the sar'ne with the 
sugar industry. \Ve can procure here a5 good 
sugarcane as is found in Mauritius. It 
is seen by scientific experiments that the 
'iugarcane found in the suburbs of Poona can· 
produce as much sugar as' is' found in the' 
sugarcane of Mauritius. Six crores of rupees' 
are drained out even· \'ear from thiS countrT 

' . - . 
only for sugar. \Vhy should this be? Well; 
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can we not get here sugarcane 7 or the 
machinery necessary for its manufacture? . 
The reason is that we do not get here the 
education in this industry. It is ·not so in 
Germany. The Department of industry in
vestigates there as to which industry is 
decaying, and if perchance there be any, in a 
decaying· state, substantial support at once 
comes forth from the Gover.nment for reviving 
it. The: British Government,'· too, qoes the 
same thing in England. But· our Government 
does not do it here. · It may be a m,istake or 
the Gov~rnmentmay be doing it knowingly, 
but it is clear that we ~ust not sit silent if 
the Government is not. doing it. We are 
intending to start. ~· large mechanical and 
sCientific laboratory for , this purpose. . Sugar· 
produces· Rab· and fr~m Rab is extracted 
liquor,. but th.e Government does not permit· 
us this extraction ; hence we cannot get here 
cheap . s~g~r. Mau~itius imports to this 
country: twenty thousand tons of sugar every 
year. All ,this is due to the policy of the Go
vernment~ 

1 

but we do not know it. The 
Governme~t 'wiil be obliged t~ change it if we 
put pressure upon. it. , We have come to 
learn these things n'otearller than twenty-five 
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years after 1eaving the college. Our· young 
men should know them in their prime of life. 

Edutation in politic• tcill be the fourth factor. 
We are not taught this subject in the Govern· 
ment schools. The student must understand 
that the Queen's.Proclamation is the founda· 
tion of our rights. The Goyetnment i~ trying 
to shut out youngmen from these things; 
\Vhat has been proved by our revered Grand 
Old man-Dada bhoy Naoroji,after a'ceaseless 
exertion for over fifty years,'should be under· 
stood by our students in their youth. Every 
year some thirty or forty crores of rupees are 
drained out of India without any return. We 
have, therefore, fallen to a wretched state ~f 
poverty. These things, if understood in the 
prime of life," can make' such :a:· lasting 
impre::;sion over the hearts of our 'youngmen, 
as it woul1 b~ impossible in ari adva~ced age. 
Therefore this education should 'be" given in 
school. Educated men of· the type of •Prof. 
Vijapurkar, have come forth to devote 'their 
lives iri the cause of this education. The edu• 
cationists are helpi,ng with their learning and 
experience, and it now remains with the ~en: 
to·do to help them . with money.'. It. is 
a matter of common benefit; if the1 'future 
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generation come out good, able to earn 
their bread and be tnte citizens. \Ye should 
.have been glad if the Government had 
done it. If the Government cannot do it, we 
must do. The Government. will not interfere 
with us and. if at all it does so, we should 
not mind it .. As the dawn of the Sun cannot 
be stopped so it is with this. Our poverty 
has not yet reached its zenith. In America 
such work is done by a single man. But 
if no one man can venture to do. it here, let 
us do it unitedly, for we are thirty crores of 
people. A sum of five lacs of rupees goes out 
every year for liquor alone from Sholapur. 
Can you not therefo~·e help us in this work t 
The Will is wanted. Let the Government be 
displeased-we hope the Government will 
never deter us-we must do our duty. If 
the Government prohibits us from marriages, 
do we obey it? The same is the case with 
educiJ.tion. As men do not give up building 
houses for fear that, rats would dig 
holes, so we should not give up our work 
for fear of Government displeasure. If 
perchance any difficulty' arises, our young 
men are to face, it. To fear difficulties is to 

1ose manliness. Difficulties do us immense 
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good. They inspire in us courage and, 
prepare us to bear them manly. A nation 
cannot progress if it meets no difficulties in 
the way. We do not get this sort of educa~ 
tion for want of self-Government. We should 
not therefore await the coming of these rights, 
but \\'e must get up a~d begin the '!~rk. 
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The Dec~ntralisation Commission: 
The question of centralisation or decen· 

tralisation of the powers of the administra· 
tive machinery involves considerations 
of uniformity, smoothness and regularity of 
work, general efficiency, economy of time 
work and money, popularity &c; and speak· 
ing broadly these may be classed under three 
different heads: (I) Efficiency, ( 2) Economy, 
and (3) Popularity. 

As regards the first, I do not think it is 
seriously contended that the efficiency of 
administration has suffered merely owing to 
bver·centralisation. On the contrary it is 
urged that it is worthwhile making the 
administration a great deal more popular 
even if it would become a trifle less efficient 
by decentralisation. But the .cry for decen· 
tralisation has its origin in the desire of the 
local officers to have a freer hand in the 
administration of the areas committed to their 
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care. They believe that their life has been 
made rather mechanical or soulless by over· 
centralisation; and having naturally attri· 
buted to the same cause the growing estrange;
ment between themselves and the people they 
have proposed decentralisation as an official 
remedy to remove this admitted evil. l do not 
think the people, looking· from their own 
standpoint, can accept this view. The general 
public is indifferent whether efficiency and 
economy are secured by more· or less official 
decentralisation. It is entirely a matter bet· 
ween higher and lower officials, between the 
secretariat and the local officers, or between 
the Supreme and the Local· Governments . 
. The people still believe that centralisation 
secures greater uniformity and regularity, I 

and reduces the chances of the conscious or 
unconscious abuse of power resulting from 
unappealable authority being vested in lower 
officers, and would rather oppose decentrali· 
sat ion in this respect. The· only complaint 
so far as I kno\\·, against the existing centrali· 
sation or decentralisation hitherto raised by 
the people are (1) The combination of the 
Executive and the Judicial functions in the 
same officers, (z) Financial' centralisation in 
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the Government of India as evidenced by the 
Provincial Contract System, (3) Partition of 

. Bengal and (4) Excessive growth of depart
mentalism :encroaching upon popular rights. 
But these, excepting the second. do not form 
the subject~ .the official grievance against 
over centralisation, 

My knowledge of· the internal working of 
, the different departments of administration 
is too limited . to make definite proposals 

I regarding the redistribution of power and 
. authority between various officials so as 
thereby to make the administration more 
economical than at present. I shall, therefore, 
confine my remarks· mostly to the popular 
. aspect of the questign and to the four 
. complaints noted above. 

It is idle to expect that the adoption of 
the. loose . and irregular system of earlier 
days would remove the present estrange· 
ment between : officers and people. It is 
true that in earlier days the relations between 
officers and people were more cordial ; but 
this was: not due, to· the l<neness of the 
systelll, then in vogue. In days when the 
system of British I administration had yet to 
be evolved and settled, the help of the leaders 
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of the people was anxiously sought by 
officers as indispensable for smooth and 
efficient administration of a new province .. 
The officers then moved amongst the people 
and were in touch with them, not as a matter 
of mere goodness or sympathy but as a matter 
of necessity, as they themselves had yet many 
things to learn from these leaders ; and this 
much satisfied the people 'at. that time, as 
new aspirations were not as yet created. 
That state of things has ceased . to . exist. 
The creation and gradual development of the 
various departments, the framing of rules 
and regulations for the , smooth . working 
thereof, the settlement of all old disputes, the 
completion of the revenue survey, the dis-

; armament of the people, the gradual waning 
d the influence of the old aristocracy including 
the higher class of watapdars, .the compilation 
of the works of ready reference on all matters 
embodying the experience of many years for 
the guidance of the officers, and other causes 
of the same kind,. joined with the facilities for 
communicatkn with the head~quarters pf 
Government. have all tended to make the 
local officers more and ·more independent of 
the people and so lose touch with the latter. 
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Over-centralisation may, at best, be one of 
such causes; but· -if so,, it is to my mind 
very insignificant. No amount of decentrali· 
sation by itself can therefore restore that 
c:ordiality between the officers and the 
people' which -existed in the earlier days of 
the British rule as a necessity of those 
times; and though the present officers may 
by nature be as sympathetic as their pre· 
decessors, it is not possible to expect from 
them the same 'respect for growing popular 
·opinion as was exhibited by their predecess
ors in older days. Under these circumstances 
such further decentralisation as would tend 
to vest· greater powers in the lower officials 
will only make the system unpopular by en· 
.couraging local despotism which ·the people 
have justly learnt tO look upon with disfavour. 
The only ·way to restore good relations bet
ween the officers and the people at present 
is, therefore, to create by law the necessity of 
consulting the people or their leaders, whom 
t}.e old officials consulted, or whose advice 
tl:ey practically followed, as a matter of policy 
in earlier unsettled times. This means trans
fer d authority · an9 power not between 
offiCials themselves, but from officials to the 
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people, and that too in an ungrudging spirit. 
The leaders of the people must feel that 
matters concerning public welfare are decided . 
by officials in consultation with them. The 
officers did it in earlier days as a matter of 
necessity, and the necessity which was the 
result of circumstances in those days, must, 
if we want the same relations· to cotinue, be 
now created by Ia ws granting the rightS of 
self-government to the people, and thus 
giving to their' opinion and wishes a duly 
recognised place in the affairs of the State. 
I do not mean to say that this could be done 
at once or at one stroke. We must begin 
with the village system the autonomy of 
which has been destroyed by the growth of 
departmentalism under the present rule. The 
village must be made a unit of self-govern· 
ment, and village communities or- councils 
in\'ested with·definite powers to deal with all 
or most of the village questions concerning 
Education, Justice,. Forest, Abkari, Famine 
Relief, Police, Medical Relief and Sanitation. 
These units of self-government should be 
under the supervision and superintendence · 
of Taluka and District Boards which should , 
be made thoroughly ·representativ~. and. in· 
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dependent. This implies a certain :amount of 
definite popular control even over Provincial 
finance ; and the Provincial Contract System 
will have to be revised not merely to give 
to the Provincial Government a greater sta· 
bility and 'con~~ol over its finances, but by 
further decentraliation to secure for the popu· 
lar representative bodies adequate assign· 
ments of revenue for the aforesaid purposes. 
This will also necessitate a ·corresponding 
devolution of independent legal powers on 
the popular bodies whether the same be 
secured by a reform 'Of the Legislative Coun
cil or otherwise.' Mere Advisory Councils will 
not satisfy the aspirations of the people, nor 
w il~ ~hey remove the , real cause of estrange· 
ment between the offiicers and the ·people. 
The remedy proposed by.mes I know is 
open· to the objection that it means a surrend· 
er of power and authority enjoyed by the 
bureaucracy at present, and that the effici· 
ency of the administration · might suffer 
thereby., I hold a different': view. I think 
it should be the aim of the British Admin is~ 
tration to educate the people in the manage·· 
ment of their own affairs, even at the cost 
of soine efficiency- and· without entertaining 
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any misgiving regarding the ultiinate growth 
and results of such a policy. It is unneces· 
sary to give any detailed scheme regarding 
the organisation of Village, Taluka or District 
Councils proposed above. for· if the policy be 
apprO\'ed and accepted there will be no diffi• 
culty in framing a· scheme or making altera· 
tions therein to meet difficulties and objec· 
tioas as they occur in practice. . As regards 
other complaints referred to above against' 
the present centralisation or decentralisation 
of powers amongst officials, I think it is high 
time that the combination of Judicial and 
Executive functions in; the same .officers 
should be discontinued. In Judicial functions 
I include th~e judicial powers that .are g~ant· 
ed to revenue officers· in ·the matter of land 
revenue, pensions. Inams . and · Saram jams; 
except such as are necessary for the· collec
tion of revenue. There is ·no reason· :why 
these powers should be retained by executive 
officers if thev are to be divested of J"urisdiO' 
I • 

tion in criminal matters • .It is needl~s to say 
.that this reform pre-supposes complete inde-. 
pendence of judicial officers •. Unnecessary 
gro\\·th of departmentalism is well illustrated 
by th'e latest instant of the partition of the· 
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Khandesh District. The partition of Bengal 
is the worst instance of the kind. Thf'Se are 
objectionable even from an economical point . 
of view, and in the case of the partition of 
Bengal the policy has de.eply wo~nded the · 
feelings of the. people. The revenues of the 
country are not inelastic; but the margin, 
soon as it is reached, is swallowed up by the 
grow.th of departments at the sacrifice of 
other reforms conducive to the welfare of the 
people. In this connection l may here state 
that I advocate a re-arrangement of Provin· 
ces on considerations of linguistic and ethno
logical affinities and a federation thereof 
under a central authority. To conclude, the 
mere shifting of the centre of power and 
authority from one official to another is not in 
my opinion, calcul(jted to restore the feelings 
of· cordiality between officers and people, 
prevailing in earlier days. English educa· 
tion has created new aspirations and ideals 
amongst the people ; and so long as these 
national !spirations remain unsatisfied, it is 
useless to expect that the hiatus between 
the officers and the people could be removed 
Ly any scheme of official decentralisation, 
whatever its other effects may be. It ls rio . 
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remedy,-not even palliative,-against, the 
evil complained of, nor was it ever put for
ward by the people of their leaders. The fluctu· 
ating wave of decentralisation may infuse 
more or less life in the individual members of 
the bureaucracy, but it cannot rtmove the 
growing estrangement between the rulers and 
the ruled unless and •until the people are 
allowed more and more effective voice· in ; 
the management of their own afiairs in an · 
ever expansive spirit of wise liberalism and· 
wide sympathy. aiming af raising India to· 
the level of the governing country. 



Congreu Compromise. 
Mrs. Annie Besant and the Hon. Mr. Gokh· 

ale have published their account, each from 
his own point of view, of the failure to bring 
about a United Congress at Madras. But 

. there are gaps in either of these accounts ; and 
a.s-· I was the third party in the negotiations, 

· 1 am obliged to point out where these ac· 
counts fail tu give a connected version of the 
whole story. 

Both Mrs. Besant and Mr. Gokhale have 
omitted to mention the important fact that it 
was understood on both sides that the success 
of the compromise depended not so much 
upon Mr. Gokhale's willingness, but entirely 
upon the acceptance of the terms of the com· 
promise by ~he Conventionist leaders in the 
city of Bombay. So all that we did in Poona 
was to discuss and provisionally settle what 
amendment in the Congress Constitution 
should .be made, which, even. if it did not 
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come up to the mark, would make it poosible; 
for the Nationalists to join the Congress, and 
secondly what steps should be taken,. by the· 
Provincial Congress Committee if the pre-· 
seoce of the Nationalists was required at the. 
Madras Congress sessions. I had alread)'.: 
ascertained the views of the leading members: 
of the N atioilalist party on the su~ject, atld. 
further discussed and settled them at a small 
meetiug of them at my house held on 29th 
Nov., when Mrs. Besant was, according to bet 
first programme, to come h~re to .. vijit Mr .. j 
Gokhale and myself. She, with Mr.·.Subba · 
Rao, however, came a week later, an~ l then~ 
fully and freely explained the position. of out 
party to both of them. Everything went on. 
well so far; and no exception has been taken, 
in any of the accounts hitherto .published~ to 
the conversation I had with· Mrs. Besant or 
Mr. Su bba Rao up to thi~ time. 

The difficult task of winning ·over· the 
Bombay. City Conventionists ·was. ·however, .. 
now assigned to Mr. Subba Rao ·;and l·must. 
say here that I never hoped that it .would he· 
attended with success, and the result fully justi'!. 
fied my fears.. Mr .. Subba Rao, according. to 
his own statement io NeVJ In.di" Df the 8th inst. .. . 
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found that the Bombay Conventionist leaders 
were dead opposed to the extension of the 
franchise to public meetings or to indepen· 
dent constituencies, and what. is pertinent to. 
the question in hand, that •• great apprehen· 
sion was felt'' by these Conventionists "that 
the Congress would be running a great risk, 
if Mr. Tilak and his followers came in.'' 
This, as anybody will see was the real 
cause of the failure of the compromise 
negotiations; for, from what took place at 
Bankipore in 19121 it was not to be expected 
that Mr. Gokhale would, after this, continue 
to support the proposed amendment to the 
Constitution though it was, as now published, 
drafted by him. 

My conversation with Mr. Subba Rao, of 
which so much is made in Mr. Gokhale's 
statement, took place after Mr. Subba Rao 
returned disappointed from Bombay. This 
was 'on the 8th of · · December, and he 
must have told and discussed with Mr· 
Gokhale, (with .whom he had put up) 
as he did with me that day, the attitude of 
the Bombay Conventionists with regard to the 
proposed amendment. \Vhen I went to see 
him the next morning he had. at his own 
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initiation reduced to writing the main 
point in our conversation, and · reading 
them to me asked if 1 had any corrections 
to suggest. 1 suggested a few and he 
made them in his own hand ; and the 
statement rema.ined with him. A true copy 
of the written statement is now published 
in the press. 

M.r. Gokhale says that the written statement 
did not come into his hands till. a week 
later. Well, I have never . questioned his 
word in this behalf. But he certainly knew 
that one was prepared on the 9th Dec. 
\Vhat he, however, did .. afterwards is 
undisputed. Relying, as he says, upon ~ 
oral report of my second conversation with 
Mr. Subba Rao, after his return from 
Bombay. Mr. Gokhale wrote a C011jillential 
letter to Babu Bhupendra: in whic~ Mr. 
Gokhale made certain charges against me, 
and said that he therefore withdre'w his. 
former support to Mrs. Besant's amend
ment. In reply Babu. Bhupendra. is,said 
to have asked for a revised edition of this. 
confidential letter in order that the same 
rna y be freely used. But before this second 
letter had ~eache~ Babu Bhupendra, he. had 
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to show the fust letter to some of his Bengal 
friends to justify his sudden change of front 
towards tne que~tion, for he too, till then, 
was in favour of the amendment. The con
fidential letter thus became public property 
and the effect produced by the disclosure nf 
its contents was. that I was believed to ha\'e 
advocated "boycott of Government", and 
therefore no compromise was either pcssible 
or expedient; and, as a matter of fact, the 
Bombay Conventionist delegates and . the 
Servants of India delegates jointly opposed 
the amendment for the same reason. Mrs. 

· Besant, who moved the ameitdment in the 
Subjects Committee, felt embarassed and tele· 
graphed to me that "my opponents charged 
me with .boycott of Government'' and wished 
in reply to know what the truth was. I prompt
ly replied that I had never advocated "boy
cott of Government" . and that prominent 
Nationalists had served and were serving 
in Municipal iand Ll"gislati\'e Councils and 
that I had fully supported their action, both 
privately and publicly. When this telegra
phic reply of mine was read in the Subjects 
Committee, Bahu Bhupendra withdrew his 
words; and Mrs. Besant's amendment, instead 
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of being rejec.ted, \\'as referred to a committee 
for consideration. 

This is the history of the failure of the 
compromise in brief. . But,. though Babu 
Bhupendra has withdrawn the charge he made 
against me on the strength .of Mr. Gokhale's 
confidential letter, Mr. Gokhale would ··not 
follow the same course and still persists 1n 
openly· maintai11ing the charge against me 
relying (1) on the oral report of Mr. 
Subba Rao's conversation with me after the 
former's return from. Bombay to Poona, and 
(2) on some detached extracts from the news
paper reports of my speech made eighty yea11 
ago. In short, he pleads justification for the 
charge he made against me in his confi
dential letter and wants to throw the ·whole 
responsibility of the failure of the compromise 
on my shoulders. , 

Now as r.egards the oral reports of parts of 
my conversation with Mr. Subba Rao: I 
must say that I do not accept them as correct; 
and they have no value as against the written 
statement prepared by Mr. Subba Rao. As 
regards the charge of advocating the boycott 
of Government I have already repu~iated it 
in plain· terms. · It is unfair to ask me to do . . 
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• 
anything more until the confidential letter in 
which the charge was first made is published. 
For I am entitled to know the whole of the 
case against me before I make any further 
reply. The contents of ~lr. Gokhale's 
confidential letter were allowed to filter 
through ~lr. Basu down to the ~ubjects Com
mittee and hare done harm to me on my 
back, as also to the compromise. If Mr. 
Gokhale thinks that I am attributing bad 
faith to him, the wa~· for him is quite clear 
and opel. He never wanteJ my consent, 
though I am in ten minutes' driYe from his 
residence, when he wrote his confidential 
letter to Babu Bhupendra, and I fail to under
stand w by he should now ask me to read the 
letter and ask him to publish it. I am not 
going to do anything of the kind, nor send to 
~lr. Gokhale an accredited agent of mine for 
the purpose. The initiath-e and the res pons~ 
bility of sending the letter to ~Ir. Ba.su was. 
his, and so must be that of publishing it. It 
is £or him to consider whether he does not 
')We it to himself and to me to publish both 
his letters, so that tte public may, after my 
reply to them, form their own judgment in 
the matter. 
Poon<~, 1!·2·1915. B. G. TILAK. 



Speech at Belgaum. 
The lecture belo'ID wa• delivered immediately 

o.Jter tke meeting keld uder tke a?Upicel of 
.th,e Hiltorical Research, Society on tke 1tJt of 
Ma,y 1916. Rajatnany" Rajeskn Dada Sahib 
Khaparde pre1ided. 

''When I was requested to deliver a 
lecture here to-day, 1 did not know what 
to lecture. 1 do not stand before you to-day 
in any way prepared for any particular 
subject. 1 had cotne for the conference. · 
Thinking that it would not be out of place if I 
were to say. a few words to you about those 
subjects which ~ere discussed during the past 
few days and about the object with which 
a Home Rule League was established here 
before the Congress, I have selected that 
subject for to-day's. lecture. ' ; . 

'fWhat is 1warajya? Many· have . a mis
conceptionabout this. Some do not understand 
this. Some• understanding it, misrepresent 
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it. Some do not want it. Thus there are 
many kinds of people. 1 am not prepared 
to-day to enter into any particular dis· 
cussion of any sort beyond saying a few 
general words. on the following among other 
points : What is swarajya ? \Vhy do we ask 
for it? Are ·we fit for it or not? In what 
manner · must we make this demand for 
su:arajya ofthose of whom we have to make it? 
In what direction and on what lines are we to 
carry on the work which we have to carry on? 
It is not the case that these general words 
which I am going to say are the out-come of 
my effort and exenion alone .. The idea of 
su:arajya is an old one. Of course when 
su:arajya is spoken of it shows that there is 
some kind of rule opposed to swa, i.e. ours and 
that this idea originates at that time. This 
is plain. When such a condition arrives it 
begins to be thought that there should be 
1warajya, and men make exertions for that 
purpose. You are at present in that sort of 
condition. Those who are ruling over you 
do not belong to your religion, race or even 
country. The question whether this rule of 
the English Government is good or bad is 
one tHtig. The question of 'one's· own' and 
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alien' is quite another. Do not confu5~ the two 
at the outset. \Vhen the question 'alien', or 
•one's own?' comes, we must say 'alien.' 
When tLle question 'good or badr comes,~~ 
may say 'good' or we may say 'bad: lf you 
say 'bad, then what is the improvement 
that must be made in it?-this question is 
different. If you say 'ga::>J' it must be 
!een what good there is under it which wa~ 
not under the former· rule. ;These· are 
different points of vie~ ...... , .• Formerly there 
were many kingdoms in our India-in some 
places there was Mohammadan tule, in 
soma places there was Rajput rule, in 
some places there·. was Hindu rule and 
in some places there was Maratha rule 
-were these Bwarajyas good br bad? I 
again ~emind you · that this is a ques'.. 
tion different from our theme. we' shall con
sider it afterwards. All other ·rules being. 
broken up, the universal sovereignty of the 
English Government has been established in 
India. To-day we have not to consider the 
history of other's do~rn-fall. We have also. 
not to consider ho\\1 the/ fell. Nor am I going 
to speak about that. Let · us· turn to tht 
present system of administration. So.mr able 
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men who, have been educated in England and 
have receired college education there come 
to India and the State administration of 
India is carried on through them. . ··Emperor' 
is a word: \Vhen you give a visible form 
to the sentiment' which arises in your mind 
at the :·mention of the word raja i.e., 
king, there is the present Emperor. This 
sentiment itself, is invisible. \Vhen a visible 
'form is given to this invisible something there 
is th~ King":""the Emperor. ·But the Emperor 
does not carry on the administration. The 
question of su:rtrajya is not about the Emperor" 
not about this invisible sentiment. This · 
must be remembered at ,the outset. Let there 
be any country, it must have a king, it 
must have some men to carry on its 
management and there must be exercised 
some sort · ,of rule in it. The case of 
anarchical nations is different. These nations 
can never rise. As in a house. there must 
be some one to look to its management
i· hen there is no man beltmging to the 
house an outsider is brought in as a trustee 
-just ~~ is the case also with a kingdom. In 
eveq;· country there is a certain body for 
carryi~g on its administration and there i~ 
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some sort of arrangement .An analysis 
must be made af both these things, viz., of 
this arrangement and this body and, as stated 
yesterday by the President (the President 
of the Provincial, Conference),· ol the senti· 
ment of 'king.' There must be a king, there 

· must be State administration. Both . these 
propositions are true from the historical point 
of view. Of a country where there is no 
order, where there is~ no king,. that ~s. 
where there is no· supervising. body, . .the 
Maha~harat says: 'A wise. man 'should 

• not live even for a . moment at that 
place. There is n~ knowing when, atthat 
place, our lives. may be destroyed, when 
our wealth may be stolen, when our house 
may be dacoited, nay, set on fire.' 'fhere 
must be a government. 1 will not say at 
length what there was in the Kritayuga in · 
ancient time$. The people of that time did 
not require a king. Every one used to carry 
on business looking only to mutual good. Our 
Puranas say that there was once a con· · 
dition when there was no king. But if we 
consider whether such a state ex~ted in 
historical times it will appear that ·such a 
condition did not exist. There must be some· 
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control or other. Control cannot be exer· 
cised always by all people assembling to
gether at one place. Hence, sovereign autho· 
rity is alwayq divided into two p~uts: one 
the Advisory body, and the other the executive 
body. The question about stcar~fya which 
has now arisen in India is not about the said · 
invisible sentiment. This question is not' about 

·those who are to nile over us, (and) accord· 
'ing to whose leadership,,by whose order and 
under 'whose gUidance, that rule is to be 
exercised.. It is an undisputed fact that we 
should secure our own· good under the rule 
of the English people themse~ves, under the 
supervision of the English nation, with the 
help of the English qation, through their 
sympathy, through their anxious care and 
through those high ·sentimen~s which they 
possess. And I have· to say nothing about 
this (cheers). Note this first. Do not create 
confusion in your minds by confounding both 
the aspects. These two aspects are quite dis
tinct. \Vhat we ha\·e to· do we must do with 
the help of some one or another, since to
day we are in such a helpless condition. It is 
an undoubted fact that we must secure 
our good under protection. Had it not 
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been for that, your inde.pendence would 
never have gone. If we take for granted t~at 
we have to bring about the dawn of our good 
with the help of the English Governmen.t 
and the British Empire, then one more 
strange thing which some, peopl~ see in 

.. this, will altogether disappear. To speak in 
other ~ords, there is no sediticn in this .. If 
then with the help of. the English Goverra· 
ment-if the words 'invisible English Govern·~· 
ment,' be used ·for the words 'Englisll. 
Government' there would be no mistake...:..if 
with the help of this invisible English Govern~ 
ment, with the aid of this invisible English 
Government, you are to bring about the 
dawn of your gooJ fortune, then, what is it 
that you ask? This s~cond question arises. 
The answer to it, ag~in··, lies in the very 
distinction of. which l spoke to you. Though 
a Government may be invisib!e. stin when it 
begins to become visible, the management 
of that kingdom. is carried on by it~ hands 
and by its actions. This state of. being 
visible is different from invisible Govern· 

'ment. If you ask: how, I say in the same 
manner as the great Bra.hma, is different from 
Maya. I have takell the wod · visible and 
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invisible from Vedanta (Philosophy). The 
great Brahma which is without attributes and 
form is different and the visible form which it 
assumes when it begins to come under the 
temptation of maya, is different. Hence these 
dealings which are due to maya are sure to 
change. 'What is the characteristic of maya? 
It changes ·every moment. One Govern
ment will remain permanent (1'iz.) invisible 
Government ; and the visible Government 
changes every moment. The word Stt•arn)ya 
which has now arisen relates to visible 
Government. Maintaining the invisible Gov· 
ernment as one, what change, if effected in 
the momentarily changing visible Govern· 
ment, would be beneficial to our nation? 
This is the question of 8ttar~jya. And this be· 
ing the qestion of Swa1'~jya, there arises the 
further question: In whose hands should be the 
administration carried on in our India ? WI e 
do ·not wish to change the invisible Govern· 
ment-English Government. \Ve say that 
the adminstration shoulJ not be in the hands 
of a visible entity by whose hands this in
v~sible Government is getting work done, but 
should pass into some other's hands. The 
Sv:arajya agitation which is now carried on 
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is carried on in the belief that this administra· 
tion if carried on by. some other hands or with · 
the help of some one else, or by some other 
visible form would be more beneficial to the 
people than when carried on by· those by 
whose band it is now carried on .. Let us 
take a parallel.· There is an Emperor in 
England. An English Act contains tlie rule 
that the king commits no wrong. The king 
never commits a wrong (offence). His.~ 
authority is limited in such a manner that · 
he bas always to be advised by a minister. 
The Prime Minister acts on his own res
ponsibility. There may be a good many 
people here who have studied English history. 
This is the chief principle in the Briti~h 

constitution. When this principle was 
.established in English History, the number of 
sedition cases. beg~n to fall. Here in India, 
we have the admin'istrators. instituting cases 
of sedition. Those who carry on the adminis
tration are l~ifierent and the king is different. 
The king- is one and the· same. But the 
minister changes every five years. It would 
not be sedition if any were to start a discuSs
ion advocating a change of ministry~ It 
happens e\'ery day before the eyes of .the 
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English people. The king's ministers. go out 
· of office after five years, g~ out of office after 
t~o years; they may quarrel among them· 
~elves as they like. \Vhat is that to the king. 
He is the great Ilrahma without attributes? 
He is ~ot affected by this. The Swarajya 
agitation now existing in India is then abuut 
change in such a ministry. \Vho rul~s in 
India? Does the Emperor come anJ do it? 
He is to be taken in procession like a god 
on a great occasion, we are to manifest our 
loyalty towards him. This is our duty. 
Through whom, then, is the' administration 

. carried on. It is carried on through those 
who are now servants (viz.) the State Secre
tary,Viceroy, Governor, and below him the 
Collector,the Pate] and lastly the police sepoy. 
If it be said that one Police sepoy should be 
transferred and another Police sepoy should 
be appointed would that· constitute sediton? 
If it be said that the Collector who has come 
is not wanted and that another is wanted, 
would that constitute sedition? If it be said 
that one Governor. knot wanted, another 
Governor should be· appointed, woulu that 
constitute sedition? It it be said 'This State 
·Secretary is not wanted, bring another' 
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would that constitute sedition? .Npbody has 
called. this. sedition. The same ,.p~incipte 
which is applicable to a Police sepoy i~; also 
applicable to ~he: State Secretary •. We are 
'the subjects of the same king whose minister 
the State Secretary is and whose se~vant be 
is. This then being so, if any .one were to sa}\ 
'the State Secretary is·· not"' w.anted, this 
Viceroy is . n~t wanted, Fq.ller · Sah~~ . is 
not wanted i~ Bengal,-such resolution~ have 
often been passed in the case of. Governors~ 
not in the pr~sent but in the past time
and were to give reasons for that,. you 
may say about him that his, head must 
have been turned and that .the reasons 
he gives are not good or s~fficieut. 

But from the historical point of view, ~t dqes . 
not follow that when he says so, th~t .con· 
stitutes sedition (cheers). Our demand belongs 
to the second clas5. · It is concerned with 
1warajya. Consider well what I say. If you 
think that the present administration is,' 
carried on we11, then Ihave n.othing to s~y. , 
In the Congresses and conferences that are, 
now held you come and say,: 'Our Kulkarni' 
Vatan has been. ·taken (away), zulum. has 
been , exercised upon us .in connection. :~ith 
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the Forest Department, liquor has: spread 
more in connection with the Abkari Depart 
ment, also we.·do not receive that sort of 
education which we ought to get.' What is at 
the root of all this ? \Vhat is the benefit of 
merely saying this? \Vhy do you not get 
education? \Vhy are . shops of the Abkrui 
Department opened where we· do not want 
them? In the Forest Deparme~t, Ia ws about 
reserved forests and about forest of this sort 
or of that sort are made. Why ~ere th.ey 
made? At present, lists upon lists of griev
ances com~ ~fore the Congress. \Vhy,was 
jury abolished against your will?. Why was 
no college opened in the Karnatic up t<Hhis 
pme? All these .questions are of such a kind 
that there is but one answer to them. ·At 
present what do we do. Is there no College?
petition to the Collector or to the Governor, 
because he has power in his hands. If this 

. power had come into your hands, if you had 
· been the officials in their place, or if their 
authority had been responsible to the public 
opinion, these things would not have happen
ed. No other answer than this can be given 
'to the above. These things happen because 
there is no authority in your hands. The au tho-
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rity to decide these matters 5 not given to you 
for whose good this whole arrangement is to 
be made. Hence we have to ask Jike children. 
The child cries when it is hungry. It cannot 
say that it 5 hungry. The mother has to find 
out whether it is hungry or has a bellyache. 
Sometimes the remedies used prove out of 
place. · Such has become our condition at 
present. In the fi.rst place you do not at all 
know, what you want and where lies )'our 
difficulty. \Vhen you know it, you begin to 
speak. You have no power in your hands to 
cause things to be done acrording to your 
desire •. Such being the condition, what has 
happened now 1 \Vhatever you have to do, 
•·hate\·er you want-if you want to dig a we.ll 
in your house-you have to petition to the 
C'>llector. If you want to kill a tiger in the 
forest you have to petition to the Collector .. 
Grass cannot be obtained, wood cannot be 
obtained from the forest freely, permission to 
cut grass is required-petition the Collector .. : 
All this is a helpless state. \Ve do not want 
this arrangement: \Ve want . some better 
arrangement than this. That is Sv:ara iya, 
that is Home Rule. These questions do~ not 
arise in the beginning. \Vhen a boy is young 
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he knows nothing. When he'· grows up he 
begins to know and then begins to think that 
it would be very .good if the management of 
the household was carried on at least to some 
extent according to his opinion; Just so it is 
'with a nation. When it is able to consider 
for itself, wheri it acquires the capacity of 

·considering for itself, then the question· is 
likely to arise. · Let us give up the thought 
about the invisible Government, let. us come 
within the limits of the visible ·Government. 
we then ~ee that the people who make this 
arrangement, who carry on the administra· 
tion, are appointed in England according to 
a certain la·w, and rules are made within the 
limits of those laws as to what·shouldbe 
their policy. These rules may be good or bad. 
They may be good, they. may be quite well-
. arranged and methodical. I do not say that 
they are not. But, however good may be the 
arrangement made by other people, still he 
who ;wants to have the power to make his own 
arrangement is not likely always to approve. 
This is the principle of swarajya. If you got the 
powers to selecryour Collector, it cannot be 
said .with certainty· that he would do. any 
more work than the present Colletor; Perhaps 
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he may not do. He may even d,o it badly. I 
admit this. But the difference between this 
and that is this; this one is selected by us, he 
is our man, he sees how we may remain 
pleased; while the other thinks thus: what we 
think to be good must appear so to others~ 
what is there with respect to which we should, 
listen to others: 1 am so much educated,· I 
get so ;uch pay, I possess so much ability~ : 

,why would I do anything which would be 
harmful to others? The only - answer is 
•Because you l1ave such conceit.' (Laughter.) 
It is only the \1\'earer· that knows where the 
shoe. pinches. Others cannot know;Thisis the 
only cause. There is no otlter cause. Hence 
if you minutely consider _the various com· . 
plaints which have arisen in our counry it 
will appear that the system which is subsist· 
ing now is not wanted by us. Not that we do~ 
do not want the king, nor that· we do not want 
the English Government, nor that we do not 
want the Emperor. \Ve want a particular sort 
of change in the system according to which 
this administration is carried on and I for 
one do not think that if that change were 
made there would arise any danger to. the 
English rule.. But there is reason to.' think 
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that some people whose spectacles are 
different from ours see it, because they say 
so (cheers). Hence the minds of many people 
are now directed to the question as to what 
change should be effected in the system 
to fit in English Rule with the popular will· 
\Ve make minor de·mands, viz., remove the 

,liquor shop in a certatn ·Village • named 
Ghodegoan; they say it should not be 
removed. Done. We say reduce the salt 
tax, they say we look to the amc;>unt of 
revenue derived from the salt duty. If the 
tax is reduced, how should the revenue be 
managed? He who has to make the arrange· 
ment of administration has · to do these 
things. When I ask for the authority to 
manage my household affairs, I do not say, 
give me the income which you obtain 
'and spend it not. We ourselves have to 
earn and we ourselves must expend. 
This is the sort of double responsibility which 
we ·want. Then we shall see what we have to 
do. Such is the claim at 'present. Bureaucrats 
come and say, act according to our wishes; 
on' the other hand say, act according 
to· our wishes so that all our grievan· 
ces may be· removed. · We know that 
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sometimes a boy obstinately asks for a cap 
worth 25 rupees from his father. Had he been 
in his fath~r's place it is very doubtful 
whether he would have paid 25 rupees for the 
cap or not. The father refuses,. but the boy 
is grieved at the time. And why is he 
grieved at it? Because he does not under~ 

stand; because the management is. not in his 
own hands. If he had he would know •. In 
like manner the introduction of seU-admini· 
stration is beneficial to India. We want this 
thing to-day. \Vhen this one thing ..is 
obtained the remaining things come into our 
possession of themselves. This is at the ro~t 
of the thousands of demands which ,we are 
making. Whe~ we get this· key. into our 
hands, we can. open not only one buts or 
to doors at once. Such is the present question.· 
In order· that the attention of all may be 
directed to this question this Home: Rule 
League was established here: the other day. 
Some will be griered at it; I do not deny it. 
Every one is grieved. It was said here some 
time back that when a boy is a minor,. the 
father when dying appoints .. a panch.rThe: 
ranch when appointed supervises the whole; 
of the estate. Some benefit . does accrue .. This. 
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is· not·· deniet.l. Afterwards ·wlien the boy 
has gro\\·n up, he see; that there.is,something 
wrong in this :arrangement·. 'I must acquire 
the tight of management, th(m I shall carry 
on better· management1 than this, he says •to . 
himself. He -is confident.· It may not be that he 
actually carries on the management as well: 
If he be· a:. prodigal, he may squander: a\\·ay · 
his fathers money. But- he· thinks he must 
manage his own affairs; :In order to avoid 
any; ·opposition.· the i law lays . down the· .. 
limitation· that· on the. boy's completing 21 

years ·of · age, the . trustee· should. cease his I 

supervision and give it into the boy's posses· 
sion. ·.This rule. which we observe in every 
day life applies equally also to the nation. 
\Vhen ·the·· people · in the nation become-i 
educated and begin to know how they should · 
manage. their affairs, it is quite natural· for I 

them that. they• themselves should· claim to 
manage the affairs I which' are managed for· 
them :by others; But the amusing· thing in· 
the history of :politics· is that the above Ia w · 
about·~l'·vears has no existence in it. · Even· 

" if we may somehow 1imagine a law enjoining·' 
that when a nation has been educated· for a 
hundred years it should be given the right to • 
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administer itself it. i:; : not possible to enforce 
such a law ... The· people themseh1es must 
get the law enforced. ·They have .a,right· 
to do so,. There must be some such ariang~ · 
ment here .. Formerly'there was some better· 
arran~ement ··to. a" little1 extent~ Suclt· ari 
arrangement does not exist nqw1 And therein J 

lies the reason of all our·:dei:nands;' ofthe 
grievances 'which we' have, the wants which 
we feel and the, inconveniences.' which we 
notice in the administration~,! And the~remedy · 
which , is · proposed after :making·: inquiries 
is calied Home· Rule) Its· name· is ·awara.jya, ~ 

To put it briefly,·. the demand that1 th&· 
management of our affairs ;s~ould be . in our 
hands is the~, demand· for ltea/rajyi. Many; 
people have· at present objections to this.ll 
merely gave the definition in order to make· 
the subject clear .. The people on the other side · 
always misrepresent it. If there be no mistake·· 
in the logical reasoning of whaf I have n·ow 
said, how will any mistake arise unless some· 
part of it is misrepresented? Hence, those · 
people who want .to· point out .a mistake' 
misreprest!nt some sentences out of this and · 
find fault with them saying this is such a: 
thing, this is such a · thing. It is not the : 
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duty of a wise man to impute those things 
to us· which we never demand at all; to 
censure us an~. ridicule us before . the people. 
Need I say more about this?:. (Cheers.) If; 
any one of you has such a misconception let 
him give it up .. At least remember that what 
I tell you tis highly consistent. It is in ac
cordance with logical science. It agrees with 
history. I said that king means invisible king 
or Government~this is no offence whatever. 
There are· deities between. ·.;Very often God 
does :n<;>t get angry; these deities . get angry 
without reason. We must first settle with them. 
So if there has arisen ·any misconception let 
it be removed. ~11 I have said is for that 
purpose. Now I tell you the· nature of our 
demand. j Even before that, let us consider 
a little the question whether we are fit for. 
carrying on the administration or not. Some 
time ago I gave you the instance of pa·,•ch and 
their ward.l :There generally it happens that. 
as the boy grows up. more and more, those 
who think that the management. should not 
pass into his hands report, one that his head 
has now; begun to turn, another that he 
is not mad but that he appears to be half mad. 
and so on. Th-e. reason of this is that the 
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management should remain in their own 
hands for a couple of years more. A third says: 
'True. rou may give authority into his hands 
but do you know that he has got bad habits?' 
These people say five or ten things about 
him. What is to be gained by doing this? The 
dispute goes before the Court and then they 
get him adjudged mad~ Some thing like this 
has now begun to happen here. To gh·e 
authority into people's hands is the best prin· 
ciple of administration. No one disputes 
this; because the same thing is going on in the 
country of those officials who are here. \\nen 
they go there they have to advocate the same 
principle. Therefore no one says that this 
historical principle is bad. Then' what is 
bad? They distinctly say that the Indians 
are not to-day fit for Sttara.jya. (laughter), 
and some of us are like the cunnig men 
in the story occurring in the · Pancha· 
tantra. That story is as follows: A villager 
had come taking a sheep on his head. One 
man said to him 'There is a she-goat on your 
head.' A second said 'There is a dog on 
your head.' A third one said quite a third 
thing. The villager threw away the sheep. 
The men took it a way. Our condition is like 
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. that. The story relates to human nature. There 
are among us. people who a~e just like·them. 
'Why are·we: not .fif? Because fitness has not 
been created Jn ~:us .. We have· not. done it, 

·our parents have not done it. We have not 
got. such powers'. :' But ,Jhe Government has 
given ,~ou some powers in the Council. Sinha 
and Chaubal' are in I ·the Council.·. In ; the 
Executive Councils pf other places also there 
ar~ selected people. When ·th~se people were 
sel~cted for. appointment,' did ~any one ever 
say, 1 '·'We·;~re llot fit; ·do ~not gire us. the 
post''.·;Nd one saicFit: ·(Cheers~ :Whattben 

·is the use of .saying so to our meeting? I should 
concede these people· were speaking true if, 
when the burearlcnky ~ actQally .confers some 
great powers· on them; Uley stand up and say 
~'\1\/e. do not want them, we are not fit for them, 
.~the'Brahmins alone must come and perform 
Shraddha.at our house, we cannot perform 
it." I think that tbose;.ro~ ;who say. things 
.becausesudi and, ~uch a person· would like 
or .wo11tld n.ot like and bring·forward. excuses 
fo~: that,· purpose,: exhibit ' their own nature 
(Cb.eers.)\'Vhyare·wenot fit?Have we no nose, 
.no eyes, no ears, no intellect?· Can· we. not 
. write?,Ha\·e .. we not read books? Can we not 
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ride a horse? \Vhy are we not fit? As a Jew in 
one of Shakespeare's .. dramas. asked,. Lask 
you what have we not?. You have not.. dis~ 

. charged work. U it is not given at all, when are 
you to discharge it? (Cheers.) Has it ever ha~ 

. pened that we did not d9 work when it was 
gh·en? No one did say, we are unfit, do not 
appoint us. You appoint them. 'You get work 
done by them' and afterwards it is also an· 
nuounced .in a Government' Resolution •. 'He 

. has done his duty and so on/ L If we go 
further we may ask 'You bring from England 

. quite a .new man of 21 years. ,\Vhat can he 
do? Has· he any experience atall?He 
·comes all at once ~nd straight ·away becomes 
Assistant Collector, and becomes the~uperior 
uf a Mamlatdar though the latter be 6o years 
old. What is the comparison? (cheers).Is 6o 
years' experience of no \'alue]. A man of .2I 

years comes and begins tO. teach . you . 
. Generally he makes this Mamlatdar of 69 
years stand before him. He does not give 
him eren a chair for sitting, and this. poor 
man stands before him with joined· hands 
because he has to get Rs. Ijo, :zoo, or 400 
(chEers). How then is the Saheb t.o acquire 
experience. how is he to become fit, and how 
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is the work to go on? Has any one thought 
· aoout this? Had it been true that the people 
of India are not fit for swarajya and that they 
would not ~ able to keep their kingdom in 
good order, then Hindus and Muhammadans 
would never have governed kingdoms in this 
couatry in ancient times. Formerly there 
were ot:tr kingdoms in this country. There 

· were' administrators. The proof of this is 
· that ·before the advent of the English 
1 Government. in this country there was 
I at .least some order, there was no disorder 
everywhere, any man did not kill anothe_r. 

·Since there existed such. order. how can it 
· be said that the people are not fit for self·rule. 
··To-day science has made progress, know ledge 
' has increased, and experience has accumu· 
~fated· in one ·place. We must ~ave more 
i liberty than before, and we must have become 
. fitter. On the contrary it is said we are not 
· fit. Whatever might :have been the case in 
· former times, this allegation is utterly false 
now. Better say, we .shall not give you. 
\Vhat I say is, don't apply the words 'not fit\ 

1 to us. At ]east we shall know that we are 
· not really to be given. \Ve shall get it. But 
·:why do we not-get it 1 It is indirectly said 
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that we are not fit. They say it is' to teach us 
that they have come here. This is admitted. 
But how long will you teach us? we. ask 
(Laughter). For one generation, two genera· 
tions or three generations I Is there any end 
to thisL ................ Set some limit. You came 
to teach us~ When we appoint a teacher 
at home for a boy we ask him ktithin how 
many days he would teach him.;_whether in 
1o,.2o or 25 days, within two months, within 
four months. But if. the study which should 
take six months for the boy to finish. would, he 
were to say contrary to our expectation, take 
one year, we tell him you are useless, go, we 
shall appoint another teacher (cheers). This 
applies to ~all people alike. Our officers 
have control over the people's .education and 
it is their dut'y to improve' them ~ this duty 
points one way, their attempts point another 
way. They say that whatever attempts 
they make it is impossible lor the people ·.to 
become fit for work."' .................. We say 
our people are ·men like you, as wise as you, 
You take them in service, .get work done 
by them, Your strictness is proverbial. \Vhat 
is going on in the Khalia · territory ? There 
is no obstruction in the management. )s 
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·it obitructed in· Mysore?, ,Who are do
ing· .the .work? The king· of Mysore ,·is 
a· Hindu. the minister. is a Hindu, the 
.subjects. are Hindus, . the. lower officers are 
Hindus.·, They carry on the admini~tration 

ofsuch a·large kingdom .as Mysore, but it is 
said that ·the people of .. the two districts 
beyondqMysore. cannot carry it on iin that' 
manner. (Laughter, cheers). There are &ix 
districts in the. Mysore .territory r hence it is 
like saying that six are fit and eight are not 
fit. ··There is fitness in . us beyond any doubt 
(cheers).· ·You may· the~. we say,. for some 
reason admit it or not• Well. What authority 
is there for thhlking that .we. possess. fitness? 
I, pointed . to a. Native State. . I tell you 
another t~ing .. · Keep yourself aloof for Io 
years and see whether. it can be done or not 
(cheers, laughter) .. If it cannot be done take 
us under your control after ten years (cheers). 
You are .free \o do so .. · This too, is not 
. to be ·done. .. ..... ...... There is no su:arajya. 
There is' no su:arajya~ : What does it mean? 
What do we .ask for? . Do we say Drive 
away. ther Eng\ish Government? But I ask 
, what is it to the· Emperor? Does the Em
peror lcs~ anything whether the administra-
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tion is carried on by a civil servant or by ()Ut 

Bel\'i Saheb? (Cheers). The ·rule still remains. 
The Emperor still· remains. ·The difference 
would be that the white servant who was 
with him would be replaced by a black servant 
(cheers). From whom then doesthisoppositon 
come? This opposition comes from those peo. 
ple who are in power. It does.notcome from 
the Emperor. From the Emperor's point of 
view there is neither anarchy nor want of 
loyalty, nor sedition it1 this. What ·does 
ra.fadroha (sedition) mean? Hatred of the king. 
Does •King' mean a police sepoy? (Laughter) 
I said some time back that . this distinction 
must first be made.: Otherwise, if to-morrow 
you say 'remove the police sepoy'. it '\'fould 
constitute sedition. Such i~ the belief of police 
sepoys (laughter). In the same manner;· go 
a little further and you will see that· the.Je·' 
mand made by us is right, proper, just and in 
conformity with human nature. Other nations 
have done what we are doing. It has not 
been done· only in our country. StcaraJya, 
11L'arajya-what does it mean? . Not that you 
do not want the English rule. There is the 
mistake at the root. Some , one has some 
object in perpetuating it. It is served out by 
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men whose interest. lies in deceiving you. 
Do not care for .it at all. 

'li you think that you are ru.en like other 
men, that is enough. \Vhen our objectors -go 
to England their intellect and they are put to 
the test theret Therein .we stand higher.\Vhat 
_ then is trotted out? They say your intellect 
. may be good,but you do not possess character, 
~ourage and other qualities. Their character, 
I admit for a ghatka (24 minutes) the absence 
of that particular character. But it does not 
lollow that we cannot acquire it (laughter). 
How can such character be developed in men 
whose life is spent in service and in service 
alone?. Can it be said of any person-He 
:worked as a clerk for 25 years, wrote on. 
,the cover the Saheb's orders, obtained the 
Saheb's signature thereon and thus he acquired 
the necessary character after· 25 years.-Even 

. if some truth is presumed in such a statement 
. yet he . will at ·first find· it difficult to do 
-responsible work~ This is not denied. But 
, when the system under which such men are, 
has disappeared, it cannot be said that men 
. would not . become fit in the next generation. 
Hence in my opinion we are fit for Swarajya. 
I shall now briefly tel~ you what we wish to 
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obtain and what we should demand and theG 
conclude my speech. . . . · , . 

''You know what Indian administration is. 
It must be noted that it is carried on in accord
ance with a particular law. Its rules are fixed .. ~ 
\Vbat are the powers of the Secretary of 
State? \Vhat are the powers of the Governor
General? They define. There .are three great 
parts of the system. The Secretary of State· 
is in England. The Governor-General. .is at 
Delhi in India. Under him there is a Governor 
for e\'ery Presidency. For the present let us. 
omit those under him.. But the main. system· 
is of the abov~ triple character •.. Let us begin 
to consider each. Who appoints the Secretary 
of.State? Not we. This is a heritage from the 
Company's government. When there. was. 
the East India Company's rule , in this. 
country, all matters were carried on in the 
interests of trade. The whole attention was. 
directed to-wards the question how might the 1 

Company's shareholders obtain conside~able· 
profit: the Company's Directors were. in the~ 
place of the present Secretary of State. You. 
might say that it was a contract given for 'go.~ 
vern ing the ·entire kingdom, You know for in-· 
stance under the Peshwa's rule Mamlatdar'S:-
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offic~s wen~ given away under a contract. This 
Indian administration was; as it were,·accor• 
ding to' the then law of Covernment, a trade 
carried on' 'by ~.the East India Company.: 
They ·.were· to· derive .from· it as (nuchprofit 
as possible. The company's directors were to 
be in England:: ·The attention of the adminis
tration ·was directed· to the fact that profit 
was to be· given to the Directors,· i. e., share· 
holders;: ··A . letter l used · toi' come to the 
Governor-General here to : th1s effect :-'So· 
much ·:profit must be paid to us this . yeat. 
Realise· it' and -send it to us.' This was the 
administration. · The· peop1e's ·good' was not 
considered tinder it~ · It r·was the story 
of the milk·man and his ·tows. If the 
cows did· not 'yield sufficient milk, he says 
fill the pot with water: The administration 
of India was carried ori like that. Subsequent· 
ly if appeared · after discussion that this 
administration· was not ·good. And w,hen 
Queen Victoria-you may say the Parlia· 
ment......:took the administration into their 
own hands, they did not approve of this trad· 
ing system.·· Therefore they took it into their 
hands. ·This was alright. Ho'wever the system 
of administration w.as modelled on the policy 
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which was in existence when the administra· 
tion was assumed (by the Parliament) and : 
under which the Directors were masters in · 
Eng-1and and their servants were masters 
here. The State Secretary has come in the 
place of the Directors. The Goremor-General 
has come in the place of their Gorernor. · 
Thus what was · done? The Sovereign
the Parliament-took the administration 
into their hands, but the establishment of, 
employees which theJ existed has remained 
just as before. This happened in 1858 after 
the mutiny. From that time to this the admi- · 
nistration of India has been carried on in ac
cordance with rules and arrangements formed 
as a heritage of the Company's policy. If the 
power had really to go to the sovereign this 
modelling after the policy of the Company 
should hare disappeared. He is the King 
and we are his subjects. It is his duty to rule 
for the good of the subjects. And an arrange
ment should hare been made in accordance· 
with the rules-lawful-that may be included' 
in that duty. But the arrangement was made. 
thus-the Directors disappeared, the Secre
tary of State stept into their shoes as the final 
authority. \Vho is to decide how much 
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money is to be spent in India and what taxes 
ar~ to be imposed 1 The State Secretary. 
Such powers are not placed in the Governor
General's banda. . He is the chief officer.. The 
Governors are under him. They are servants. 
There are other servants under them. And 
the entire .administration must be ·carried on 
with the consent of and. in consultation with 
and. with the advice of this State Secretary. 
Such is the present policy.\V~at ha~ happened 
gradually, It has continued but a .commercial 
policy. Though the rule weQt i~Jo the hands 
of. the Queen's Goyer'nmen.t,and: though they 
issued a grea~ proclamation, the policy of. 
the admi,nistrat~OQ is not. on ~he lines of that 
proclamation .. It is in accordance with the 
trading Company's policy,. the administra· 
tion, 9f the .. Kingdom .is in. accordance with 
the Company's policy •. ~o the proclamation 
has had no effect; (Laughter, cheers.) Such 
was ~he arrangement .. ·At the time .our 
people . did. not knq:w it. l believe, that if 
educati9n had spread ~s ~u~h as it is now, the 
people wouJd have .c~ntended that since the 
Queen hadi tak~n. the reins of . Govemment 
into her own.hands; ihe.~dministration of the 
kingdomsh~uld, as~rega.rds the sovereign and 
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the subjects, be for the good of the subjects. · 
Our people would then have told that the 
arrangement made by the Company was 
simply for its own benefit, and that a change 
must be made in that policy-in ~hat arrange
ntent. Such contention did come. The people 
have now contended for many years. To p~t 
the matter very briefly, Mr. Dadabhai 
Naoroji (cheers), who is one· of those living 
persons. who clearly saw ,: and pointed 
out the defects, began this work. How did 
he begin ? He said • What is the difference 
between the Company's system and this 
system 1 We do not see any.in it.~. The rules 
•are all made in accordance with the Com
pany's policy. Are the people likely t() derive 
any benefit from them?' Then came the 
Legislative councils. They were . such that 
the Governor-General was to appoint tbe~ . 
. Originally the members · were not to·,.~ 

elected by the. people. Gradually your men 
became members of the Municipality and of 
the Legislative Council. Still ·the final keys 
are in the hands of the authorities. Discussion 
may be held in the Legislative Council. They 
say 'You have full liberty to hold a discussion, 
You may hold a discussion·.abc?ut spending 
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the money in'this country. But \Ve shall 
decide whether it should be so spent or riot. 

· Exert yvurself mentally and .vocally as much 
as you can,: ·we have no. objec1ion to it. Be 

·awake throughout the night, prepare your 
· speeches.! Instead of printing them in a ne\\'s
paper, we shall publish them in the Bombay 
!Government Gazette.) This is the result. 

· Nothing is hereby gained. Hope is held out 
· no· doubt. There is a lfhlok (stanza)· in . the 
I Mahatha'l'd .which says bope 'should be made 
·.dependent upon time.' Our friends say Rights 
·'are to be given to you when you become fit. 
·We do not wish to remain· :in India. When 
:you become fi.t, we shall give the bundle into 
your possession and go to England by the 

.next English steamer (cheers.) :Very well. 
A time limit should he laid down. 'We '!ihall 
. give in two years. We shall give in .ten 
years.) It did come afterwards. Time should 

. be .coupled' with obstacles. Ten years were 
mentioned. , These days passed and were very 
wearisome;·~we· are obliged to make them 
fifteen' was the next. Hope and time· should be 
coupled with an obstacle. The obstacle came. 
'You yourselves must have brought it' was the 

.. retort •. We did-not bring it. \Ve were await
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ing good time. Excuse shuJld be coupled with . 
it. The excuse came. How did it come ? 
It is an excuse, only nothing can be said 
about it. Some cause should be shown. 
This is a sort of policy. When you do not 
mean to give, you cannot Jo otherwise. This 
policy does not find a place in the modern 
works on .morality and politics. Only, the 
old tradition has continued. Thus this 
bureaucracy has been 'cajoling us. For the 
last 5 or so years the State Secretary and the 
Governor-General too have been cajoling us 
in this manner-have kept us afloat. As 
soon as you proceed to make . some noise, 
it i~ said there were fire members, t<rmorrow 
we shall make them six. What do we bene· 
fit by raising the number from five to six? 
One of our men has merely to waste his 
time there for nothing for a while (cheers). 
There is no more ajvantage than that. If you 
object to six they say we make them eight. 
\Ve raise 10 to 12, if necessary. (Laugh
ter and cheers.) The people are already 
convinced that this matter cannot be disposed 
of in this manner. \Vh1rever rights you may 
give, give them tu us absolutely, how
ever great you may keep your own powers. 
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Take for instance, the management of the 
Educational Department. Most of thesubordi· 
nate servants are from .among us only. There 
is a Saheb · at the head. 'Why is he kept 
there? With a view to restrain their mouths 
and the scope of their intellect. Even if 20 

years• service be put in by. the next subordi
nate work cannot be done without the Saheb. 
That poor man actually begins to say so. It is 
such 'men that are prepared. I shall present to 
you two points of view. \Vhen a gardener is 
asked lo prepare a garden just here, beyond 
this place, he wants flower pots. \Vhen big 
forests are to be prepared under the Forest 
'Department, pots are not required. Bags of 
seed are brought and emptied. Trees grow 
e\·erywhere to any extent.Some of them grow 
small', some big. The present arrangement is 
that of the gardener. Owing to this arrange· 
ment the trees amongst us do not grow. Nay, 
care is taken that what are planted in pots 
iook pretty, so ·.that flowers can be rea· 
ched and pluckt:d by the hand. We are 
educated m ~uch ·a way that such pretty 
plants may grow. In such a manner is our 
man treated and made to work. And then 
after 25'or 30 y.ears are past, he begins to say 
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'lam really not fit for this work.' We do not 
want this system. We want the English 
Government. We want to remain rtnder· 
the sway of this rule. But we do not want 
the State Secretary who has been created a 
son·in·law (cheers). \Ve want at least our 
tttett, men elected by us, in his council. This 
is the first reform that must be made. In like 
manner the decision as to who is to expend 
India's revenues. how much money ·is to 
be collected and how many taxes are to be 
imposed should rest in our hands. rch~ers). 

We say, there must not be those taxes. 
They say how can the expenditure be met ? 
That, we will see afterwards .. \Ve know 
this much. Expenditure is to be propor· 
tionate to the money we have and that again 
has to be raised according to the expenditure 
undergone. We understand this. We will 
later see what arrangement should be 
made. The second principle of Home Rule 
is that these pllwers should be in the people·s 
hands, in the hands of good men, viz., in the: 
hands of men elected by the people. At 
present a great \\1ar is going on in Eurc.pe. 
The Emperor does not . decide how much i 
money has to be spent on the war. Mr .. 
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Asquith decides it. If there is a complaint 
against the work done by Mr. Asquith, it 
g~ before Parliament, and if Mr. Asquith 
has committed a mi5take, he has to tender his 
resignation. Will it be sedition if he has to 
tender his resignation? There is the difference 
in the arrangement, there is the difference 

. in the organization, there is the difference 
in the system. And we are asking for a 
change to such a system. 'The rule will fall, 
the rule will go away'-these thoughts are 
utterly foreign to us, the}' do not come within 
our limit~, our reach, our view. And we do 
not also wish it. I again say, if the nation is 
to get happiness, if the thousands , of com· 
plaints that have arisen to-day are to be 
removed, ~hen first of all, change this system 
of administration. There is a saying in 
Marathi: "Why did the horse become restive? 
Why did the betel-leaves rot? Why did the 
bread get burnt? There is one answer. 'For . 
want of turning' The leaves ough.t to have 
been turned, the bread ought to.have been 
turned. Had the horse been turned, it would 
not have become restive." The root cause is. 
here. Complaints about forests, complaints 
about Abkari, c~mplaints about Kulkarni 
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Vatans have arisen because ·authority is not 
in our hands. To state it in slightly changed 
words-because we have not lvxt,.~ya. 
(cheers). That we should have •wamha. 
for us is at the root of our deman·l we need 
not then dance to any body's tune. Howenr, 
this thing ma, happen e\'en in awo,rajya.. 
I do not deny it. When we have rleficiency of 
money, and powers are placed :r, our handsr 
we may increase the tat·; we increase it 
altogether voluntarily. Otherwise, whence is. 
the expenditure to be met? nut as j~ will be 
increased voluntarily, it will not oppress our 
minds. Here is. the rigl~ door. 1 We are 
passing through it. When we are passing 
through it learned aliens may tell us th!lt 
we should not pass through it . ~ut take
another door. .. We . cannot change. If 
others come and ob5truct we .must give 
them a push and make our way. The 
very same is the case with Swarajya. The 
obstruction comes from the BYreacracy. We. 
do not wattt such ob:itructiun. The demand 
for Swarajya is such that it has nothing to do 
with sedition. It has nothing to say against the 
invisible Government. All domes,tic concerns 
should be managed by yuursehres and by 
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doing so what will happen is that in the first 
place your minds will remain in peace.· 
Whatever you haYe to do you will do 
with the thought that you are doing it for 
your good. Nay, you will also reduce the 
expenditure. I do not think that in any Native 
State a Collector does get a pay of twenty· 
fi.ve hundred rupees. If there is any place 
in. the j world in 'which a man doing the work 
of' a Cpllector gets the highest pay, it is India 
(cheers). To give 2,500 rupees ·as pay to a 
Collector, would, in terms of the former rule, 1 

have been, like gh·ing an annual Jah(Jgir of . 
· Rs 3o,ooo.Have we e\;er given in our Swarajya 

such' a jahagir of Rs. 3o,ooo? Rs. 3o,ooo is not 
a small amount. There are reasons however 
now for it. What reason is given? Some reason 
or: other can always· be given. This man has to 
send Rs. 2,500 to England for his chidren, etc. 
For your welfare he has come from a cold cli
mate to a hot climate risking his health. Must 
he .. not then be paid ? The I. C. S. · have 
laboured so much, made such seUsacrifice,and 
'liuflered so many hardships, and you would 
not pay thf'm money ( It appears to be right 
at first sight. But now the principal question is, 
who asked them to come here from there? 
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(Cheers.) \Ve did not r.all them. They: 
do such "'ork as they may .be fit to do~ 
\Ve do possess as much fitness as they have, 
but we shall be able to do the work on less , 
pa)'• Men can be had. Then why give so 
much pay to them? \\~e don't neeJ it. \Ve 
feel that we do not' get to-day money for 
education. The excuse of 'no funds' which is· 
brought forward in c.nnnection with tbe execu·· 
tion of works of public utility will then 
disappear. Business will go on unobitructed · 
just as at present. In the beginning it may' 
not be so efficient Perhaps it may be .less 
by an anna in the rupee. Still the satisfactory· 
thought that the business has been carried on 
by the people, is of greater value. In this· 
direction good management is to be asked for 
in administration; The present law must~ 
amended. It i5- to be brought about through 
Parliament. \Ve will ·not ask for it from 
others. \Ve .have not to get this demand· 
complied with by petitioning France. The 
Allies may be there, we have not to petition· 
them. The petitioa is to be made to the· 
English people, to the· English Parliament.· 
The present state of things is to be· placed f>e..' 
fore them. We haYe to do whatever may be 
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required for this. If you carry on such an 
effort · for 5 or 25, years, you will never fail 
to· obtain its fruit. Moreover, such a time 
has· now arrived. On account of the war 
effort must be: made as will increase the 
value of Jndja,lndia's bravery,India's courage, 
and India's stability. If the fad: that the 

· nation itself is making this effort comes to the 
notice of the Government, then there is hope 
of our demand soon proving fruitful. I have, 
therefore, purposely brought this subject be
fore· you• The subject is being discussed 
elsewhere also .. The League which we have 
established for this purpose is such that I 
myself or some one else will have occasion to 
place the subject before the people at every 
place, if not to-day some days afterwards, for 
carrying on this work. Let this subject be 
always discussed by you. Always think about 
ilt get its usefulness explained, and carefully 
consider how much of loyalty and how much 
of disloyalty is· in it. This is all I have to· 
tell· you on the present occasion. Though' 
what•l have to say may. be much more 
than this, still I have told you its substance 
in a brief manner. If the consideration of 
this be hegurr am?Dg you, be begun in Maha-
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rashtra, be begun in India~ then some day or, 
other this work will succeed, aAd even. if 
the matter lies in God's hands still this is' 
necessarv. I admit that it does not lie in our' 
bands.' But the effect of action (karma) cantior 
fail to take its place in this world. ihe effect 
of action may not be obtained so· soon asi 
I say, may not be obtained before my eyes'; 
perhaps I may not be benefited by it. But'thi9 
action must have its fruit (cheers).According 
to the Ja"' of action, when a cer.tain action i$ 
done, another results from it, and a third one 
results out of that. Such succession goes on· 
Time will be required, there will be delay, 
But do we ask at al1 that we should have 
tnok-kt& before our eyes? Again do we ask for 
it with the thought that we should ,have it in 
the hands of. a certain person? Only just a 
little ago a Resolution was passed in our 
conference that the parties of Moderates and 
Nationalists are not \\'anted. That is to say. 
it is the same to us to whomsoever Btl)arajya, 
is given. There isrno objection even if powers 
be given to your sepoy to-morrow. You may 
say, how will the sepoy exercise such a great 
power? The.sepoy is to die some day or other· 
and then we will see (cheers). We want rights. 
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We want a certain sort of arrangement giving 
happiness. We will get it. Our children 
will get it. Make the effort that is to be 
made. Be ready to do this ~ork with the 
thought that it belongs to you. I am sure 
that by . the grace of God your next gene
ration will not fail to obtain the fruit of this 
work, though it. may not be obtained in · 
your.life.time (cheers). 



Speech at Ahmednagar. 
31.t Jfay, 191~. 

"Gentlemen, before saying a few words 
to you it is my 6.rst duty to thank you ,·ery. 
much. It is my first duty to thank you for 
the honour you have done me and for the 
address you have presented to me. \Vhat· 
ever the moth·e with which you have 
conferred the honour upon me may be,· the 
few words, which I have now to tell you, 
relate to my own work. Perhaps this may 
appear strange to you. You ha\·e. called me 
here anJ I make a statement about my own 
\lOrk before you, that would be a sort of 
impropriety. Even ,if you should think that 
Mr. Tilak: came here and talked to 'people of 
his own things '1 say I do not hesitate at all 
since what I hare to tell you is of as lrfeat 
an ad\·antage to you as it is to. me. Con· 
tro\·ersies and discussions about the state 
d our country hare t~ken piace in ~arious 
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ways and at various places. What is 
beneficial to the people in general? Many 
things are beneficial. Religion, which relates 
to the other world, is benefi:ial. Similarly, 
morality too is beneficial. Provision for one's 
maintenance is beneficial. Our trade should 
expand, the population should increase, there 
should be plenty and that plenty shl)uld 
safely fall into our hands-all thelie things 
·are desired by men: But it is not possible 
to discuss ~11 these things in the short time 
allowed,'to me. 1 will, therefore, say a few 
. words to you' about such of the above things 
as are important and-are considered in:tportant 
by thousands of people and about a subject 
which is now discussed on all sides. , This 
subject is u~ra.jya. (Cheers.) What co~cerns our' 
homes we 'do with authority in our' homes. 
·If 1 desire to do such and such a thing, if it 
be merely a private one,l have not to ask any 
one about it nor to take anybody's permission 

·nor is it,necessary to consult any on.e 'else. 
That is not the case in publi.c matters to-day, 
As is our own good, just so is the good of all 
people. li we tum to consider how people 
would begin to live well and how they would· 
.attain a condition of progressive improvement 
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we shall see that, we are handicapped in con
sequence of want of authority in our hands. 
lf a railway is to be constructed from one 
place to another, that is not under our control. 
As for trade, I might talk much about giving 
encouragement to such and such an industry 
but it is not wholly in our 'power to acquire 
know ledge of that industry at the place where 
it is carried on, to lessen the trade of. those 
people in this country. and increase our own 
trade. \Vhereu~r we turn it is the same state 
that we see. We cannot stop the sale .of 
liquor. There are also some things which are 
not wanted by us or by our Government, but 
the cout'Se of the general administration is 
swch that it is not in our power to make. any: 
change,-the slightest change,--in it. We have 
till now made many complaints and Govern
ment have heard them; but what is the ro<X of 
all the complaints ? What things come in the 
way of improving our condition as we desire 
and what is our difficulty ?-this has been 
considered for about so years past, and many 
wise people have, after due consideration dis
covered one cause and that is that our people 
have no authority in their hands. In public 
matters, different people have diffe~eat 
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opinions. Some say, • Do you not possess 
authority? Do not drink liquor, and all is 
done.' The advice is sweet indee~, but 
stopping all the people from drinking liquor 
cannot be done by mere ad vice. This requires 
some authority. He who has 'not got that 
authority in his hands cannot do that work. 
And if it had ~een possible to do the work by 
mere advice, then we trould not have wanted 
a king. Govern~ent has come into existence 

·for giving effect to the things desired by 
a large number of people. And as that 

·Government is not in our hands, if anything 
· is desired by . thousands of you but not by 
·those who control the administration, that can 
never be accomplished. I harl come here on 
~former occasion. What about the famine. 
administration of the time? When Gorern~ 

· me11t came to know that the weavers sustained 
great Joss during famine 'no doubt some 
steps were taken about it .. ·we have lost our 
trade. We ha\'e become mere commission 
agents. The business of commission agency· 
used to be carried on formP.rly ; it is not that 
commission agency did not exist before, nor 
·that it does not exist now. The difference is 

. that while a~ that. time you were the. com· 
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mission agents of our· trade, you have no'W 
become the cominis5ion a~nts of the,busin~ 
men' of England. You 'buy cotton ·here, ana 
6end it to Englana arid when the · cloth 
mad~ I from it' in England, arrives, you 
buy it on commissidn and 'sell it to· u.S: 
The business of commission agency has 
remained, but what hn.s happened in it is 
that the profit which this co·.!~try derived 
from it, is lost to us ' and goes to the 
English; The men and the business are th~ 
same. Owing to a change in the ruling 
power, we cannot do . certain· things. Such 
has become the condition that certain things 
as would be beneficial to the country cannot 

. be carried out~ At first we thought that even 
though the administration was 'alien' it could 
be prevailed upon to hear. Since the English 
administration is as a matter of fact 'alien', 
and there is no secition in calling it so, 
there would be no sedition whatever nor am· 

"' other offence in calling alien those thing-S 
which are alien. \Vhat is the result of alienness: 
The difference between aEens and us is that 
the aliens' point of view is alien, their thoughts 

·'are alien, and their general conduct is such 
that their minds are not inclined to particularly· 
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benefit those . people to whom . they are 
aliens .. The Muha~medan kings who ruled 
here at.. A~mednagar (I don't <:all Muhanr 
~edans ali~ns) .came to . and_. lived in this 
country._ and at least desired that local indus
tries should thrive. The religion may be 
different. The children of him who. wishes 
to live in India, also wish to live· in India. 
Let them remain. . Those are not aliens who 

·desire, .to do good to those children, to that 
·man, and other inhabitants of India. By alieq 
I do not mean alien in religion •. He whq does 
what is beneficial to the people of this country, 
be he a Muhammedan or a~ Englishman, is 
not alien. 'Alienness' has to do with interests. . . 
Alienness is certainly not concerned with 
white or. black skin. Alien ness is not con~ 
cerned with religion. Alienne?s ·is not con· 
cerned with trade or profession. I do not 
consider him an alien who wishes to make an 
arrangement whereby that country in which 
he has to live, his children have to live and 
hi~ future generations have to live, may see. 
good days and be benefitted. He may not 
perhaps go with me to the same temple to 
pray to God, perhaps there may be no inter~ 
marriage and interdining between him and 
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me. All these are minor questions. But, it a man 
is exerting himself for the good of India, and 
takes measures in that direction, . I do ·not 
consider him an alien. If any body . has 
charged this administration with being alien, 
he has done so in the above sense. At first 
I thought that there was nothing particular in 
this. The Peshwa's. rule passed away arid 
theMuhammedan rule passed away. The coun
try came into. the possession .of the Englis.h.' 
The king's duty is to do all those things 
·whereby the nation may become. eminent, be 
benefited, rise, and become the ·equal of other 
nations. That king who does' this dut~ ·is not 
alien. He is to be considered alien, who does 
not do this duty, but looks only·to his own 
benefit, to the benefit of his own race, and to 
the benefit of his original country ... ;; .... ::;,~· .. ;. 
At first hundreds of questions arose. Agri
cultural assessment increased, the ·Forest 
Department was organised in a ·particular 
manner, the Abkari Department wasr or
ganised in a particular manner,- about all 
these things we have been constantly com· 
plaining to the Government for the ·past 
20 or 25 years. But no arrangements 
about the different departments, the 'different 
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tprofessions,· ·the different trades and . the 
!different 'industries, were· made to accord· 
This is the chief question of the past so years. 
While, looking· out for a cause:we at first 
believed that when we informed the adminis
tration of it, it would at once proceed to do as 
.we desire •.. The Administration is alien.t It 
does not know the facts., 'When 5 or xo of our 
prominent men assemble and represent, the 

· administration will understand. It being 
alien it· cannot otherwise understand. As 
soon as: :. it·. r is informed of facts it is so 
generous ~inded and . wise that it will listen 
to what: you. have to say and redress the 
grievances. ·Such was our' belief: But the 
policy. of the Bureaucracy. during the last so 
years has , removed this belief" However 
much you may clamour, however much·you 
may agitate, whatever the number of grounds 
you may 'show, its sight is so affected as not 
to see the figures drawn from its own reports 
and set before it, Its own arguments and its 
;own grounds do· not meet with its approval. 
If we urge: any further it sticks only to what 
-may .be adverse to our statement. ·Some 
may say. 'there is nothing to wonder at in 
this. \Vhoever. were · your rulers,. those 
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kingdoms have been. broken up and now the1 
rule of the English ha.S been established. Of! 
course those peopl~ do just what. is beneficial~ 
~o them. Whr then do, you coropla~ about. 
them? This is sure to happen/ $uch is the~ 
opinion of several people. •Your.outcry only· 
causes pain to the Government ·and.) in ~ 
manner disturbs its mind. · So 1 do· not raise i 
this outcry. Accept quietly· what it may: 
give. Accept gladly, \\'hat little it may giv~· 
and thank it.' Such is the: opinion of several· 
others. I do not approve of this opinion;: My 
opinion is that whatever be the Government 
whether British or any other, it has, as Gov
ernment, a s01t of duty to perform •. Govern· 
ment has a sort of religious duty to perform ; 
a sort of responsibility lies on its shoulders. 
I say that when a Government e\'a'Jes this 
responsibility it is no Government at all. 
Government possesses authority. All the 
power possessed by Go\·ernment ·may be 
acquired by it by fighting· or may be con .. 
(erred upon it by the people ...... Even if it is 
acquired by conquest still Government has a 
duty to perform. As we ha\·e a duty, so those 
who are called Government have also a duty. 
They must do certain things. , The Govern .. 
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ment has ~lready. admitted certain duties. 
Does not Government· do such works as con.:. 
structing ·roads,r establishing post-offices and 
telegraphs 1 It does.· ,If to-morrow 'some one 
were·to·say cu Government does. not con· 
struct roads, 1. it· is its pleasure. It may 
construct them if it likes, but not, if it does not ) 
like/then ~all of you who are assembled here 
would find fault· with him saying, 'If these 
thirigs are not to be done by.· Government, 
why· do we pay taxes? If the Government will~ 
not utilise for the people's conveniences taxes 
levied from us, it has no authority to take any 
taxes 1 whatever from us. Government· take 
these for our benefi.t.' \Vhen persons argue 
that the· Government is good, what do they· 
point to? The question is always asked 'This 
ou·r Government has constructed roads, made 
railways, establisged telegraphs and post 
office.s-are not these conveniences made for 
you? Why do you then raise an outcry 
against Government?' I do not say that these 
things have not ·been :done, but that those 
that have been done are not sufficient. These 
things h~ve been done, done well and have 
been done better by the ·British Government · 
than they· would have been done by the 
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former Government-this is an honour to 
them. But should we not ask it to do those 
things which it does not do? That is not a real· 
Government which considers itself insu.lted 
when told of those things.which ha,·e·not 
been done and a desire to do which is nqt 
apparent, which does not direct its attention 
to them though urged in many ways, and 
which thinks that we should. not urge things 
to it. \Vhat then is meant by a real Govern-' 
ment? This must be considered a little. 
There is a rast difference between the present 
system and the old system. A f present an. 
efiort is being made to create a sort of errone
ous conception. Neither the Collector nor 
the civilians arriving here who are called the 
bureaucracy in English, are · Government. 
A police sepoy is not Government. It 
does not constitute any sedition whate,·er to 
say, •Do something if it can be done, while 
maintaining the British rule which is m·er our 
country, without harm being done to that 
rule and tdthout weakening it.' We want 
the rule of the English which is over us. But 
we do not want these intervening middlemen. 
The grain belongs to the master, the provi• 
sions belong to the master. But only remove 
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the intervening middlemen's aching belly, 
and confer these powers upon the people .so 
that they 'may duly look to their domestic 
affairs. \Ve ask for 8u·a.r~fya of this kind. 
This Mtal'r~fya does not mean that the English 
Government should be removed, the Emper~ 
or1S rule should be removed and the rule of 

some one of our Native States should be 
established in its place. The meaning of 
.~'1/:'ln~;ya is that explained by Mr. Khaparde 
at Belgaum, viz., we want to remove the 
priests of the deity. The deities are to be 
retained. These priests are not wanted. We 
say appoint other priests from amongst us. 
These intervening Collectors, Commissioners 
ar.d other people are not wanted, who at 
present exercise rule over us? The Emperor 
rloes not come and exercise it. He is in 

. England. If facts were communicated to. 
him, he would wish that good should be 
c!one to you. Is good done to us? Wed? 
not want these priests (cheers). These people 
are clever. We say that no priest is wanted. 
They say. 'We have passed examinations. 
We do much.' That is all true. But their 
attention is rlirected more to the remuner
ation belonging to the priest. Hence this 
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priestly office should remain in our hands~ 
The position of the Bad ~i'as of Pandlilarpur 
and these people is the same (cheers). Will 
there be any loss to the Emperor if the said 
priestly office does not remain in the· hands 
of the bureaucracy w.ho are endeavouring to 
retain it? There will be none. Some may 
say that the English people belong to the 
Emperor's race. We have become · the 
Emperor's subjects. He does not make any 
diffeence between the English subje<!ts 
and the black subjects. He does not 
wish to make it. The meaning of the word· 
rnvaraJy(t is Municipal Local Self-Government. 
But even that is a farce. It is not sufficient. 
'When an order comes from the Collector, 
you have to obey it. He (Collector) has 
power to call the President and tell him to do 
such and such a thing. lf the President 
does not clo it, the Collector has power to 
remove him. Then where is .<~wa.r~jya? 

(cheers). The meaning of sv.·w·ajya as stated 
above is retention of our Emperor and the 
rule of the Engli5,h people, and the full 
possession by the people of the authority to 
manage the remaining affairs. This is the 
d ti .. . ' e mtion of swara.r!Ja. What we ask for is 
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~<>t. tpat _the. authority Qf Jhe' English should 
~. ~essened, nor r.t:hat the ; English Govern,. 
a;n~t should go away and:~ ~he , German 
yov~rn~ent &h!)~~q .come in jts place. On the 
COJ;l~~ry, the present ;war has prqved and the 
wJt~!e;wprld has seen. that itis not our wish 
that, t~e German G9yemment sh.ould eome ~ 
her~·t_.jNay, in ord~r that the rule of thisGov
entment. should remain r' here~ permanently' 
thous~ds of our people are tQ-day sacrificing 
th~ir lives in the most:distant a~d cold dimes 
(here, here, cheers). _If in order that this rule. 
may r~main and that this rultl should not go 
away. and the r\}1~. of, the Ger.man people·. 
shoul~.nat come iq its place. we pay money. 
7be k: according. tc.> our· means-though we· 
are. n~t as wealthy: as: the English. \Vhat 
th.en is. left of the charge .... According to our 
ability, our fighting men are going there and 
sacr~cing their lives and in this way exerting 
themselves. France, Germany and other na· 
tions are commending and applauding them 
(cheers, hear, hea:f). By shedding our blood 
w~ have proved. our desire that our loyalty to 
the English Governmelilt should be.of this 
intense .k~nd (hear •. hear and cheers),' I do. 
not .~ink tha~ any man . can adduce stronger 

II> 
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e\idence than this in his favour.r Thus to-day: 
it is an undoubted fact that we want here the· 
rule of the En&lish alone and accordingly! 
we are exerting ourselves. When ·such. is the. 
state of things, why should not theseinterYen·. 
ing people· \\'ho have been· appointed: be; 
remo,·ed and why should we not get·· the~ 
rights posse~ed by the people in other places; 
within the British. Empire? · \V e' · are not: 
inferior to them in point of bravery; and I 

education, we possess ability. Such being the 1 

case, why should we not get the righl:s ?\Vhy: 
should the Empe~or make a distinction bet~· 

ween his black and white subjects? \Vho has I 

given such advice to the Emperor 1 The· • 
peculiar feature of this British · constitution is 
that the Emperor acts on the advice of the, 
people. \Vhy should the ministerS 'give him'1 

such ad\'ice t At' present those . who JlO)SesS' 

power, i. e., the bureaucracy, are white. When· 
a black: man joins them he too becomes like· 
them. Under the present system; if a native 
on his arrival from England after ·passing 
examinations be appointed to be Collector, r 
he after becomes just like them. Note then: 
that 1 am not speaking only about the'\\'hite5: 
\\' e do not )I' ant this ~ystem. \Vhat doe$ it 
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m~e11 jf a. inan:or two of ours . is· exalted to) 
the; BureaucracyJ He cannot do anything in 
particular. Therefore this system must be done 1 

aw.ay .. with..:We.would riot be satisfied by the. 
appointment J of ·one or two. persons.· Let us 
paSs :o~ ·:Who introduced the system? The 
Eniperor did not introduce it. The Queen's 
proclatnation , as 'promulgated declares · one 
policy) and. the present system is quite its 
opposit~·. At present. it is not at· all in our 
hands to bring abo.ut our own good. Were we 
to .think that encouragement should be given 
to ... swadeshi goods , by . imposing duty on 
certain .imported foreign goods, that is not in· 
our bands. ·Were we to think .of starting such 
and,such,:industries: required in this country 
Ol.'Of .importing paid teachers from. foreign. 
countries~ that is not in our hands. What a 
trifling matter this is after all I It is necessary 
that ali. people should know reading and 
writing. Whether !a man be a Muhammadan. 
or,·,.of any. other religion or of any caste, he 
ot;Jght to know a·tittle .. ol reading and writing. 
This is now acknowledgedby all people 
throughout the world. There is now no doubt 
about this .. r By reading and writing a man 
d.edves at, least some benefit. .No one re· · 
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quires to be told of this anew. Then' why i9 
not tliat achieved here? Because there is no 
money. \Vho gires this excuse?. The burea.Uo
racy. Their pay is' Rs. 2,5oo·.and if they 
'\\'ant a raising to 3,000 then there ii money. 
Think of exchange cJmpensation.i· '\Vhen 
the price of the rupees fell,si11 erores of rupees 
were brought out by Go\-emment on acoount 
of exchange. At that time money.was found. 
Unless you have authority in your. hands 
this state of affairs cannot be· got '(rVer. 
There is no money. for'. education,··. but 
there is money to pay a talary .of Rs~ ·2,500 

to the Collector. However clearly, we· ma~r 
explain this aspect it cannot carry .conviction. 
The present bureaucracy: cannot' consider· 
this matter from the point of view from which 
we would consider it if authority were to come 
into our hands. No doubt we have been told 
that money should be spent on education. 
\Vhen people begin~ to know how to read and 
''rite the number of offences committed falls 
by thousands, they carry· on their dealings 
well; they understand what is of advanta~ 
and what is of disadvantage to them.· \Vheri 
people become fit in this · manner an officer 
on Rs. 2,500 will not be necessary to govern 
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·them. One on Rs. soowill do and we shall be 
able to spend Rs. · :z,ooo on education. In no 
-other .. counlry · are there so highly paid 
officers at present. The Viceroy who comes to 
govern India gets Rs. 2o,ooo a month, while 
the :Prime Minister of England ·. gets Rs. 
s,ooa. He who has to live in England and 
manage the affairs of the whole Empire gets 
Rs. s,ooo, . while.· he who carries on the 
administration of India here gets, Rs. 2o,oo6. 
Why so? There is no answer to this. This is 
so because the latter is managed at the cost 
of others (cheers) .. This is India. Go and eat. 
If any shop belonging to other people is made 
over to you for management, you will natur· 
ally pay the employee a salary of Rs. 100 if 
he belongs to your community or caste even 
when you are prepared .to pay him a pay of 
Rs. so only in your. own shop. In this way 
the present arrangement is 'being carried on. 
\Ve are not at all benefitted by this arrange
ment. It is not the case that these things have 
come to our notice for the first time. It is so 
years since the thing3 Came tO our notice. 
When the·National Congress was held at Cal· 
cutta in 19o6, Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji (cheers) 
stated this distinctly. He gave it as his so 
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)·ears' experience th:lt for counteracting :this 
present irregularity and the sort of injustice 
that is taking place in India, there· is no 
other remedy than that the power should pasS 
into the. people's hands,· and rest ·in the 
hands of the people; He called it Self-Govern~ 
ment. .We must deci~e~ upon the arrange-
ment as regards what is to be done in our 
homes, what is to be ; done in our villages; 
what is to be done .in our presidency and 
what is to be done in our country. U we decid~ 
about this; it will be done at a sm~Jl cost, it 
will be don~ well, 'and our decision· as 
regards in what matter 'we should expend' 
more money, and in what matter less, will be 
more beneficial to the peop\e. Tbe bureau..: 
cracy says that we do not possess knowledge' 
as if they alone' possess it.· Their· first look .. 
out is to see how their pay will be· secure. 
\\'hen money comes jnto the treasury the· ex· 
pense on account of their pay must be· first 
defrayed. Their military expenditure must· 
be first defrayed. They must be first fuJly 
provided for. If . money remains , after this, 
it is to be applied to education. They' 
do not say that education is not wanted. 
Education is not a ball thing in their eye. But 
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th~ people are to be educated and their other 
conveniences are, if possible, to be looked to 
after all .the above ex penditur~ is 'defrayed.' 
This is .to be thought of afterwards. Now·we 
shall first see whether we could manage things 
or not if power were to come. into our hands: 
if we think that more pay is;.demanded of us 
then we reduce it and tell them that they will 
have to do. the, ,work for the country. If all 
things can be .considered in this , manner, we 
shall have . in our hands. the opportunity of 
bringing. about those things which it is de
sirable to bring about .. This. is mere specula
tion. Where is .your difficulty? There is a 
common saying . in Marathi: A certain 
man asked thr~e · questicns. · \Vhy does 
the :horse become restive, why did betel· 
leaves rot.;.;...the story occurs in the third book 
it was there formerly, 1 do not know whether 
iti~there now.-He gave a single answer to' 
two or. three such questions, ·which is, •owing· 
to not turning.' I Similarly, why .is not the 
consumption of liquor .reduced in our presi .. 
dency, why are the people subjected to zulum 
in ,forests, w by is money not available for 
education? -.All these questions have one 
answer, and it is this: Because you have no 
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power in your hands (cheers) and so long 
as this power wilt not come into your hands; 
so long there will also be no dawn of your· 
good fortune. Whoever may be the Emperor 
we speak not anything about him. But we 
must do those things which relate to business, 
trade, religion and society. Unless the 
power of doing those things comes partially 
into our hands-in the end it must come fully 
-unless it come fully into our hands, it is 
impossible for us to see a time of plenty,
the· dawn of good fortune, advantage or 
prosperity. Water cannot be drunk with 

'others' mouths. We ourselves have to drink1 

it. The present arrangements makes us drink 
with•vothers' mouths. We ourselves must 
draw our water-the water of our well.:...and 
drink it. · If that well belongs to Government 
a tax of a rupee per month may, if necessary 
be paid. But we want power.' There are no 
means of salvation for us unless we have it 
in our possession; This principle of ·politics· 
is almost settled-proved-from the point of 
view of history; morality and social science. 
Now· )'OU ll&ay ask why it is told you so· late· 
that power should come into your· hands ot 
the time of its coming into your hands· is 
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approaching. I have to say a few words about, 
t~is .. ~p till now tbe generality of people in 

1 

Engl~nd thought of deriving as much profit 
from India as possible and that India was .a 
soJ;t of burden to 'them. . The people in 
England used to think that the 30 crores of 
people in India would m·erthrow their rule 
some time or othert that they should be dis· 
armed and that they must be kept in slavery 
and under control as much as possible. But 
t~at condition is now changed. Owing to : 
the war which is now going on in Europe, it 
has begun to be thought that unless all the 
many parts of the British Empire unite to· 
gether, that Empire would not attain as much 
strength as it should. It has so happened 
now that a consciousness has been a wakened 
in ,England that they stand in need of help 
from other countries called colonies belong· 
ing to them-Australia, Canada, and New 
Zealand, which are inhabited by Sahebs. If 
you, take advantage of this awakened con
sciousness, you tQo have this opportunity of 
acquiring some rights. No one asks you to 
obtain these rights by the use of the sword. 
To-day the nation's mind has undergone 
a change. India can give some help to 
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England. If India be happy England too 
will acquire a sort of glory, a sort of strength . 
and a sort of greatness. This consciousness· 
has been awakened in. England. If no 
advantage is taken of this awakened con· 
scivusness at this time, such an opportunity 
will not occur again. The bureaucracy con· 
siders this to be bad. Who will be the loser 
in this? Not the Emperor, but the bureaucracy. 
They, therefore, consider this thing to be bad, · 
and they are now· telling us that we are not 
fit for swarlljya and that, therefore, they have 
tome here. As if there was no 'swarajya 

. anywhere in India wh~n they were not here. 
We all were barbarians and ready to cut 
each other's throats. There was no system 
of administration under the Peshwa's regime. 
There was no system of administration under 
Muhammadan regime. We were notable to 
carry on State administratiolt, we were not 
able to construct roads. We did not know 
how the people ·might be happy. Nana 
Phadnavis was a fool, Malik Amber was a 
fool, Akber and Aurangzeb were fools. 
Therefore these people have come here for 
our good and we are still chidren (laughter). 
Let us admit for a moment also that we are 
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children: \Vhen are we to become grown· 
up? In law wh~n one attains his 21st year 
or{e is· considered to be grown up~ Though ' 
these people ha \·e ruled over us for so years 
we have not been able to grow. What then 
did they. do for so years? If ~he· people oi 
India· were children whose duty was it to 
ed.ucate them? It was their duty. They. 
were the rulers. I go so far as to say that 
they have not done this duty-hence not ' 
only are we" children, but they are unfit to 
rule (cheers). It is better that those people ., 
who could not improve the condition of their · 
subjects during so years should give up their 
power and make it over to others. If there 
be'a ·manager· of your shop and if he per· 
formed"the'duty of munim for so years, but 
there was only loss ·continuously for so years. 
what would you tell him ? Sir, give up your 
place and go away. We shall look to our 
own management. Another may be of a 
lower grade. Though he may be less clever 
he will at least know that in managing a 
shop there should at least be no Joss. This 
at least he must know. \Vhat those people tell· 
us, viz .• that we have not become flt, pro· 
ceeds from selfishness. If what they say be, 
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true, it is in a way disgraceful . to the~. 
They are being proved to be unfit. And ,if 
it be false, they are ·selfish. , Vve can dr ~ w 
no other conclusion from this than the 
above. \Vhat is meant by •we are unfit'? 
What is the matter with us? Our municipal 
managt'ment is tolerated. If some one comes 
from England after passing an examination 
and becomes a Collector that is tolerate~. 
He discharges his duties an-i Governmept 
commends him. But ~·hen the rights of su·a
rajya are to be given to the people, to tell all 
people-crores of people-plainly that they 
are unfit is. to make an exhibition of one's 
own unfitness (cheers). Besides this, objections 
of many other sorts are taken against sw~
rajyrt. ln the firs~ place, I have already said 
that they unhesitatingly decide that thew hole 
nation is unfit. If we say, 'hold an examina
tion' no examination too is he~d. Unfit, unfit 
-what does it mean? Set your men to wo~k 
and set our men also to work. See whether 
they do or do not work properly. No oppor 
tunity to work is ghren and yet we are called· 
unfit. Are even those, who have been giv~p 
an opportunity, found unfit? There . a~e 
.members in the Legislative Council, are they 
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unfit? Have they ever called themselves 
unfit? Ha ,;e you ever called them unfit?. No. 
What does then unfit n1ean? You don't mean 
to give. In order to say th~re is no buttermilk, 
why circumlocute and say t~day being 
Sunday, there is no buttermilk-such is the 
s~uffiing that is go.ing on now. I want to ask 
you whether you-without permitting that 
shuffling-are prepared or not to make· a 
re~olute demand. · If you are n9t prepared to 
ask, if you 'do not make· urgent solicitation 
about this,-if ·you throw away the present 
opportunity, such an opportunity will not 
come again for 1oo years.· Therefore, you 
must be prepared. 1 know that if after being 
prepared we spoke a little forcibly, some 
police .sepoy may say iO you' : This is not 
·unlikely. But it must be 'put up with. There 
is no help for it. We have no· power in 'our 
hands. vVe cannot say to the police sepoy, 
•you are a ~ool, go back'. He obeys the Police 
Inspector's order. But I can tell you that if 
you people of all ·castes and religions, become 
united and at this time make this demand 'of 
Government resolutely, unitedly press it 
earnestly, be prepared to bear any expense 
that may be necessary for this, and proclaim 
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·not only to the.Go\'eroment but to the whofe 
world that unless your demand be granted 

· you would not be satisfied nor remain conten· · 
ted,-if you possess so much resoluteness I 
am sure that by the grace of God you will 

·not fail to have the demand granted to )·ou 
as a fruit of your resoluteness. \Vhether ;n 
religion or in politics, resoluteness is required 
and that resoluteness of mind does net corlle 
"ithvut courage. It will not do to say 'How 
may it be? Whether good or evil may result 

·we \\'ant this very thing. We wJII ~k for 
this very thing. For this we will .collect 
money and undergo any expenditure · or 

·exertions that tnay be neccessary and we will 
not stop this agitation till this our demand 'is 
satisfied. If this wo(k is not completed within .. 
our life time, our children also will keep' up, 
this same agitation. \Vhen there is such 
devotion for this work, only then will it he 
fruitful. \Vithout de\·otion, no fruit is obtain~d 
from God, from King, in this world nr in the 
next world. If you do not possess 'this 'devO. 
tion, no fruit will be obtained though· strenu· 
ous exertions be made in this manner. First, 
·devotion is required. Both rich and poor must 
possess devotion. The poor must help in 
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.,their own.way,'·therichmust he1p in their own 
; way. Those who possess intellige.nce must · 
. help by means of intelligence. Every man 
1 must bear this thing constantly jn mind.lf you 
. do not bear this thing constantly .in mind, . if 
, you do not prepare yourself to make. exertions 
then it will be sheer folly to blame others for 

. failure. Perhaps. the word folly may not be 
:.to your taste. I have used .it in the heat of 

1
Spe,aking.. But my firm belief is that we have 

.not. yet begun tQ make efforts as strenuously, 
,as earnestly and as devotedly, as we should 
.. do. If a Saheb were tu ask whether there 
~ wou,ld be confusion or not if powers,were given 
.to us, we say yes, yes. We have no men 
The men are not prepared! And then ! we 
.laugh at the Saheb in· our house. No·. we 
,must laugh there in. his presen~e (cheers) 
(laughter.) It will not do .to . laugh in 
. Qur house. The reply must be given jusno 
·his face. \Ve must be prepared to maintain 
"what we consider to be true and proclaim it 
. to the people, to the officers, and even to the 
.Emperor. 0•1 the. day on which you. will be 
ready to do this-particularly in days after 
1tbe, war is oyer- the administration shall 

1
have to be changed in some respects at least. 
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1f the administration here continue 1 the 
present, England cannot be authority among 
European nations. At present England is. the 
most powerful of all. Tht: English Government 
is the most pot·erful, but to keep it so, c~ange 
must necessarily be made . in . the present 
administration. As a matter of fact they say, 
.•make that change' by .. all means. .But. India 
does not say that the change should be made! 
Some defect can,alwars be found. ·I stood 
up to-tlay ;· another will stand.up to-morrow 
a.nd say •your good does. not lie_ in .what I 
have said.-The arrangement which. exists 
at present is itself good. There is the· benign 
Go\·unment. The bureaucracy . is . wise. 
Therefore if you act in accordance .with their 
principles that would, be well.' The question 
does not concern only our . traders; . nor 
jntelligent people ; nor people of any religion 
such as Musalmans,etc. It is not the case that it 
applies only to one class, only to Muhamma .. 
dan merchants. The thing which l.~m urging 
is not for Musalmans, ~or. Hindus,, no~ .for 
traders. . It applies to all. There is .only. one 
.medicine for all people. That.lllfdicine~ is 
power; take it into your possession; .. wb.eo,it 
comes into )'our po:;session, if there be any 
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disputes between you and us, we would be 
able to settle them. After the power has 
come into our hands there would be much 
time to settle them. If there be any difference 
of opinion in religious beliefs, that too we 
will remove. We want power for this. We 
want power to settle disputes. It is not 
wanted for increasing them. Aliens do not 
know as much as we do what we have to do 
for our country. Their point of view is 
different. ·.British Government being main· 
tained ·at the head, one and the same 
Emperor will rule over India as 'he does over 
the British Empire .. But introduce here an 
arrangement similar to that in other Colonies . 
. There, in those Colonies, the people have got 
in their own hands all the power, the right of 
ownership, and the power to make Ia ws. 
That does not affect the ·Emperor. There is 
no attempt to overthrow the British ·Govern· 
ment. · Really it is an attempt to make the 
British rule· more pleasing to the people. 
Certain people .may lose means of mainten· 
ance, that may happen. We do not think 
that the Emperor has reserved India for those 
people •.. The present system has come into 
existence for some reason or other. It must 
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go. The Emperor ought to give powers into 
the hands of the people, and without hlaking 
any distincti011 between India and British 
subjects; between the · w bite. and the black 
subjects. As they are the Emperor's subjects 
so are we too the subjects. \Ve must become 
as happy as .they. The thing which some 
wise, learned and thoughtful people have now 
decided to the key of all these, ·is B'fNirajya. 
The time fOr it has· now arrived. ' I .have 
explained to you the meaning of it. I hare 
told you how the time has come. All factors 
there may be but, your resoluteness iS the final 
thing. \Vitho.ut it the opportunity which has 
come will be lost. Though the' change, of 
which I speak, be in contemplation. yoti will 
not get it. There must be resoluteness on 
your part. Fortunately agitation of this kl~d 
has now begun. R~cently we established 1at 
Belgaum an institution to work for 1warajya. 
An institution has been established in Madras· 
This subject is already before theCongress and 
it will dispose it of one way or the other. The 
several provinces will make their arrange
ments and render help. You must show this 
much courage; that if some one,the Collector, 
Commissioner; etc.-were to ask 'what do 
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-you .want'? Y9u answer '\Ve want power, 
there must. be. power in our hands'. Govern· 
'ment servants should be considered to be 
peQple's servants. Do not think. that when 
in future pow~r . comes into your hands, )'ou 

.. are not to entertain the European ~s a 
:.servant. If he 'can w~rk well, we shall keep 
.him,·. and we shaU ,pay him what we may' 
.ihink proper. But he must be our servant 
n.ot we his ,servants.· If we entertain ,this 
desire and make efforts for it, then our ideal 
is capable of accomplishment. Give the help 
that may be required. Be prepared to render 
:such assistance as may be required to those 
. who may come to speak to us in connection 
.with this. And when you are thus prepared 
·-p.eople of different places, not only of 
Bombay, Poona, Nagar, but also of Bengal, 
.Madras etc.-if people of all places be prepared 
this.thing is feasible. To accomplish it, to 
.accomplish it soon, begin to work for it. 

·May India enjoy quick, the fruit of s~ch 
work. 



Mr. Tilak'a Second Speech at 
Ahmednagar. 

On Leing rtqw:sted by Mr: C1w.ttkar Mr. Tilak· 
deli~cred ne follotntlg lecture Amidst cheerl-~ 

and Bhout• of Til4k MaJUJraj~i Jai in lhe oll 
dot~ market at }!"agar on the lit June 191~ 
et 9-15 p.m. 

I had thought . that I would probably 
not have to deliver another lecture after· 
the one deli,·ered here yesterday. On that 
occasion I placed before you the few 
thoughts that commonly occur about 1v.arajya.· 
Howe\'er this subject is such that, not only 
one, but e\·en ten lectures on it may not 
suffice. Therefore t<>-day I speak again about 
two more matters relating to ltcarajya which 
were r.ot dealt "·ith yesterday, to make it 
clearer, better understood, and to render the-· 
people's ideas about it more distinct. My 
general opinion is that all reforms we want 
are reforms relating to lwa.NJjya. You may 
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perhaps know .. the story about the old 
woman. It is to the following effect : That old 
woman in the story, after the deity had been 
propitiated, considered what she should ask, 
and prayed for the following boon: The 
deity should give her such a boon that she 
would actually see her grandsons dining in 
dishes of gold, that is to say she should re
main alive till that time, that she should have 
a son, that he should earn wealth, etc. etc. In 
this small boon the whole object was inclu
ded. Similar is the case with 1uarajya~ If · 
we do not get swaraJya, there will be no 
industrial progress, if we do not get swarajyt' 
there will be no possibility of having any kind 
of education useful to the nation, either pri· 
mary or higher. If we do get swa.rajya, it is 
not me~ely to advance female education 
or secure industrial reform or social reform. 
All these are parts of su·rtr~jya. Power is 
wanted first. \Vhere there is power there is 
wisdom. \Visdom is not separate from power. 

·If it be, it becomes useless. In no nation this 
proposition is reqJiired to be made particu
larly clear. But it .is required to be ex· 
plained in a particular manner to our people, 
The reason of this is that there is ~o swa1·a;'vtJ, 
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in our. country. Some people raise this 
objection against our party: \Vhy do you · 
not effect social reform? This is said not by us 
but by thbse who do not mean to give rights 
of 1t00rajya to us, but wish to transfer the 
train of our agitation from one ·track to' 
another. There are many people who have 
effected social reform amongst themselves. 
Social reform is thoroughly introduced in 
Burma. There is one religion. There the 
people are prepared for anything., Their · 
children marry any one they like. But that 
country is wholly immersed in a state of 
dependence. There is no spirit of nationality 
in respect of anything tht:re. Then,· what is 
wanted? \Ve are one nation. \\'e have a duty 
to perform in this world. \Ve must get the 
rights which belong to man by nature. We 
want freedom. \Ve must have in our hands 
the right of carrying on our affairs. U you do 
not get these things, no reform would be 
fruitful to you. That is the root of all reforms. : 
No power, no wisdom. Mere book learning is. 
useless. Do you belie\·e that the people who 
ha\'e come to rule over us are superiors to us . 
in intelligence and learning 1 Such is not my 
own belief. \Ve can show as much learning, 
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as much· courage, as much ability as they. 
Perhaps they may not he· apparent now, but 
they are in us. There are· conjunctions in· 
history as· well· as in astronomy. \Vhen · 
the Muhammadan rule was declining, the 
Marathas ·had only recently risen. Afterwards, 
the English ·having set foot in this India, the · 
whole power has passed into their possession. 

·and their power is the cause of the admiration 
which we feel· for them and the pride-be, it 
true or false-which we feel for their ability.· 
And when even a small portiot1 at least of 
this power comes into your .hands, then your 
wisdom will be of use. ~1any things are now 
wanted 'by- us. Our industries must be 

' improved. But why are they stopped? .Who 
stopped them? If we begin to look out' for 
the' cause 'of this, it will appear that we did not 
stop this industrial reform, wt! did not stop · 
this economic reform. In that nation in which: 
there is a way and there is liberty to rise and 
to show one's ability, good qualities flourish.' 
You may possess ·wisdom. \Vheu you assist 
some gre.at officer and he commends you. 
then only: yo)J. think that you possess ability. 
This is a sort or feeble~mindedness-want of 
spirit-and it has enveloped the whole naticn 
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You say •1 cannot do it.'. You never did it, 
no one gave you t~anad: even before it. you 
make an outcry that you cannot do sucb and 
such a thing. You say so and· advocate some 
other path. In my opinion it is a great 
misfortune that, in our Maharashtra at least, 
some people should ·bring forward thij 
excuse and itand in the way of the agitation 
which is carried on for the acquisition of the 
right~ of Bwar~iya.. Have we not achieved 
anything? Think of this,Maharashtra certainly. 
possesses a quality that can be utilised for the 
nation. But at the present time we do not get 
an opportunity of making use of that quality, 
and our mind does not turn to . other 
things. such as fetnale education or this or· that 
simply because that opportunity is not given 
to us (cheers). If any one else sees any. danger 
in this he may do {t, but my mind cannot be 
convinced, has not been convinced, nor do I 
think that it will be runvinced during the few 
years that are left (cheers). It is vain to speak 
of other subjects. At present our people are 
not endowed with heroism, courage and · 
learning, when our women are educated their 
generation will become of that sort, but even 
that is to arise from our own seed (cheers) 
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II' any one has such a belief (as the above) 
that is wrong .. l.do not say that female educa .. 
tion is not wanted but when they tell us to 
turn to it, in. order to stop this agitation on 
this side then we say: this is a remedy to kill 
the nation. If you do not possess strength, if 
you have no pluck to acquire .anything, it is 
quite foolish to take an educated wife and 
say that the issue begotten of her would be of 
the above sort and that those our sons would 
make some exertions in order to discharge 
the obligation under which they would be to 
us· (cheers). You must stand on your own 
legs. You must bring about these things. And 
you must first bring about the chief of those 
things. The experience of those who have 
made exertions for the past fifty years is that 
this BtJXJrajya. is the key to all things. . And 
if· this does not come into your hands, then 
if you say 'We shall effect this reform after 
making exertions for minor reforms'. If you 
mean to effect it thus do so, I have no objec
tion ·to it. But that will not be helpful to 
this awarajya, is not helpful to this course. 
And I am to speak again to-day on the same 
subject on which I spoke yesterday in accor· 
.dane~ with the same opinion. Yesterday I 
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told you what Bwarajya means. By ~tixircJya 
it is not meant that the English should be 
driren .away. It does not matter whoever 
may be the king. \Ve have nothing to dd 
with the king. \Vhen we get our rights, that 
is sufficient. And whoe,·er might be the king 
over us tha:;e rights can be obtained. There 
is a king in England. But have the English 
people rights or not? The king uf England 
is. himself our Emperor. Hence, if, while his 
kingly position is maintained in England, 
the English people obtain rights of freedom,' 
then what difficulty is there in our obtaining 
the rights of British citizenship, the same King 
continuing to 'be Emperor in India? No 
difficulty of any sort remains. This dark 
imputation which is made, viz., that the agita· 
tion aoout Home Rule - swarajya - is 
seditious and in the belief uf which as sedition 
a security of 2,000 rupees was taken from 
Mrs. Annie Besant the other day-this imputa
tion, this accusation, -does not come from the 
Emperor or from the subjects, but from the 
intervening granary-keepers (cheers). The 
duty which you have to do is to agitate that 
this administration must be ch::~.nged. The 
King need not be changed. Unless the 
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system -the . arrangement - according t() 
which the preSent administration is carried 
on is ~anged,. ,every man in India will be~ 
come more and more effeminate. The duty 
which we have to perform .is to stop that. 
Some people say, what d~s it matter ij there 
is slavery? Do they not give us to eat? They) 
do not starve any one to death. Even the 
beast and the birds get to eat. To get to eat 
is not the aim of man. To feed the family is 
not the end of man. •Even a crow Jives and 
eats offerings.' A crow maintains itself1 
I do not consider it manliness merely 
to mai~tain oneself and fill the belly, to obey 
the commands of the administration accep· 
ing posts which may be kept open withill 
the limits laid down by it and to maintain 
oneself according to its direction. This docile 
nature is common to beasts and men. If 
there is required the quality of manhood in 
man, .then we should see whether there is any 
scope open for our intellect, our ability, our 
courage and boldness. Such scope is not open 
in India. Therefore, if we have any duty 
to perform theli. the fir~t duty is, take a 
portion of this authority into your posses!'ioriy' 
it does not matter if yc•u take a little portion 
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'of it; as the President (Mr. N: C. Kelkar, 
President of the Nagar District Conference) 
bas said briefly, if we ·do not entertain the 
hope of bP-ing free to act in matters of spend
ing our own money, deciding according to 
()Ur own understanding, according to the 
·consent of five or ten men as to what purpose 
the tax which we pay is to be applied, then, 
·according to the law of nature this kind of 
hope or thought which is in the minds of men 
will gradually lessen and to that· extent we 
tihal I more and more descend to the level of 
beasts. Swar~/ya, swarttjyr.&, what does it 
·mean? And what will be the eff~~t of it? 
Does 11wa.rn,iya mean that one Collector is 
removed and yours has come? There is no 
Objection tO Say 1 tenlO\'e SUCh QOd SUCh a man 
and make such and such an arrangement in 
tuch anrl such a place. Perhaps, a white 
man when paid will be a servent of us too; 
If he be good we shall also keep him. The 
'question is not at all about individuals. The 
question is about the nation. The chief ques· 
tion is whether a certain nation is to be treated 
like beasts or whether considering the people 
in the nation to be men, their sentiment, their 
desire for liberty is to be given the right 
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din-ction and they are to be brought and 
place4 in the .rank of civilized nations. If 
the matter be consi~ered from such a stand
point, then there is no other way to accorn~ 
plish. this· than su:araJya, than the possession 
of authority. When the authority once comes 
into our hands then we shall be able to d~ 
thousands of things. A great attempt was 
made at Poona to close a liquor shop of 
Ghoda,-which may be bringing a revenue 
of a thousand or two to Government. But it 
is not under our control to close it. Why is 
so much correspondence required to decide 
that a liquor shop should be started at a 
certain place or should not be started at all?l 
think that the annual profit of the shop may 
not be equa! to the price of the paper that 
may have been used in connection with th~ 
business (laughter, hear, hear.) This business 
which goes on under the present syste~ 

should be put a stop to, this high-handedness 
s,hould be ended and the authority shoul4 
come into our hands. By the authority COil\· 

;ing into our hands the hereditary qualities 
which we pOssess will be heightened~ w~ 
shall find a way to make a use of thos~ 
qualities in some .. way or other. That ls 
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iu'<traiya . . Su:orajycs is nothing else. What 
if it be to a small extent? It does not 
trouble you. It does not trouble you ~ 
much as it should. If it be .said, one 
sits at home, does some business or other, ge~ 
some money maintains his children,-thi$ 
much will suffice, wherefore should there now; 
be the movement for R1Darajy1? The only 
answer to this is the idea in respect to th~ 
nation, viz., that there is in this world some-
thing more than ourselves, that there is one. 
more duty of bringing about the good of a 
great~r number than yourself-this duty you 
have begun to forget. There was a time when 
in this country, among the succession of great 
men in the Maharashtra there were able me~ 
who were awake to ideals. But unfortunately 
this characteristic has not survived. If another 
man begins to do our work, we say alright. 
when the work is dune, that is sufficient. 
But the sense of di~crimination where to say 
aye and where not has left us. The English 
people carry on our administration, we are 
sitting idle. Take cattle for example. If 
there be any dirt in the cattleshed the keeper 
sweeps it away, looks to sanitation. feeds the 
cattle and gives them water at the proper 
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fime~~have the cattle put the question that 
-the management should · 'come into their 
ha.nds 1 (Laughter). The difference between 
inen and cattle is no more. The Collector of 
Nagar looks to sanitation, tells what should 
be done if a. disease comes, 'makes arrange
mtnt · if· a famine comes, 'takes measures 
that no calamity .may befall you. Your 
ton clition · has· become that ·of· a parrot 
kept in a cage ; · such a condition is not 
want~d; I tell you "·hy. \Ve are not 
envious, they are doings our work. Owing 
to the existing· arrangement all ~he good 
qualities pOssessed by us are gradually dis· 
appearing. In order that those qualities 
tnay tJot disappear, we must be at liberty to 
do 'What they now ·do; \Ve 11eed not go in 
search of fresher work to do~ We are not to 
leave atone what they do and do any other 
work we may not like: What they do we have 
io do. \Ve want the same power to be in our 
hands. There is only one objection to this. It 
'is very bad indeed that such an objection 
should a'rise at all. A story was published in the 
'Ke~'a:ri: R'abindranath Tagore has gh'en in 
his autobiography a poem to this effect about 
a parrot kept in a cage. It narrates in fuU a 
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conversation between a parrot kept in a cage 
and a free parrvt .. The free parrot said, to the 
parrot in the cage: ••There · is such fun out· 
&ide; one can roam so much, go anywhere 
one likes, can eat at any time ooe iike$. 
Have you got such joy ?'' The parrot kept in 
the cage repiied: 41Sir, 'what you say is true~ 
But where can this golden perch be obtained 
after going out''? Some urge an·. objectioA 
like this if awarajya, be· got, how ·are· we 
to manage it? None yet to give, none ·yet 
to take. Your anxiety is ilswr4jyca be got 
how are we to':manage: it? •We are not 

fit. If the said parrot went out, ,how was 
he to get \he cage and the perch to 'sit 
on etc. \Ve have reached just in the same 
condition. This condition is.' not naturaL 
It is artificial. Just as that seotiment.arose 
in that parrot's mind owing to. his being 
confined in a cage for many yean; ·so· also 
the above sentiment ar~e in :our mind 

. owing to the above powers having· passed out 
' of our hands •. This is not our original ~atural 
~entiment-the natural human sentiment. 
As that is not the parrot's natural sentiment, 
just so this is not the natural sentiment of our 
nation. This must be borne in· mind at first. 
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We become fit to. do the work that fatls to us. 
We are the deseendents of those people who 
were fit .in this manner, and if we· be thei~ 
true descendants, . the same qualities must 
become manifest in us when we have that 
opportunity. And we must make exertions . 
for it with the confidence . that they will 
become man ifest.• This is what I say( cheers.) 
lf heredity has any value, recognise it, other• 
·Wise at least give up calling yourselves the 
grandsons,-great·grandsons-of such and. 

·such a person. There are now many aardara 
in our country. . They say. that their grand· 
fathers were sardars' and· that they also have 
inherited the qualities o~ their grandfather's 
blood. But in order to save the vatan 
acquired by them (the grandfathers), they 
serve Sahebs in.any manner they choose; 
·well I say, they began to do so because they 
are 1a.rdara. But why should you or we, who 
.have nothing to obtain, run after them? A 
sort of shadow has thus been thrown over 
the nation and we have to get out of it • 
. This is an eclipse. When the moon is eclip
sed, • alms are given for its becoming free. 
You are not prepared to spend even a pie to 
put an end to: the eclipse which has over-
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taken you, nor are you prepared to move for 
it. When the moon was eclipsed the Brah· 
mans of ancient times used at least to ·make 
jap (repeating passages from Vedas, etc.). 
Do you make any jap at least 1 Are you 
making exertions for this? Are you prepared 
t() pa:r two pice to any one for this? No, 
nothing. Our objectors raise this objection. 
If powers be g-i \'en t11 the Hindus, what are 
the Mahammadaus to do? If the rights of 
~t1Mrajya. be given to the Hindus, the Muham~ 
madans would not get them. As if we cannot 
afterwards duly consult our Muhammadan 
brethren and come to a settlement. If powers 
came into· our hands we WOllld exercise lU£lr,m 

over the Muhammedans, and if the powers 
pass into their hands they . would exercise 
wlu11' over the Hindus! These men come to 
tell you these things on people's behalf. Who 
are they? · Why do they tell you? · To 
delude you. This must be remembered. 
These civil servants are far more clever than 
you. They want to keep power in theU" 
hands. This case is like that of the story oi 
the three rogues.' . . 

\Vhen you make a demand in political 
matters you are told 'you are effeminate.• 
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The Muhammadans are opposed to you. So 
will they say. I( the Mahammadans say that 
they have no objection, they point their finger 
at a third thing. In this manner this trickery 
.is pnictised. Be ·not deceived by this trickery. 
J do, not say to any of you that you should 
do unla,·ful things in order to acquire these 
rights. , There · is a lawful way.· But that 
lawful·way is such that you must not listen 
to other& at all. You must be prepared to say 
resolutelythat you want what is yours. So 
long as you do not make a resolution in your 
mind, ·as soon as some police officer comes 
and asks. you. '\Veil had you gone to Mr. 
Tilak's · lecture?'. You answer 1 Yes I went 
towards the end ~f it, sat at a distance, and 
could not hear the' whole.' You cannot deny, 
·as the police officer has seen you. Why is 
there such a fear in your mind? What is there 
to fear in saying that you want 8·Wa'1'ajya ? It 
. is h~re that the difficulty arises. When subse· 
-quently asked by the people who had. attended 
the lecture you tell the truth~ But when asked 
·by the Police you ·say '1 did n'>t hear it well, 
two or four were talking, what could be done'? 
· Well. my opinion is not like ·his : ·Such 
'huffiing will· nbt do in this matter. ·. No 
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goddess is propitiated by shuffiing. That 
goddeSJ knows what is in your mind,. 
and of all these knowing goddesses, the 
goddess of Liberty is most particular on 
this point. Ask what you want an~J the}' 
will give it. Perhaps they may say •no• 
once or twice. How · many times will· 
they say •no'? The-~· mu~t be convinced 
that there is no shuffling in this matter. 
They must be convinced. There is no other 
oourse. Effort must be made, lt is the 
business of every goddess to frighten you 
until it aprears that there is some stuff in 
you. If we look into our yog!J, sastra it 
appears that goddesses have to be w-cm over .. 
They begin to frighten us. If we succee~ all· 
goes \\'ell. If, without yielding to fear we do 
our work resolutely, the goddesses of the 
!foga sa.stra become propitiated. This admits.· 
of proof, this is the rule. Even in political 
matters there is no other rule-no other way. 
We wants"' araj~a.. we shall secure it an1 we 
shall not gire up our exenions without get· 
ting it,-unless there be so firm a confidence 
in ~·ourselres this cannot be obtained at all. 
Fear will rem1in behbd, the Police will 
remain behinj, the C.I. D. and the Collector 
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will remain behind, jn the end swarajya will 
be obtained. You. must not be afraid of 
others blustering and bawling. Nay, you 
must expect this as a definite consequence. 
There is a saying in English 'How can light 
be seen withoutgoing.through darkness? To 
rise in the morning, the sun has to go through 
darkness, I tell you the belief of the common 
people, and not a proposition of science. 
\Vithout going. through darkness, light 
canno.t be obtained. Without getting out of 
the reach of these blasts of hot air, troubles 
~nd others blustering and bawling, liberty 
cannot be obtained. .Resolution is ~anted. 
I. told you what is swaraj~·,: Efforts for it 
must be begun as strenuously as possible. 
~y the grace of God, the world's condition is 
at present undergoing a change. To speak 
i? the language of faith, God is ready to 
render help. But though ~od be ready, you 
~are not ready (laughter). God is quiet. Do 
you expect a gift'from heaven? None will 
send you. Even God does not send. And if 
He sends, it will be of no use. For when 
you are afraid, w.hat ~]ready exists may 
afterwards disappear. If this gift is given, 
how is it to be used? If there be any place 
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of God, you will send it back to his house. 
You will send it if it can be sent by. post 
(laughter). However if there is a rise of the 
real sentiment, after authority of the sor:t 
which forms part of the national. rights ~~ 
which I have spoken, comes into your hands, 
what will take place? \Vhat will be the effect 
upon the nation? This I am going to tell 
you to-day. I have told you what is au:arajya. 
My friend, Mr. Kelkar, has already told you 
that Bttarajya does not mean that OUr autho
rity is to be established here by driving away 
the English. Some people will have. to be 
driven away. Su:arajya is not driving away 
the King and taking his authority -into one's 
hands. It means taking into the hand the 
subjects' rights. Consider carefully if England 
derives any benefit by keeping this one 
nation a slave. It will be seen from the 
condition of the whole of the world to-day 
that England will have some day or other . 
to ~;ive liberty to the provinces and countri~ · 
forming parts of the Empire under its control 
This must take place some day. It must 
take place. But if you do not do anything 
then it may not take place. Keeping awake 
the whole night, you fall asleep when the 
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thief enters. That will be your condition. 
The time is corQing. Perhaps the nature of 
the change occurring in the world-in other 
nations-will by the grace· of God prove 
favourable to you. But if the time be favour• 
able, it will be of use· if you are awake. 
Otherwise once you sleep, you will sleep on. 
\Vhat will it avail even if w.e get the right of 
1warajy111 I wpl briefly give you a picture of 
what will' happe-n. What happened during 
Peshwa's time? We must examine history a 
little for it. At the time of the Peshwas 
the administration, of Maharashtra was 
going ~on well. Elephinstone was the 
Saheb ·who brought about the fall of this 
rule of ·the· Peshwas, and who became the 
Commissioner after its fall. That Saheb 
is witness.to what ·I say. Though the city of 
Poona was such a big one, there took ·place 
no dacoities in it at night. The consumption 
of liquor was ""··It was altogether prohi
bited. The · ·original system of jamaba·ndi 
which waS once settled by Nana Farnavis, 
was itself copied afterwards: Nay, the science 
as to how accouq!J; are . to be kept took its 
rise among us under the Peshwa's rule and 
those very accoimts are now kept. We knew 
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how to administer provinces. The C. 1. D. of 
Nana Farnavis was so very excellent that 
information as to what a certain s11.rdar spok~ 
to a certain man at the time of dining used t() 
be sent to him (cheers).The following incident 
is said to have happened at one time. The 
Bombay Government had sent ·ammunition 
to the Resident in a palanquin by way of the 
Kl1opoli Ghat. An order w~ issued from the 
Poona Dafter that the palanquin which might 
come on such and such ·a date should be 
stopped on the Ghat. It had the information 
that ammunition was to come in a palanquin.· 
Afterwards the Resident c~mplaineg "Why 
is our palanquin stopped ?'' Thereupon he 
received a reply from Nana Farnavis, ''You 
yourself think about it. We have attached the 
palanquin and wili not let it go. T.he King 
must needs be informed what has taken place 
and at what place. \Ve have done· it.''· So he 
was told. The C. I. D. is wanted. \Vho' say's 
no 1 If the Kirig has no information he will· 
not be able to carry on the administration. 
\Ve have no complaint against the C. I; D; 
Our complaint is about its method of work
ing (cheers, bear) That ·method is not under 
our control. He who has to carry on the 
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administration, must have all departments. 
Police is wanted, C. I. D. is wanted. The . 
Revenue Department is wanted. The Judicial · 
Department is wanted. All departments are 
wanted. Where then is the difficulty? There 
is difficulty in one matter. All the depart
ments must be under the control of the people 
-our control} The difficulty lies only in this. 
Several people have formed the opinion that 
the English are the most civilized, . we too 
must civilize ourselves. Who does not want 
civilization? All reforms are wanted. During 
Nana.Farnavis' time letters had to be sent : 
now the C. I. D. will send a wire. Means 
have become available. The administration 
is to be carried on by making use of all these. 
But the whole of this system of administra
tion existed at the time of the Peshwa's rule. 
Consider what has taken place now after the 
break-up of that system. When the Peshwa's 
rule passed away Nagar, Satara, Poona, 
which were in the possession of the Peshwa 
himself, came into the possession of the Eng
lish. The lieutenants of the Peshwa at that 
time were great .generals. Gaikwar, Holkar 
and Scindia were the chief among the jaha· 
Birdara and Bardars who commanded the army. 
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These three survh·ed as all others soon came 
under the English Government and the 
Peshwa's rule was overthrown. This is the 
history of 1818. What is the condition of these 
three to-day? What is the condition of the 
Baroda Sarkar? What is the condition of 
Holkar? \Vhat is the condition of the Scindia 
Sarkar? And what is the condition of the 
territory ol'the districts adjoining Poona? 
Think about this. These districts having gone 
into the possession of the English Govern· 
ment, the whole of their administration 
gradually passed into the hands of a bureau·. 
cracy. The policy of this bure3;ucracy is 
not to listen . at all to the people. First the 
Governor, then the Commissioner, then the 
Collector, the Collector's subordinate the 
Assistant Collector, Mamlatdar, A val Karkun 

' F ouzdar, Police sepoy-such is the arrang-
ment of tht whole of the bureaucracy from 
first to last. \Vhat is to be done for the 
people is to be <lone by. them. The Govern
ment above issufs orders in respect of any
thing which it may think beneficial to the 
people, and accordingly steps are taken 
below. At first this arrangement was 
thought \'ery good. The disordtr unJer~ 
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Bajirao's rule was put an end to. They 
said they were safe now. They saw the ghee 
but not the ro~ .(laughter). It began to be 
seen gradually afterwards. All authority went 
under the control of this bureaucracy. People 
got education. They began to make use of rail· 
ways. A telegram can be sent if some one is 
to be informed whether I am coming to Nagar 
or not. Education was received. All these 
benefits were got. But an authority are 
in the hands of .. the bureaucracy. It had 
passed into their' hands to some extent at the 
time of the Company. And it passed wholly 
into their hands by the Government of India 
Act passed in 1858. It is 58 years now since 
that Act was. passed. What has happened 
during these 58 years? The officials became 
powerful, and possessed of authority. The 
people's authority became less to such an 
ext~nt that it was said we do not want the 
Kulkarni, we want all servants. 'WhatevP.r 
hereditary rights we might have possessed 
they too have gone. This did not strike us 
when the Inam Commission was appointed. 
That cannot be helped. They said Vinchurkar 
was a .fa.hagi1·1lnr .~t that time. He was the 
master of the army. Some one was an officer 
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of an army of Io,ooo while some other was 
the officer of an army of xs,ooo. They were 
toiJ • You have to supply an army of xs,ooo, 
while you have to be paid 15 lakhs of rupees 
of which you have to spend I4lakhs. Then, 
take one lakh of rupees.' They consented. 
The amount can be enjoyed sitting at home, 
what more was wanted? This a great 
principle. Nobody said at that time '\Ve 
lost our right to keep an army, to fight for 
Government'; nobody thought so. It was 
thought that the administration was good as 
it gave enough to eat sitting idle at home. 
What more is required? We have been 
reduced to this condition owing to this state 
of things. In so or 6o years all the powers 
of this province have passed into the posses· 
sion of the European bureaucracy. You 
should not understand from this that I call 
the European bureaucracy bad. They are 
very much learned. These posts are given to 
the best students from England. Their abili
ties are greater. But even if all this be 
admitted still it is a fact they have to under
go great wear and tear while working for us 
and the climate of England being cold and 
that of this country hot, larger pay has to 
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be given to them. They come for our good. 
will you say 'no' to them? (laughter). All 
things are. admitted· by us. I do not als~ 
deny that they may· perhaps be working a 
little more than we. I only say, when w~ 
are ready to do the work, when it is our 
work, why give it to others? Nor do I say 
that they do it badly. Our minds have begun 
to grow weak owing to restrictions being 
placed on our work and against our interests. 
Our' enthusiasm has begun to become less. 
Effeminacy ~increasing. Therefore, we do 
not want this. I do not say that they are not 
wanted. because they are not educated. They 
are good. They are merchants. \Vill you 
not get for your shop some agent more 
clever than yourself? There may be such 
men : But will you give your shop into the 
·hands of such an agent and stand aside,. 
taking such money as he will gi\'e? This 
is indeed a question in business. It is a 
questiotl in any matter. Such is the manage· 
ment of this province. What became of 
Baroda ? Look at the history of Baroda. The 
history of Baroda is all thtre written. And 
what could be~ done· there by degrees was 
not done here by degrees. The gatli of the 
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Maharaja of Baroda had to be perpetuated. 
That was a matter of regular succession. 

, That is a part of history. Formerly Baroda· 
used to be managed or supervised from Poona 
and the rest was done by the Kings of Baroda'. 
It might have been, done by other kings. 
Therefore, il you become ready now by 
receiving education here you go to Baroda 
and ask for setvice there. There are men 
educated in Poona and Bombay who are 
District Magistrates, Munsiffs, Subhas and 
Diwans there. There are Naib Diwans and 
High Court Judges. These people are 
working there. They work there withotit 
complaint being heard about them. Then 
where is the objection to the same being 
done here? If men from the districts of Poona 
and Satara go and conduct the administra~ 

tion of Baroda, what objection is th~re for 
them to carry on the very same administra
tion in the same way in this our province l 
There can be none. The nation being divided 
, into two parts, one part-the Marathi nation 
-went into the possession of the English on 
account of some historical reason, and one 
remained in the possession of the native 
Chiefs. One part proves that the people of 
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this nation are fit to do work. In the other 
part the authorities say that they are unfit 
and we too dan~e to their tune and begin to 
talk like them. There are two standards, 
two sides. Then, what is it that is wanted 
when one talks of ewarajya? \Vhere is the 
objection to make the very same arrange
ment with regard to Poona and Satara as 
exists in Baroda? The authority of the English 
Government will remain. It is over Baroda 
also. The Chief of Baroda is not an inde
p~ndent king. \Vhen the Peshwas ruled at 
~oona Baroda was subject to them. Had 
'he state of Poona remained, they too would 
have been able to manage it. Satara and 
Nagar could have been managed by them. 
The same management exists in the Nizam's 
territory. Su:arajya means this much; Give 
those rights which Native States have and 
which the Baroda and Scindia Sarkar have, 
to Poona and Satara after forming them into 
a State of the Central Division. One differ· 
ence must, however, be made in this. Now . 
a hereditary chief will not do for us. We 
shall have to elect our own President. 1'his 
is tb£1 only difference. It is a historical puzzle 
or inconsistency, that the province u:hich 
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was the capital of the Marathas should not 
be giren the arrangement which exists m 
Nath·e States, while those pro,·inces which 
were dependent on that province should 
have it. There is no reason for this. \Vhy 
should we not become like them? I hare told 
you that the Gaekwar and Scindia have sent 
money and armies to Europe for the war. 
If the5e cl istricts had been in our possession, 
we too wouiJ hare done the same. This 
thing has nothing to do with the question 
whether the British Government will go or 
\\'ill remain. The only difference lies in the 
continuance or the disappearance of the 
authority of the bureaucracy, the foreign 
bureaucrac~·· This is the difference in the 
arrangements. There is no difference as to 
the so\·ereign authority, which is at the root· 
I think Mr. Lawrence h·ad formerly suggested 
that in ,·iew of the 111rorajya agitation going 
on, India should be dh·ided into separate 
Nati\·e States, that some experts should be 
kept there. an·.i nnlr the powers with regard 
to making treaties with foreign powers and 
the management of the army and the navy 
shouU be ~ept in their hands so that the 
English rule may not be in danger. I do not 
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say that they should not retain these powers . 
. In the arrangement of 1v:arajy(J these will be 
the higher qu.e~tions of Imperial politics. 
England should freely retain in her hands 
the ,questions as to what kind of relation 
should subsist between India and other 
nations, whether war should be made for a 
.certain thing or not, and what policy should 
pe followed when relations with foreign 
pations arise. ThosP. who want swarajya. do 
.not wish to interfere with these things. What 
we want is that just as we are to day manag- · 
ing our own affairs in Native States, we want 
awhority to do the same with regard to 
ourselves. We shall expend on items of our 
~w.n choice the revenue which we get from 
~a.Xes, we shall spend it on education, if there 
js less revenue from liquor we shall decide 
what other taxes should be imposed in lieu 
t~ereof and arrange accordingly, we shall 
~anage all affairs, others shall not interfere 
in~ them. ·The people of India do not go to 
any other nation. Why do they not? See 
if you want to, whether they joiq France or 
Germany. One must be able to understand 
f_r9m the present ~~ate of things that if Indians 
are prepared to have connectio~ with any 
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particular country that nation is England 
(cheers). \V e will not be benefitted by England 
going away and Germany coming in .her 
place. We do not want the thing. Even if the 
matter be viewed from another practical point 
of view, England is hem for Ioo years, while 
Germany will be a new comer. and its energy 
will be fresh and hunger unsatisfied. How will 
that help us? \Vhat is now is all right. A new 
king is not wanted. But give into our posses
sion a portion of the powers by the loss of 
which \\'e have become mere orphans. It is 
not J alone that am saying this. Mr. Lawrence 
has said so. He writes that if, hereafter 
improvement is to be effected in India after 
the war, if Government intends to etiect some 
new arrangement with regard to the people 
then India should be divided into different 
parts. The question of language did not 
enter his head,. but we shall add that idea. 
Form o~e separate State each of Marath~ 
Telugu and Kanraese provinces. The qu~· 
tion of vernaculars also comes into this ques
tion of •w(Jrtljya. There i$ no question which 
is not dependent upon Bwarajya. Had there 
been general liberty. there . would have been 
a Gujarati University, a Marathi University, 
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;l.D Agricultural University. But to do that 
-does not lie in our hands. Is the question 
whe~her education ~hould be given through 
vernaculars such a big one, that there should 
arise differences with regard to it? Our voice 
is nowhere. Do the English ·educate their 
-people through the French language? Do 
Germans do it through the English language? 
'So many examples are before our eyes, why 
:should we write articles, columns upon colu· 
mns upon the subject? 'Why does that which 
-so many people pract!se not take place now? 
Because we have no authority. You have 
not got the authority to determine what 
·should be taught to your cHldren. So many 
of you send your children to school; but do 
not consider what will becnme of them. lrl 
:short, there is no question at present which 
is not dependent on 'swarajya'-:-on authority 
Ranade and others have up till now made 
tfforts with regard to the Fergusson College 
.and the University. But who is to be pre· 
vailed upon? The administrators I They 
know what arrangement obtain in their 
·own country. Why should the same not 
·be here l For imparting English eel ucation 
to all, the English language has to be 
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taught for seven or eight years. Eight years is. 
not a small part of life. Such a state of things. 
exists nowhere else. This arrangement does. 
not exist in any civilized country. If inspite 
ofthis your attention is not drawn towards. 
ltMrtJ.jya, then be sure that there is some 
thing wrong with your vision {cheers). \Vhat 
ever )'OU have to say, whatever prayer you 
have to make to Government, Jet that prayer 
be for giving authority, and not for anything
else. We want tha;e powers which are the 
leading ones unrler this rule. 1 have already 
told you that wherever we go our path is. 
ultimately o~tructed. The question of edu
cation is an ordinary one. There must be· 
schools in each village. Whence is the 
money to be brought by us? \Ve- pay taxes to 
Gn,•ernment. Do we pay them for. nothing 1' 
Let us have the system prevalent in England 
for imparting education. There is money in 
the treasury; it is utilised, it is paid for other 
purposes; but it is not expended on thClie 
things which are necessary for us. Therefore, 
what I told you a little w bile ago is necessary. 
India is a big country. Divide it if you want· 
according to languages. Separate the 
Marathi speaking part and . the Gujarati 
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speaking part. But how are the Hindus and 
. the Musalmans to be taught in them? I am· 
going to speak~about this also. In Canada· 
the population consists of Frenchmen and 
Englishmen. If English statesmen could · 
settle the question there, would they not be 
ab!e to settle how Hindus and Muhammad
ans should conduct themselves here? Thus ; 
these are excuses for n6t gi~·ing us powers. 
This you must realise well. If India be clivi· 
ded into different States in this manner, · 
there may be separate states. The province 
of Bengal may be one. Instead of appointing · 
over it a Chief from this side, I say, a Euro·' 
pean Governor may be appointed for some· 
years. What used to happen in Canada 
before a president elected by the people was 
~ecured? · A Governor used to go from En·g· 
land to Australia. He was obliged to work 
in the Council as he was told. Here, it is 
the contrary. If you want any thing, a 
resohition is to be brought before the Council 
much preparation· is to be made, figures are · 
to be collected, our representative does not 
get even a pice. The other members of the 
Council are paid;· He has to work for nothing, 
and at last the. resolution is rejected. Though 
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it be passed, Government cannot be forced to~ 
give effect to it. It is a childish thing. He who 
does not feel this possesses proportionately j 

less patriotism (cheers.) This is like setting J 

us to fight by throwing grains of boiled rice, · 
without gh·ing anything to us, without giv• 
ing any power to us. If any further rights can' 
be obtained from this in future, if any power· 
will come into our hands, ii this be given tel 
us as a step towards the above, then it has a· 
,·alue, otherwise it has no value. \Vhat does t 
happen? good and well·educated men are stt 
to fight for two or four ghatkas. Hence, bear 
in mind what will result from Swarajya and 
what we ask. In asking for swarajy4 we ask 
that in the end there should be such States 
throughout India, that at fust Englishmen 
coming from England and at last presidents 
elected by the people should be appointed in 
these States, and that a separte Council should 
be formed for disposing of questions relating 
to the whole nation. Just as there is an:arrange
ment in Europe, America and the United 
States, and just · as there are different small, 
States and there is a Congress to unite them 
together so the Government of I~dia should 
keep in their hands similar powers of the 
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Imperial Council. There are at present seren 
or eight different provinces ; make them 
twenty if you lik~ .and make such an arrange· 
ment in respect of those provinces as will 
give facilities . to the people, meet with their 
approval and place power. in their hands· 
This itself is what is meant by the demand 
for swaraJya. The demand for swar{l}!!a does 
not mean that the Emperor shou l,i be re· 
moved. Perhaps, for this arrangement you 
may have to bring English officers in some 
places. This is admitted. But those officers 
will be ours, will be of the people, will remain 

. servants of the people, will not remain our 
masters. The ~ntelligence of our people will 
not alone suffice to bri~g about the reforms 
which are to be effected in India. We shall 
have to bring men from England or America, 
but those men will be responsible to us. They 
will not be irresponsible. Hence from one 
point of view, it cannot be said at all that thi'; 
agitation is against Europeans. To whom 
would they be responsible? To themselves or 
to us, so long as the responsibility ·is not to 
us, so long as their responsibility has not come 
under our power,_!t will continue to be just 
what it is. Till then, our efforts b all din•c· 
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tions will be vain, till then, in whatever other 
matter we may mo\re, it will be ineffectual, 
and the desired object will not be accom· 
plished. As long as a nation is not free' to 
bring about its own good, as long as a nation 
has no power to make an arrangement to 
bring about a certain thing which it may: 
desire, so long I do not think, your belly will· 
be filled if you are fed by others. Now the 
people know, some people are convinced that 
the people's good cannot pe effected by w hab 
is called 'despotic rule' in English. Hence, 
my object is to ten you that you should make 
efforts. If my words fall· short of expressing 
it, that is my defect, not a df'fect i~ the idea, 
which is f~ultless. All these things, their 
different natures, cannot be placed before you 
in a single lecture. As regar~s this· idea of. 
states about which I spoke, there are~ many 
questions, viz., what arrangements should 
there be in them? \\'hat rights should there1 

be in them? And what· amendment should 
be made in the lnrlia Act of · 1858 about 
consolidation ? And though I may deliver 
not only one but four or ten lectures, they. 
would not be sufficient to deal with those 
questions. Our principle is one-about th·is 
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alone 1 have to speak in this lecture. Those 
of you who are competent, by virtue of intclli· 
gence, wealth ot ·in some other manner,. to 
consider these things, will spontaneously 
know that these things are wanted .. · \Vhy 
ask, .· · 'Will this be obtained? ·wm this 
be obtained'? To acquire it or not lies 
in· other hands. I do not unders.tand this 
question at p.ll .. You are·. making so much· 
exertion.· No matter if it ·be not obtained. 
As for making exertions, it is in our. hands. 
We need not consider whether we· sbail get 
it or not. Exert yourself.· The work which 
you do will not fail to produce some result 
or other. Have firm belief in yourself, Have 
not men obtained freedom in other king· 
domsl Had goddesses decended from above 
in other nations 1 I tell you. plainly that ll· 
you have no courage you cannot obtain any: 
thing. If there be courage, if it be not obtained 
to-day, it will be obtained tomorrow, it will. 
be obtained after xo or 20 years. But yo~ '. 
must make efforts ior it. , The principle of 
your religion is thi$ 'You are only to work, . 
you are not even to look. to the fruits.' Why 
is this said in. the: Gita ? Is iUor going to 
worship, for obtaining a sher 1 of rice . by. 
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rtclting Puran ~ Great' religtons tell this yerr' 
thing. The Western history tells th~ ·vetj 
thing. In spite of this,_ will you ask 'What, 
will become of us? How shall we fare?' •As· 
made of a ball of e.artb," etc.' There is a ball 
of eanh. \Ve have it to ~ called Vishnu.' 
We have it 'to be called Shiva. And we 
impart so 'much imp:>rtance to it that it is 
worshipped by the people.'· Lo I it is merely 
a ball of earth without any movement. When 
dropped on the· ground it falls down with a 
thud. \Ve can gh·e A. form to that ball by 
some act, uertion and ceremony. If a form 
of some sort cannot be given to an earthen 
ball, it must be said to be your fault: It is 
possible to give it a form. N'ow~· these our 
bodies which are, unlike that' earthen ball, 
endowed with life. HJw much berl.fl' form 
can we give to ourselves. Do not make 
haste. Nothing will be gained by it (haste,) 
U you work resoluteiy, a different form can 
be given even to an earthen blll. This thing 
is told in the •1.astm.~. It iS proved~ . It is pro
ve1 by experience, prove:! by eviJence, by 
histury. If, iu spite .ofthis testimony placed 
b:fore you, you are not convinced, if you· are 
n<t satisfied, at least ·gh·e up talkbg abJut 
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the country attaining a flourishing condition 
afresh. Do not bother.our heads. These things· 
are capable .of; happening-must happen. 
There must be such faith. That faith brings. 
about work. · Where that faith does not exist1 
not~ing can be done, our. Ac!ministrators do 
nQt give anything, they only say they would; 
give-such a promise is not wanted. I do; 
not ~ay tha~ what may be 'given should not be 
tak~n.- Take what is given. ask for more, rio 
not give up your demand .. ,(Laughter.) Vfe:· 
want so many rupees. You gave one hundred 
we ~ake one hundred. Why should we not ? 
If, ev~n some out of hundred be nut offered, 
what can you do? (Laughter.) We want one; 
thousand. \Vhen we get a thousand rupees,, 
we shall be satisfied. If I/10 of a hundred be 
given we shall thank (laughter). Not that we· 
shall not thaak. This is human nature. If my 
'paper falls down, I shall say 'thank you,· 
·when you give it to me. This is human feel
ing.· I do not ask you. to give up, what you 
may get. But the ·humanness of . man lies in 
securing those aspirations which are inclurled 
in this very feeling.: All other feelings m~st 
be treated as servants of that fetling, that 
exertion, that one goal. When thb is done· 
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ru,arajytt will be obtained. Su:arajya is not a 
fruit ready at once to fall into the mouth 
from the sky. Nor is another man competent 
to put it into your mouth. It is hard work. And 
for it this beginning· is· made. The paper 
which m.Y friend Tatya Saheb has now givt!~ 
into my hands is of such a sort. The work has 
been begun a little in India. ··Mrs. Annie 
Besant has established · a Home Rule 
.League at Madra's. Here also we have 
established one. And in ·the same manne'r 
Home Rule Leagues· will soon be esta
blished in Bengal or eleswhere. If, perhaps 
the Congress will take up this question an·d 
itself establish a league, · the othel' leagues 
will be merged into it. The same work 
is to be done. This work is one and 
you are to do it. This is a question of 
5ecuring benefit. We have to: obtain 
Btearajya, I have told you what sort of 
1wara}~a. is to be obtained. I told you what 
change it will hereafter· produce in the pre
sent condition .. The House of Lords have 
begun to dream such dreams. Lord Hardinge 
said that the Civilians will soon have to 
place in your hands the rights belonging to 
'you. The people belonging to the party 
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opposed to you in this matter have begun to 
have haddreams (laughter). You alone say. 
'We are unfit, we shall not take this.' \Vhence 
does this oJ1;financy arise? (Laughter.) 
What is the rationale of this? It is that they 
. have begun to have such dr~ams •. They 
.think that some .arrangement or another of 
this sort will have to be made.·. The work you 
have to do first is this: You must agitate 
in .the whole country. and convince everY, maq 
that this 1alone is. our goal. For this we have 
.to work. Nay, we must settle what iS ,it we 
.want what arrangement should ther.e be-this 
demand. must be settled. ~We must go to 
.England and convince the people of it. And 
.when this subject. has. to be. discussed in 
Parliament this subject must be placed before 
it in a proper manner,· That proper manner 
means that a bill to amend the existing India 
Act must be brought , before Parliament. 
What we have to demand is this: Amend 
this Act for us. . When the East India Com~ 
pany was abolished and the rule of the· 
Queen's government came, this Act was 
amended i.e., min9r. amendments were maqe 
in it .. \Ve want to have it amenqed in ~ 
certain manner;· And this is wanted not 
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mtrtly f<X" our good but for the good of the 
Empire. To make such ademand:is a part 
of our work.. This work must be done with 
the help and acquiescence of aU. There must 
be left no difference d opinioa aoout th& 
The moderates and the Nationalists have one 
and the same goal. one and the same demand 
is to be made and one and the same result 
ti to be oltained. For doing this wor~ 
which Lli to be carried on by entertaining 
this sentiment, a separate institution called 
the Hom~ Rule League is established. Sub
jects are placed before the Congre$8. But as 
the Congress is to assemble once a year, once 
an opportunity is gone, we have to wait till 
the next year. But we have tD do work 
throughout. the year. This. is admitted by the 
Congress. \Vith this object we have established 
th~ League. Not very great exertion .t; requit· 
ed. Recognize this goal. \Ve have a right to 
demand the iulfil:nent of this goal. The 
demand for money made to-day is only ths: 
Every man sh..>ulJ pay one rupee per annum. 
The admission fee is Rs. 2. BLlt if thiJ is not 
to be paid, pay at least one rupee. U one IA11 
out of thirty crores of people be not found 
willing to pay, then at least cease to prate 
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aoout India. Do not tire our ears. I do not 
think that more. than a year will be required 
for this agitatio~ to become successful. The 
subscription for one year is fixed at Re. I •. it 
is not necessary to carry on the agitation for 
IO or' 20' years; The . real time bas come. 
Hence if you are: not dis posed to make the 
self·sacrifice of taking one rupee out of your 
pocket for this agitation then at least do not 
tome to the lecture,· so :that ·it may not :be 
necessary to talk so· loudly.· If you have to 
do anything it is only this. The people belong· 
ing to this institution. are prepared to make 
the remaining arrangement. For this purpose 
many lectures like· this will have to be deli· 
:vered in various places. People will have to 
be got together .. The matter will have to be 
explained to the people. If the police come 
to stop the proceedings, if it is not allowed 
here, we must go elsewhere and assemble. 
·We must ·go there before the police go. We 
must persist. Do not think that this can be 
obtained easily and pleasantly. One rupee 
is nothing. There must be resolution of the 
mind. lf any one comes to a~k, you must 
plainly tell him: The goal we demand is law· 
ful. We have bec-ome members and paid one 
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rupee. \Ve want swarajya.·You mustsay this 
fearlessly. If you have not the courage to say 
this, that is a different thing .. l trust that· this 
thing will be considered good by the whole of 
India, perhaps by your descendants if not by 
you. Though you may not have the ·will, 
this must go on. If not you, the people of the 
next generation will make efforts,· but · they 
will call you asses. If you mean . to put up 
with this then 1 have no objection. My own 
conviction is that swarajya ·will be obtained. 
Bear in mind what work you have to do ao.1 
-what help you have to give.· Perhaps there 
will be trouble from the police, this is not 
denied. If they ask 'Well, have you become 
.subscribers? Have you become members?' You 
must say 'Yes,wehave become.' Such is the 
laW 1 nothing else Will happen. n a proseCU" 
tion be inlitituted, the pleaders in this institu
tion will oonduct the deience without taking 
any fee (laughter). lf a rupee be paid for 
this work, that would not . be sedition. 
More than this (i.~:. Paying Re land becoming 
a member) you have not to do. This 
League undertakes to do the remaining work. 
Strange that the people of Maharashtra should 
remain idle at such a time! \Ve: want al~, 
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whether they be Muhammadans, Hindus or 
Marwaris ... Among these there are none who 
are not wanted; in this there is no distinction 
of caste or religion. This work is to be done 
for India. I have already stated on a former 
.occasion at a certain place, that . there is a 
practice amongst yon traders that you keep 
one anna. in the rupee out of profits for cow 
protection .. Such is your habit. I ask 'Why 
should not the traders give to us a pice or 
-half pice in the anna for this object also?' 
India is a great cow, not a small one.. That 
cow has given you birth.. Yon are maintain· 
ing yourselves on that cow's industry, on her 
fruitfulness, drinking her milk. You forget 
that cow, but sit on seeing the accounts, 
·one anna, one anna is seen debited in her 
·name .. For cow-protection. For what is the 
anna taken out? For giving fodder to the 
·co\V, for . rescuing her. . from the hands 
·of the butcher:~ We are dying ht·re to-day 
.without work. But does the idea ever occur 
.to you that this is a cow for you. That idea 
never occurs to you. This is a work for the 
.protection of religion, and for the protection of 
cows. This is the work of the nation and of 
.political progress. This work is of religion, of 
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progress. I ask 3rou to take into consideration 
all this and,to assist us as much as lies in your 
pllwer. I have already said we do not ask 
for more than one rupee per man. He who 
has the ability should obtain the merit of 
protecting the cow by paying this one rupee 
at least once to this institution .. This is a great 
work. If sons of the cow will not care about 
this then you shall have to be called 
bullocks, as the sorts of cows are called 
(laughter). You shall have to be given 
that name which ii commonly applied to 
cow's sons. I have told you these things. 
This institution has been started. Work has 
commenced. If perils overtake it we are 
prepared to bear them. They must be borne. It 
will not do at all to sit idle. All will be able 
to support themselves. Therefore assist in 
this manner this undertaking. Then God will 
not aband,m you: such is my conviction. 
These things will be achieved by the grace of 
G()d. But we must work. There is a very old 
principle that God helps them who help 
themselves. This principle occurs in the 
Rigveda. God becomes incarnate. When? 
\Vhen you take complaints to Him and pray 
to him. God does not become incarnate for 
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1,nothing. Gqd ,does not become incarnate for 
:idle ,'people, ·He becomes incarnate for in
i'dustrious . people, Therefore . begin work. 
r This is not the .occasion.to tell .all the people 
·, to-day,what &9rt of amendment is to be efiect
,ed in the la,., .It is difficultto discuss every 
;such. thing 'at $UCh a large· meeting. Hence 
~ put together , the . few general things which I 
1 told you now and those ·which I told you 
'yesterday and set about. to work. And at .last 
,:having prayed to God to make your efforts 
,-successful I conclude my speech (cheers). 



Self-Government. 
f• lupportin.g tke reaolulim' On Belf·got1er~~ 

""'"'' td tk6 91•t· Indian Natiotz.al C'!"'greai of' 
1916, held a.t Lueknote Mr. Btd GangadM.r· 
Tilak Bttid:- · · 

Mr. President, brother delegatest ladies · 
and gentlemtn.-1 thank you sincerely· for 
the reception· that you have given me· on·· 
this· platform; but let me tell you that I · am.~ 
not fool enough to think that this reception is. 
given to me personally. It is given, if l rightlr 
understand, for those principles' for which 1 . 
have been fighting. (Hear, h.ea.r.) ·The reSO· 
Jution which I wish to support embodies all 
these principles. · It is the resolution on self· 
government. It is that for which we have 
been fighting-the Congress has been fight·· 
ing for the last 30 years. The fi.rst.note of W 
was heard ten years ago on the banks of the· 
Hooghlr and it vas sounded by the Grand 
Old Man of· India-that Parsi· Patriot 
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of Bombay, Dadabhai Naoroji. (Applau..';i!.) 
Since that note was 'sounded a difference 
of opinion arose. Some said that that 
note ought to be carried on and ought 
to be followed by de~ai1ed scheme at once, 
and that it should be •taken up and 
made to resound all over lndH1 as soon as 
~ible. There was another party amongst 
us that said. that it could not be done so soon I 

and that the tune of that .note required to bel 
a little lowered. That was the ~ause of dis· 
s~nsion ~en years ago: .Jlut I .am. glad to say 
that I have lived these ~en· y~ars ~q see. ·that 
W

1
C reunite

1 
on. this platfoqn and that we I are 

g~ing to put forward our voices and shoulders 
together to push on .this scheme. of self-govern· 
m.ent. We :have li ved1there is a further thing 
~~not only haye ~e: lived to, see these. 
differenc~ closed, but to see the differences of. 
the Hindus· a.t\d Mahomedans closed as well. I 
So we are united in every way in .the United 
Provinces. and we have found th~t luck . in 
Luckno;v • . ,(Laughter.) l ',.<:onsider .. this· the 
most auspicious day,,the ~ost auspicious in 
the most .auspicious session of the 31st Indian 
National Cong~ess.. And there nre only one. 
orjtwo points on which 1 wi'lb to address you;: 
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It has been said, gentlemen, by some that 
we HiuJus have yieldetl too much to our 
Mahomedan brethren. I am sure 1 represent 
tl;e sense of the Hindu community; all over 
lhdia when I say that we ·could not . have 
yit!lded too much. 1 would not care if the 
rights of seii·g\wemment are granted to the 
~lahomedan community only. (Hear,1lear.)

1 

I would not cart if tht)' are granted to the; 
Rajputs. I wuukl not care if they are grant-· 
e·l to the lower and the lowest classes of the 
Hindu population provided the· British Go
Vtrnment considers them more fit than the: 
eJucated classes of lntJia for exercising .those 
rights. 1 wouJJ not care if those rights are 
granted to a.ny section of the Indian commu-. 
nity. The fight then will be between them 
aud the other sections Of the community and · 
not as at present a triangular . fight. . \Ve 
have to get these rights from a powerful, 
Bureaucracy, an unwiUing . Bureaucracy,. 
na.turally unwilling beause the Bureaucracy: 
now fee b that t!le:ie rights,these priveleges this: 
authority, will pass out of their,. har;1ds. I 
1\\lulJ fetl the same if 1 were~ in, that, 
p.»Sition and I am uot going. to blame the. 
liureaucracy for entertaining that natural; 
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feeling~ But whatever the character of that 
feeling may be it is 'a feeling which we have 
to combat against ; it is a feeling that is not 
conducive to the growth of self-government· 
in this country. \Ve have to fight against 
that feeling. ·When we have to fight against 
a· third party-it is ·a very important thing• 
that we stand on this platform united, united. 
in race, united in religion, united as regards
all ditlerent shades of political creed. That 
is the most important event of the day. 

Let us glance. As Isaid,ten years ago when 
Dadabhai · Naoroji declared · that Swaraj 
should be our goal its name was Swaraj. Later' 
on it came to be known as self·guvernment or 
constitutional reform; and we Nationalists 
style' it· Home Rule •. ·It , is a]] the same, 
in three difierent names. It is .said that as. 
there is objection: raised that Swaca j has a r 
bad odour in India and Home Rule has a bad 
odour in England we ought to call it constitu·' 
tiona I reform .. J don't care to call it by anr 
name .. 1 don't care lor any name. If you style 
it as· A.· B. c.: reform sdeme or X. Y. z .. 
reform scheme I shall be equally content; 1 
don't mind for the name,but 1 believe we have .. 
But ·J believe vou ha,·e hardlf'V realised the . . 
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importance hardly realized the importance 
and character of that scheme of reform. Let me 
tell you that it is far more liberal than the Irish 
Home Rule Bill and then you can understand 
what possibilities itcan·ies with it.It will not be 
complete Home Rule but more than a be ginn· 
iog of it. It may not be complete self-govern· 
ment but it is far better than local self-govern· 
ment. (I~a~tghter.) It may not be S~araj in 
the widest sense of the word but it is far 
better than Swade-,hi and boycott. It is in 
fact a synthesis of all the Congress resoPu· 
tions passed during the last 30 years,...:.a 
synthesis that will help us on to proceed, 
to work in a definite, in a certain responsible 
manner. \Ve cannot now afford to spend 
our energy on al13o resolutions-Public Ser· 
vic~ resolutions, ArmsAct and r.undry others. 
All that is included in this one resolution of 
&elf-government and t would ask every one 
of you to try to carry out this one resolution 
•·ith all effort, might, and enthusiasm, and 
everything that you can command. Your 
intelligence, your mllney, your enthusiasm, 
all that you can command, must now be 
devoted for carrying out this scheme of re
flmn. Don't think it is an easy task. Nothing 
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~n be gained by passing a resolution on this 
platform. ~othing can be .gain.ed by simple 
union of the two races, Hindus and Maho
medans and the. two parties Moderates and 
·Nationalists. The union is intended to create 
a £ertain power and 'energy amongst us and 
unless that enfrgy and power are exercised 
to the utmost you cannot hope to succeed. So 
great are the obstacles in your way. In short 
you must now be prepared to fight out your 
scheme. ··I don't care if the sessions of the 
Co~gress are.not held any longer. I think it 
has done its work as a deliberative body. The 
next part is executive and 1 hope I .shall ·.be 
able to place before you later the executive 
part of the scheme. It is only the deliberative 
part that has been placeq before you.Remem· 
ber what has been done. It is not the time for 
speaking. ·When Swaraj was declared as our 
foal it was questioned whether it was legal and 
the Calcutta High Court has declared that it 
was. Then it was said that Swaraj was legal 
but it must be expressetJ in such words as do 
not amount to a criticism of the nureaucracy. 
That too has been judicially decided. You 
. .can criticize, you can make any criticism in 
order to further. your object, in order,to justify 
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your demand, perfectly within the bounds of 
Ia w. So the goal has been declared legal. 
Here you have a specific scheme. \lf Swaraj 
passed by United India. All. the thorns in 
our way have been removed. It will be your 
fault if you now do not obtain what is des
cribed in the scheme. Remember that. But 
t tell you it is a very serious responsibility. 
Don't shirk it. Work. I say the days of 
wonders are go~1e. You cannot now feed hun· 
dreds of people on a few crumbs of bread as 
Jesus did. The attaintment of your" ~bject 
cannot be achieved by a wond~r from l1ea ven.
You have to do it. These are days of work, 
incessant labour, and I hope that with the 
help of Providence you will find that energy, 
that enthusiasm and those resources which are 
required for carrying out this scheme within 
the next two years to come. If not by the end 
of 19171 when I expect the war will be closed, 
during at least 1918 we shall meet at some 
place in India, where we shall be able to 
raise up the banner of self-~le.· (Lo'Ull 
tlJ>~latUt!.) ' ' . ' 
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Home Rule Conference 
. FIRST MEETING AT LUCKNOW 

A larg11 meeli·'Rg of t'M Home Ruler~ u-a• leU 
~ tke e"ening 'of Sa.tv.fYlay BOtA Deumber 1916 
Itt the pandal (lf t'M The08ophic~ll Oon"entiqn 
-near Amina.bad High BC:Aool, Ltu:knotD, tcMft 

Lok • . Bal Ganaadlw.r 7.\lak addres~ted cu 
follott•:-

l did not come here to deliver an address; 
nor did I think . that I would' be asked to 
speak. Butthe subject is so fascinating and 
one cannot resiSt the temptation of saying at 
least a few words. The Lucknow Sessions 
has become the most important Sessions of 
the Congress. The President of the Congress 

, said that it \fas tM Indian National Congress. 
Two things ~ave taken place. Hindus and 
Muslims han been brought together. There 
is a fteling among the Hindus that too much 
has t>een given.] think the objection is not 
rational. As a Hindu I have 'certainly no 
objectiun to making ths concession. When 
a case is difficult, the client goes to his Vakil 
and promise'S to pay one half of the property 
to him if he wins the case. The same b. 
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the thing here. \Ve cannot rise from our. 
present intolerable condition without the aid 
of Muslims. So in order to gain the desired 
end there is no objection to giving a per-· 
centage, a greater percentage, to the Muslims., 
Their responsibility becomes greater · the 
greater percentage of representation you give 
to them. They wHI be doubly bound to work 
for you and with you, with a zeal and en
thusiasm greater than ever. Tht · fight a.t 
present is a Triangular Fight. You have to 
wrest the whole· Self-Government from out 
of the hands of a powerful bureaucracy. 
This body has already commenced to work 
in order to retain power in its own hands. It' 
is but naturaL You would do the same thing 
yourself if you were in possession. Possession 
is nine points of law. Bureaucracy is in posses·· 
sian of power and why should it part with it? 1 

Rights cannot be obtained by · yearJy.' 
resolutions. There are difficulties in the way· 
of carrying out these resolutions, but these· 
difficulties must strengthen us ia our beliefs 
and ia our actions. : · ' ' 

GOOD DoNE BY· BUREAUCRACY 
Bureaucracy too has done some good in 

()Ur country. They have tried to clear India 
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of the jungle that was there. · But further on~ 
after clearing the jungle, there is one thing-' 
they do. They do, not want to sow in the· 
ground thus cleared.. \Ve ·.want to utilise it. 
for agriculture. India has united into one 
mass under this bureaucracy, now it is ex·: 
pected to rise on the call of duty. . The next· 
point naturally arises. We, now want liberty,· 
Similarly, ; we educate our children and· 
expect them to take our ,position later on in. 
life. So. is the case with Englishmen. They, 
have united us, they have edu~ated us and 
they must expect us to take the position we 
are fit .for. History and reason are against'. 
the difficulties created by the bureaucracy 
and ~e must triumph, in the end. The only. 
thing that comes .in our way is that we are· 
not yet prepared. No shillyshallying will do~ 
Be prepared to· say that .you are a Home· 
Ruler. Sayth~~ you must have it and I dare 
say when you ar~ ready you will get it. There 
is nothing . anarchical in this demand. Are· 
you prepared to work for it? 

Home' Rule is an extensive subject. A 
stron~ resolution has. been passed by the 
Congress and now the education of the masses 
lies in your hands, .. Home Rule is the 
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Synthesis of all Congress resolutions. Hoe:te 
Rule is the only remedy. Insist on your 
rights. India is your own house. Is it not? 
(Crie~ of YeB). Then why not manage it 
you'rself? (Cheera). Our domestic affairs must 
be in our own hands. We do not want~ 

separation from Engtand. 
VEDANTA'S SUPPORT. 

There is a saying in our Vedanta, _mean .. 
ing that if a man tries he can · become God 
himself. If that' is so, do you mean to say 
that you cannot become bureaucrats if you· 
want to? It is very obvious. Have firm 
faith in the brighter· prospects of humanity• 
or, as they are called, in laws of evolution.' 
Then, I believe, by that faith you will be able 
to realise your object within a year or two' 
(CI~!!PrR). 



Home Rule. 
I 

. U,.der tile Presidency of Mr. Nana Saheb 
Data. a pu.blie meeting was held at .Akola on 
January 1917 .chen Bal Ga.ngadha.r Tilak apoktt 
on Home Bu.le '" follo~ :- · 
.. It. }Vas about~ years.ago that l had occa· 

sian to speak to you and I well rememher 
what .I said then .when concluding my: 
ad~ress. The ."Surat split'' had occurred 
-2 years be~ ore, and I said, that the split was 
no~ 4u~ to divergence in ideals, but to differ·. 
ences of opinion as to the method of work. 
which was to be followed to gain the . one 
common ideal of Swaraj which was held up 
before the eyes of the Nation by the Grand 
Old Man of India, Dadabhai Naoroji, in his 
Presidential sp~ecb, as the President of the 
Indian National Congress. The difference 
being one of method and not of ideal it would 
surely be forgotten as time rolled on, and 
the keeness of it would be lessened every 
year till we met again on a common 
platform. The events since the last Congres., 
have proved my prophecy. The ideal of 
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Home Rule has passed through trials and 
ordeals, and stands. to-day perfectly vindi
cated as both loyal and practical. It is now 
conclusi,·ely proved that the gain of the one 
is the gain of both, and in India's Self-Gov· · 
emment lies the future stability and safety of 
the British Empire. Since Home Rule became.'· 
an idral vindicated in Courts of Jaw as legal 
and Joyal, it had to be proved by arguments 
that India stood in immediate need' of it, that· 
India should demand it,that the demand was 
justifiE-d by defects in the method of the work
ing or the existing mode of Government which 
couU not be remedied except by Self-Govern· 
ment and that it was also proved that we 
were fit for receiving and .handling the 
rights of Swaraj "·hen they came to us. In 
justifying Swaraj and pointing out the defects 
of the present system of Go\'ernment 'one bad 
to use hard arguments and a language which 
-taking the subject matter into considera
tion-could not be soit. And in certain · 
quarters this again was resented. Our oppo
ne:as said: •'Ask for your Home Rule as 
much as you Eke but you must not criticise 
the bureaucracy ; that creates discontent." 
This was asking us to achieve an impossi ... 
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bllity. lt:wu as if you asked a man to eat a 
~ a. fruit witho\lt biting it. · To ask you to do so. 

is. only. another way of preventing you from 
eating the fruit. How. could the demand for 
Horne Rule be justified without showing that 
there were defects in the present mode of 

' working of the Government which' were in· 
cw:able. without Home Rule for ;India? And 
how coul~ those defects be. shown except hy 
irrefutable. arguments which· hit hard? Lu
cJuly this question has been solved by the· 
Boinbay High Court for us now, and it is· 
pronounced that criticising the visible machi
nery of the Government is· not sedition, that I 

an angry word, a hard expression, and an 
indiscreet phrase might have been employed· 
without meaning the least harm. Thus we 
know that the ideal of Home Rule is legiti· 
mate and just, and . criticism of the existing 
mode of Government is not illegal, but the 
great , questioR is yet undecided and the 
question is 

, WHAT IS MEANT BY HOME RULE? 

, That, i$ the third stage in the history of 
Home ~ule. lam glad to tell you the last 
Congress has given a satisfactory answer to 
this qu~tion~ lt is nQt a solution which one 
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party puts forward: it is not a solution which 
one community advances. It is a solutioo 
unanimously accepted by Hindus, MussaJ .. 
man's, Moderates, and Nationalists alike. It 
means Representative Government, Gover~ .. 
ment O\'er which the people will have control. 
I sha 11 tell you also. 

WHAT IT DOES NOT MEAN. 

It does not mean shaping as under the
connection between England and, India; it 
does not mean disclaiming the suzerain 
power of the King Emperor. · On the eon· 
trary it affirms and strengthens both. We need 
the protection of En~land even as a matter 
of pnre self-interest. This is the key-note to 
which the song of Home Rule must be turned; 
you must not forget this nor must you forget 
that it is the connection with England and 
the education she gave, that ha\'e given rise 
to the ambitions that fill your hearts to-day. 

Self-Government as I told you, means 
Representath-e Gorernment in which the
wishes of the people will be respected and 
acted upon and not disregarded, ·as now, in 
the interests of a small minority of. Civil 
ServantS. Let there be a Viceroy and let 
him be an Englishman if )·ou like, but Jet 
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llim act according to the advice of the repre
sentatives of the people. Let our money be · 
·spent upon us and with our consent. Let 
public servants be. reaJiy servantsi of the. 
p~blic and not their masters as they at pre
-sent are. The question as to how many 
members will sit in the Councils is immateri·: 
al. The material.question is, will the ·greater 
majority of . them repres~nt the. Indian 
public or not. and will they be able to dictate 
the policy of the Government. or, not. This 
then is what Home Rule really means. 

I LoNG AND \VEARY PATH.' 

Now, I need hardly tell you that a long and , 
weary path lies before. You must tread it with 
courage and steadily. It is a difficult thing 
to gain and therefore worth gaining. GreC~t 
things cannot be easily gained and things 
easily gained are not great. In tbe Gita. Lord 
Shri. Krishna says Jhat' among the 5 causes · 
that lead to success'' Daiwa" is one. Daiwa. 
is the chance that God gives you and leaveS 
you to profit by it or not. Daiwa is something 
that human effort cannot control but which 
comes just at the time which is most oppor-. 
tune and it is entirely of our fault U we c!o not 
know how to take advantage of it, ~~ know· 
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ing it, failto take advantage of it. You have
now Daiwa in your favour. You must press 
your claims now. This is the time. If you 
fail to make an advance, the world will march 
ahead and you will be left behind like the
grass that grows by the road side, like the 
mile-stone that ever stands there. 

PROFIT BY THE OPPORTUNITY. 

Everybody in the world is trying to profit by 
the opportunity. The colonies are 'proclaiming 
aloud their claims. They are making their 
own schemes ready and pressing their claims. 
on England. A great reform, a great re· 
arrangement is inevitable after this \V ar and 
the Colonies are thrusting their hands in the 
management of the Empire. They have 
their claim on the fact of having helped the 
British Empire in this \\'ar. Have we not 
done it f<IUally ii not better? If the Colonies 
succeed in their tffort we will be brought 
un<~er their heels :a.nd they will trample on 
our liberties. In order to justify their schtmes. 
t~ey have sent their men in India to collect 
tnJence in support of what they say and 
tht:r messengers are already at work. Nune 
~-ill be more unlucky and unfortunate than 
yourseln~ if you lag behind at this critical 
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.moment. You have the ideal of Swaraj, you 
have the legal methods to work. for it, and 

. you know what the ideal means. The 
.Almighty helps you in His inscrutable Divine 
ways by otleriilg a unique opportunity. Now 
it is for you to say whether you will answer 
by vigorous etlorts or sit silent 1 and let the 
opportunity slip through your. fingers. By 
allowing this golden opportunity escape. you 
are incurring the just blame ·of those that 

, will be born hereafter. Your daughters and 
sons will be ashamed of you and future 
generations will curse you. Take courage 
therefore and work now. Strike the iron 

J whilst it is hot and yours shall be the glory 
. of suc~ess. 



Home Rule 

At a ,-rry tt·~ll attended meeting of th6 cUizertB 
".f Ca'ltnpore on latutary r-11~ 1917. Mr. Tila,lc 
~po1ce m£ Home Rule fM l'Adia. a1 followB :-

Gentlemen,-It is extremely unfortunate 
that I am not addressing you in your mother· 
tongue Hindi which claims to be' the lingtu~. 
franca of India. 1 ant sorry for it ·the more 
when I see the large crowd that has assem
bled here to welcome me on this occasion. I 
am sorry because I am one of those who hold 
that Hindi should be the lingutJ. franr:a of 
India in future. But unfortunately, not being 
able to speak in Hindi I have thought it fit 
to ~ddress you· in English on this occasion, a 
few words which relate to a subject in which 
.all of us were engaged at Lucknow. Gentle· 
men, you must have all probably heard that 
the Lucknow Congress was a memorable 
Congress, a momentous step being taken 
therein as regards Home Rule. . You will 
be able to Jearn that after 30 years of delibera
tion we have at last come to the conclusion 
that nothing will save us except Home Rule. 
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As 1 have said in the Congress it is a 
synthesis of all the resolutions hitherto passed 
by the Congres~ during the last 30 years. 
Whatever side you may look at the question 
from, you will be convinced that the freedoti). 
which Home Rule· implies is ~ecessary for 
the regeneration of this country. Everything 
in the moral, material or intellectual sphere 
of this . nation depends upon the freedom 
which at present we are deprived of. You 
cannot do anything which in your opinion is 
calculated to raise· Yi\Ur status to that of a 
. civilized nation according to the modern 
standard. · It has been pointed out by more 
eloquent speakers than myself and men who 
:are entitled to your respect and veneration 

; far more than I am~ I say it has been pointed 
.. out to me several times. that unless we get 
, a part ohh~ freedom for which we are trying, 
for ·a part of the .. power which rests in the 

· hands of t~e · bureaucracy at present, it , is 
impossible for us to attain., that position to 

.. which .we are ,entitled as a birthright. If you 
see what is your position a~ present, if you 
,look aroond, .you will see .. that you are 
· crippled in every. respect. Whether you take 

the question .~~ ~Qdustry, whether you take 
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be question of education, or an)' other ques
tion, everywhere there is a stumbling block 
in your way, so that you have not the power 
to carry out what you wish. \Ve must be 
prepared to face th~,; one important question 
before we can hope to make any progress
progress that is worth the name. Many of 
the objections to the attainment of Home Rule 
have already been answered in the Con;;ress 
and out of the Congress. I would anly take 
one or two of them because I am afraid that 
speaking in English I shall not be understood 
by this large audience and secondly because 
the time at our command is very shmt. You, 
who are assembled here to listen to me 0:1nd to 
do honour to me will, I think, agree that in 
honourin~ me you are honouring the cause of 
Home Rule. The very fact of your presence 
here to hear a speaker who has devoted some 
time to this question shows that you are all 
interested in that important question. They 
say that there is no public opinion in India in 
favour of Home Rule. This is a proposition 
which if our opponents were here will find 
contradicted by the presence of you all. I 
do not think that you have come here to 
respect my person but I think you have come 
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·here to respect the cause of Home Rule; and 
a very large gathering like this is a splendid 
refutation of· the . objection that we are not 
prepared for Home Rule, that we are unable 
to exercise influence over the masses in this 
country, that· we can take ·no. interest in it 
and that it will take several decades of ye~Jrs 
i1 not hundreds of years according to our 
opponents • to render us f1t for .Home Rule. 
l'his meeting is in itself, as I said, a refutation 
of the •. charges that are brought against us. 
Another objection that is raised is that we 
Hindus n~ver. enjoyed Home Rule. Nothing 
can be more incorrect, more erroneous and 
fa)se,. I may say,. than a statement like this. 
Many of you in. Northern India enjoyed Home 
Rule in ancient .days. The Hindu polity 
, which is included in ~he King's duties in the 
~ Manusmriti text Jays down a' kind of social 
prganization which is known as Chatur 

, Varna. Many ·of . y~u now believe that 
Chatur Varna consist~ merely of different 
castes that diVide us at present. No one 
thinks of the duties. belonging ·to these 
castes. A Kshattriya will not take food 
with the . Brahmin and a Brahmin will not 
take food with a Vaishya and a Vaishya 
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will not take food with a Shudra. It wa~ 
not so, let me point out, in the days of 
Manu and Bhagvatgita. Bhagvatgita ei~ 

pressly states that this division was not by. 
birth but by the quality and by the profession 
which were necessary to maintain the whole 
society in those days. The Kshattriyas defen· 
ded the dominion and . defended the people 
against foreign aggression and against 
internal interruptions. \Vhere are , those ? 
The whole of that class is gone off and· their. 
duties derolve upon the British who have 
taken charge of the duties of Kshattriyas. 
Take again commerce. You think this is a 
commercial town. There are mo.ny labourers 
but you find that the country is exploited for 
the benefit not of India but of other nations. 
Ra"' products are exported and refined pro
ducts atr brought in to the sacrifice of several 
in.iustries for which India was famous io 
ancient times. See the Vaishya class-that 
too is now being dominated by the British 
people or British merchants. Take the Brah· 
mins. 1 am a Brahmin. \\'e boasted that 
we were the intellectual heads of the 
community-we were the brain in fact-but 
tha~ brain is now rendered so dull that w~ 
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han but to import into this couutry foreign 
philosophy at the· cost of our ancient learn· 
ing in every department of life. Whatl 
consider is that Chatur Varna divides the 
whole society into so many departments of 
life and in every one of thes~ ·departments 
you have· been a loser every year, every 
decade. I want you . now to recognize this 
fact and to try for gaining the position which 
we occupied in our own societies. · We have 
been deprived of volunteering, we have been 
deprived of the right to the higher grades in 
service. The ·men remain, but the duties are 
go;e and all your feeling at present is that I 
am a · Kshattriya and you are a Brahmin and 
that he is a Sudra. All have lost their titles. 
I am not partial to one or the other. I want 
you to realise the fact that although you may 
claim the blood of Kshattriya. although you 
may claim the blood of a Brahmin, you do 
not claim that .polity, those qualifications 
which the Sudras are enjoying which should 
·have been yours at this moment. Now one 
aspect of Home Rule is to encourage ·you to 
acquire the freedom which you enjoyed in 
these various departments of life and to come 

, up to that standard by the co-operation of ~nd 
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under the sovereignty of the British rule. This 
result is not to be achieved by any unlawful 
and unconstitutional· means, but I am sure by 
a desire and interest to raise your status to 
achieve this goal by means of the sympathy 
of the British people and by remaining a per~ 
manent part of the Empire. But this part is 
of two kinds. In a household, servants .forrn 
part of a household and children form part' of 
a household. We want to occupy the part of 
children and not of servants...:not a dead part 
but an equal part in that greatest Empire 
which the world has seen. We are quite 
willing to remain a part but not a dead part 
which will be a burden to the Empire but a 
Jiving member, and a living member is 
~xpected to develop all the qualities which 
you nod t the department of social life. It 
is with th.s view, gentlemen, that the Home 
Rule agitation has been started to . make you 
masters in your house and not servants. This 
is the real sense of that situation which 
tvtry one is bound morally and intellectually 
to attain. Home Rule is nothing else, but to 
be masters of your houses. Have you ev~r 
thought of such a simple question 'what am 
I in my house-am I a dependent or am ~ 
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master ?' · And if India is your house 1 want 
to ask' you, gentlemen~ whether there can be 
any· ground or reason to tell you that you 
ought. not to be' masters so far as your 
domestic affairs are Concerned. When an 
Englishman has been deprived of his· rights 
he will not be content unless he gets back 
hi:; rights. Why should you lag behind, why 
sh~uld you not in the name of religion, in the 
pame of. polity, iri the name of that polity 
which was cultivated in the past to the largest 
ext~nt the history of the' world has yet 
proditced:....in the name of that philosophy 
that is religious, 1 appeal' to you to awaken 
to ):out · position ~nd ' do· your level best for 
the ·attainment of your· birth·right-1 mean 
the right of managing your own affairs in 
ycur own home.' If you do not'do it ~ho will 
d~ it'f.or you? Do not be hypnotised. You 
ar~ fit for it, only-you have not seen it. You 
~ant get your object by your own. efforts, by 
)·o{tr own action,and this' is the self· realization 
that· I want you to feel., If you 'once realise 
that ;'ou are. the master of your domestic 
affairs as other men are, as in· the colonies 
~nd as men in the 'other parts are,· I daresay 
nothing can stand be~ween you and your 
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object to attain it. It all depends upon your 
efforts. ln Lucknow and Cawnpore you will· 
find better men very soon addressing you on 
this subject, and if I can prepare the ground 
for the noble workers that are to come· here· 
Mter, I shall not have spoken in vain to-day. 
It is a thing which you ·must look to now. 
Give up apathy. You are as good men as 
members of any other community in the world. 
You Have hands and feet and you know wh&t· 
has been said in one of Shakespear's dramas.• 
V.Je are certainly better than J~panese and 
yet Japan has attained what you seem hope
less to attain and are indifferent to aspire to 
get. Your fault lies not in· the want of.capa"\ 
city or want of means but your fault lies· in 
the want of the will. You have not cultivated 
that will which you ought to have done. wm 
is everything. Will power makes it as strong 
as you can and the material world round you 
cannot drive you from atta:ining the object 
which you will attain. You must make·up 
that will and if that will is made up by every 
community there is a proverb in my part 
that the divine· power resides in five persong~ 
Instead of 5 let me now change that s into 
soo million; antl if you realise the fact that 
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you ~ave. a certain Qbject to get that, you 
must attain to a particular stage to which 
yon are entitled as birth-right. · You must 
say that this will·,so strengthened, cannot 
resist the forces that. are arrayed against 
you. It is the· will you have not . been . 
thinking over. ·You dl' not devote to it 
()oe moment of your lifet one moment dur·. 
ing the day. A, Brahmin. is, fot instance,. 
enjoined in the Shastras to perform his pray· 
ers once in the morning and once in the· 
evening. \Vhat is that prayer? It is the culti ... 
vation of the will .. Now let your prayer ~e, 'I 
will try to have my birth-right.'. Have that 
prayer every morning and evening.. Do not. 
forget it during all the . work or business that 
1ou do during the day. If there be tempta-. 
tions in your way repeat that prayer in the 
morning and evening. Prayer has such a 
power as to surmount .all obstacles; that is 
the efie~ of prayer. It is no use praying 
merely for nothing: Goo does not want pray· 
er fo~ }Jimself. God does not need it. God 
does not want any praise from you-it is all 
useless. Realise that fact. What is the good 
of praying without any object. God ha~ 

created you, God knows how to conduct his 
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own creation. Do you mean to say that by 
your praying you cannot change the course 
of events of karma.? Do pray morning and 
evening for Home Rule and I daresay that 
within a year or two you can attain your 
object. , . 

Thanking you for your reception, I 
close my remarks on t~e subject; and if any 
of you ha \'e not understood rrie because I have 
spoken in English then some one of the 
gentlemen on the platform will undertake to 
repeat that for you, and 1 ask your 'pardon 
not to have been able to address you in your 
own words. . · 



Home Rule 
. .An ~d~ress enclosed in a siher casket specially 
0rdere~ fro·m, ·Bomb~U was presented to Mr. -Tilak 
at: Yebl·mal·arui in reply, Mr. Tilak spoke aB · 
Joll~~s:..:..~ . , . . . 

r :Mt. 'President~ brothers and' 'sisters,- I 
thank you; very much for the presentation of 
an address to' me and for' the hoSpit,able re· 
ception, you have been kind enough to· 
accord. But let me tell you, I have not come 
here to receive these marks of honour and I 
never expected them. I have come here to 
do something and if possible to ask you to 
do it, and that something is the work to be 
done in connection with the attainment of 
"Swaraj' or 11Home Rule'' It does not require 
high intellectual gifts to understand the 
meaning of ''Swaraj." It is a simple Sans· 
krit word, meaning uothing mot'e or less 
than the power to rule our homes, and 
hence it is called in short 11Home Rule." It 
is your birth-right to govern your own honse 
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or home: nobody else can claim to do it,' 
unless you are a minor or a lunatic. The 
power of the Court of Wards ceases as soon 

',I 

as "Malik" attains majority or becomes non· 
lunatic. The agent or the Court, to which the 
power was transferred, is in duty bound to 
transfer the same power back to the •'Malik" 
or the real owner. If the Court or the agent 
will not do it, he must bring forth evidence to 
justify his action. \Ve tell the ,Government 
that we are no longer minors, nor are we 
lunatics, and we are able and competent to 
look after our affairs, our '1home" and we will 
rule the "home''; we have got a right to sa}" 
that we want this agent o'r that and we w,ill 
guide the "Home policy''. This demand for 
''Home Rule'' is not a new one ; The 
Congress a~i the other older and younger' 
institutions in the country have been demand· 
ing it. Nor is the idea novel' or new to us: 
The Village Panchayats, the ·councils of 
Pandits or Elders to advise• and guide the' 
King or Emperor and such other kindred 
institutions were in existence for long. The 
King was not the final authority in the: 
matter of Jaw; the king himself used, to 
,consult •·ise men of high spiritual and moral, 
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-development, sages well versed in Shruti 
.and Smriti,. and then decide the point. 
King Dushyanta actually did it; when he 
had to accept Shakuntala and her son. The 
words, 8tcarajyam, . vairajyam, were actually 
·seen in. the Shastras. Of course, the word 
'
1Swaraj'' . or 1

' Home Rule'' has got a 
limited meaning . to·day. 1 The Swaraj '' 

·t>f to-day is withi~ · the Empire and 
not independent. of it. There have been 
lots of misrepresentation during the last 10 

years by our opponents and persecutions and 
prosecutions were. the consequences. Now 
the meaning of "Swaraj'' has been definitely 
defined by the Congress at Lucknow i there 
is now no room left for doubts and misrepre
-sentations. This '' Swaraj ~~ or Self-Govern· 
ment as embodied in the Congress resolu • 
tic should be now openly owned and 
preached by everyone. There is no sedition 
in it; the High Courts do not fmd any 
sedition in it. Our way is now quite clear ; 
the difficulties have been removed. Every 
one of us, whether a Hindu or a Muham· 
madan, a moderate or nationalist, should 
'Start with this clear conception of "Swaraj '' 
and fearlessly pr'!ach it, with all the enthu· 
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~iasm be can command. Our opponents say 
we are not fit; but that is not true. Every 
one who is an adult and not a lunatic is fit 
~ manage his house. \Ve may commit 
mistakes in the beginning ; but who is so 
perfect as to be beyond human feelings? Even 
great men err. \Ve want the right to commit 
mistakes alw; we will commit mistakes and 
ourselves recti~· them; e\·en the gte~t Avatars 
commit mistakes. The Government does 
not lay down any standard oi fitness; if they 
will lay down any we will try to attain that 
&tan1ard. Go\·ernment are not at all definite; 
those who ask us to be first fit and then 
demand Swaraj have no mind to gi\·e it to 
us at all. It is as good as to ask a boy to 
Jearn swimming and then to go into the river. 
The second ~a use of the resolution in Self
Go\'ernment passed at Lucknow, demands 
.. S~taraj '' at an early date. Our opponents 
&.d\ise us not to embarass the Government 
at this time; furthermore they want us to 
be lie\'e that this is not the time to make the 
demani. My reply is that this is exactly the 
time •hen our demands should be put forth 
in a delinite manner. The colonials are 
do;ng the same thing ~t this time ao·1 why 
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should w~ not do it? .. Th~ policy of the 
Imperial G~ve.rnment is going to be changed, 
and important: changes .are expected in· the 
constitution and if. we will not a wake. at this 
tim~ to guard our interests, who else. will do 
it for us? .\V ~ o.ught not to sleep at. tl~~ time.; 
we must 'York for .attaining our gqal.: · 

It. ~ppe¥~ God is helping .us, for this 
rtime. ;the . present circumstances ar~ i10t 
the . results of .our actions Qr efforts ; and 
so~ ~ay. the tim~ is favourable. to u~. . )Vhen 
God has come to help us, sho11. we not ,exert 
o~~elves? Re~ember. if we lose this opportu~ 
nity, we may not get another for. a century 
or so ; .. the. colonials.ha~·e. seen this. ~nd. they 
are demanding a voice in the Imperial affairs 
at this ,very tin;1e. (:.Our dem an~ is co~·para· 
tively, moderate.,. We , simply demand a 
right to gove~n ourselves. In the year·J9o6• 
Dadabhai Naoroji proclaimed from· the 
Congress platfor~ Jhis "Swaraj" as our ulti
mate goal. Till then .. separate demands 
.were made jn · separ.ate'' departments; till 
then. we tried to catch the small hairs .on the 
head: but now we s~y 'we want to catch the 
hair tufts so that we .. wpl be reinstated ,in 
our position which .is ours by birth; so you see 
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that our demand is dear and emphatic •. made 
by persons of different opinions after ·much 
discussion about it at Lucknow. We have 
also seen that this is the most proper time to 
make that demand; and we must work and 
work incessantly. You ought not to shirk for 
fear of :difficulties and dangers and pitfalls. 
They are bound w come and why should 
they not come? . 

Our Vedanta says that there is little happi· 
ness and much of evil and misery in the 
world. The world is such, it cannot be 
helped. I foresee dangers in the way and 
the signs of these dangers are not wanting; 
recently Lord Sydenham the late Governor of 
Bombay, has asked the Government in· the 
Ninel~:enth clntury tO proclaim once for all 
that they do not intend to give any mo~e 
reforms to the Indians; let the Government 
declare, he says, •'thus far and no further". 
He expects by this move to shut permanently 
the mouths of the Indians. I wonder what· he 
means? How can a proclamation of' this 
nature shut our mouths? It is a pity: that 
Lord .,Sydenham should betray so much 
i1:norance of human nature; most of the 
\\'hiteikinned papers are raising the.·· same 
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cry; perhaps this may be an indication of the 
:future policy of the Government. 

·Whatever that be, one· thing is certain, 
that the work before us is not easy. Tremen
dous· sacrifices will be necessary; nay, we 
shall have to die for it; there are two ways of 
dying, one constitutional and other unconsti· 
tutional. As our fight is going to be constitu· 
tional and legal, our death also must, as 
of necesSity, be constitutional and legal. 
·We have not to use any violence. Nay, we 
condemn the unconstitutional way of doing. 
As our fight must be constitutional it must be 
courageous'also. We ought to tell Govern· 
ment courageously and without the least fear 
what we want. Let Government know that 
the whole Nation wants Home Rule, as defi· 
ned by the Congress. Let there be no shirK· 
ing, or wavering or shaking. I· said that it 
·was our ,. right·;; to have Home Rule but 
that is a historical and a Europea11 way of 
putting ir; I go further and say that it is' our 
"Dharma''; you cannot separate Home Rule 
from us, as you cannot separate the quality 
of" heat'' from fire; both are inseparably 
bound up; let your ideas be dear; let your 
motives be honest: let your efforts be strictly 
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constitutional and 'l am sure your efforts are 
bound to be crowned with success; never 
despair, be bold and fearless and be sure that 
God is with you. Remember " God helps 
those who help themseh'es." 

17 



Gila Ra hasy a 
The jollwi1ag is the Bummarv of the speech of. 

Nr. Tilak re Gita Rahasya delivered at . 
. .A.mraoti i·n1917:-

Let me begin by telling you what induced 
me to take up the study of BhagavfJd Gita. 
When I was quite a boy, I was often told by 
my elders that strictly religious and really 
phil~ophic life was incompatible with the 
hum-drum life of every day. If one was ambi
tious enough to try to attain Moksha, the 
highest goal a person could attain, then he 
must divest himself of all earthly desires and 
renounce this wor1d. One could not serve two 
masters, the world Md God. I understood this 
to mean that Hone would lead a life which was 
the life worth living, according to the religion 
in which I was hom, then the sooner the world 
was given up the better. This set me thinking. 
The question that I formulated for myself to 
be solved was: Does my religion want me to 
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give up this ~orld and renounce it before I 
attempt to, or in order to be able to, attain the 
perfection of ma.nhood 1 In my boy-hood I was · 
also told that Bhagavad Gita was universally 
acknow }edged to be a book containing all the 
principles and philosophy of the Hindu reli-' 
gion, and 1 thought if this be so l'should find 
an answer in this book to my query; and thus 
began my study of the BlVJgavad Gita. I 
approached the book with a mind prepossess
ed by no previous ideas about any philoso
phy, and had no theory . of my own for 
which I sought any support in the aita. A· 
person whose mind is prtposseRsed by crrtain 
ideas reads thx book with a prejudiced mind,· 
for instance, wh11 a Christian reads it he does 
not want to know what the Gita says but 

' 11·ants to find out if there are any principles 
in the Gita which he has already met within 
Bible, and if so the conclusion he rushes to it 
that the Gita was copied from the Bible. I 
have dealt with this topic in my book Gita 
Ral.asya, and I need hardly say much about it 
here, but what I want to emp~1asise is this, · 
that \II' hen you want to read &nd understand 
a book, especially a great work like the Giltt · 
-you must approach it with an unprejudiced· 
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and unprepossessed mind. To do this, I know 
is. one of the most difficult things. Those who. 
p~of~ to do it may have a lurking thought 
or prejudice in their minds which viciates the 
reading ~f the book to some extent .. However 
1 am, describing. to you the frame of mind 
one must get; into if one wants· to get at the.: 
truth, and however difficult it be, it has .to·. 
be d~nen The ne~t thing one has to do is to 
take into consideratiort the time and the cir. 
cumstances in which .the book was written 
and the purpose, for which the , book: ~as 
written. In short the boQk . must not . be read 
devoid of, its context. This is especail,ly, true 
about a. book like ,Bhagavad Gita ... Various 
commentators have put as many interpret'\.,. 
tionson the book,. and surely I the writer or 
composer could not h~ve \Yritten or, composed 
the book fur so many interpretations being put 
oq it. He must ~ave,- but one meaning .and 
o~e purpose running through the book, and 
thatl have.tried to find put. I believe I hay, 
succetded in it, because having ·no theory of 
mine for, which ·1 sought any. support from 
the, boo~ sq uni~ersally ·respected, I had O(} 

reason. to. twi:;t the text to sui~ my theory. 
There has not been a commentator of the ,9il<L 
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owho did not advocate a pet theory of his own 
and has not tried to support the same'by 
showing that the Bh.riJftt,ad Git.z lent him 
support. The conclusion I have come to i'i 
that the Gita advocates the performance bf 
action in this world even after the actor 'has 
achieved the highest union with the supreme 
·Deity by Gnana (knowiedge) or Bhakti 
(Devotion). This action must be June to keep 

:the world going by the right path of evolution 
·\\·hich the Creator has destined the world to 
follow. In order that the action may·notbind 
the actor it must be done· ~·ith the aim of 
helping his p~pose, and without any at· 
tachment to tt{e coming result. This I hotd 
is the Jesson of the .mta.. Gnanay0ga.there is, 
yes. Bhaktiyoga there is, yes. \Vho says not ?' 
But they are both subsen·ient to the Karma
yoga preached in the Ciita. If tl:e (Jifa was 
preached to desponding · Arjuna to make 

· him ready for the fight-for the action-how 
t·an it be said that the ultimate lesson of the 
treat book is Bhakti or Gnana alone? In fact 

''there is blending l)f a 11 these \' og-as in the 
tWa and as the air is not 01ygen or 
·Hydrogen or any other gas alone but a com· 
position of all these in a certain proportion 
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so in the Gi~a ·a 11 these Y ogas blended into 
one. : . 

I d.iffer from aimost all commentators when 
I say, that the GittJ enjoins action even after 
the perfection in Gnana and Bhakti is attained 
and . th~ Deity is reached through these 
. mediums. Now there is a fundamental unity 
unqerlying t~e Logos (Ishvara), man, and 
world. The world is in existence because the 
Logos has willed it so. It is His Will that holds 
it together. Man strives to gain union ;with 
God; and when this union is achieved the 
i~dividual Will. merges in, the mighty Uni· 
versal, \Vill .. When this is achieved will 
the individual say~ 111 shall do no action, and 
I shall not help the world"~the world 
which is because the Will with which he has 
sought union has willed it to be so? It does 
not stand to reason. It is not I who say so; 
the Gita says.~:- S.hri Krishna himself says 
that there is nothing in all the three worlds 
that He need acquire, and still he· acts. He 

. acts because if He did not, the world's Will be 
ruined: . If man seeks unity with the Deity, 

'he must necessarily seek unity ' with the 
interests of the, world also, and work for it. 
If he. does not •. then the unity is not perfect, 
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because there is union between two elements 
out of the J (man and Deity) and the third 
(the world) is left out. I have thus solved 
the question for myself and I hold that serving 
the world, and thus serving His \Vill, is the 
sure;;t way oi Salvation, and this way can be 
followed by remaining in the world at\d not 
r:-oing away from it. 



lThe Rights 'of therPoor Rab~at 
The peopl~ of Ch·ikod\ "from th~ ·n~~bay 

Province ga11e an t·ntertainment to Lok. 
Tilak, at which he )Mtde the following fin8 
speeck :- . 

I do not quite understand what you mean 
by entertaining me ''On behalf of the poor 
raiyats". I am myself a poor man like you 
and I have no greater privileges whatsoever. 
I earn my livelihood by doing some business 
as you do. I do not see any difference 
between what is done on behalf of the rich 
and what is done on behalf of the poor. I 
have long been thinking as to what are the 
grievances of the raiyats, what difficulties are 
ahead of them, what help they require, and 
what thing.; are necessary to be done. I 
have been doing this as a poor raiyat myself 
and on that account not only do I feel sympa· 
thy for you but I feel proud that I am ORe of 
you. 



THE niGHTS 'oF TH! POOl !i!'IY'AT 

My heart aches lor1 011r present -tonditio~ 
and such important quest'ions as'(t) 'what-we 
must do to Improve our present condition~1(2J 
what are the duties. of tbe 'Government etc~; 
rise before us for consideration. i The 'Govern~ 
ment is the Ruler of the poor taiyat,: and: 
thertfore, it is not that, as a poor' raiyat, · 1 
have no rights over Government: · !Th~ 
Government is not fort he ·rich ·.i it is ~or the 
poor. The poor raiyat cannot protect ~himself 
and when one section ·t}:rannises over:anoth.: 
er, it is the duty of the Government to protect 
the oppressed. Every man must -exereise b~ 
rights over . the Government, place ·his 
grierances before them and .see that they are 
redressed. If the Government wilt no{ listenl 
be must compel the1r attention. ''The rich 
are not to be gh•en the benefit ·of\that·iS 
taxed from the· poor. During 'the presen~ 
times, it is the rich who ought ·to' be taxed 
more. 1f the Government does not enquir~ 
if it:i raiyat-the poor raiyat-is happy or not 
they must be made to do so and that is why 
we want our own people in (lQits of· authorit1. 
A II cannot bP. in posts of authority, and so 
those \\' ho carry on the government. musl 
be elected by us. The question· is ·whether 
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the: p~esent Government .is . of this kind. 
"{here arisEi also pther questions like the one, 
":hether our .industries are. prospering. The 
soluti~n ~~fall such problem~ depends upon 
a\lthl.)r~ty as the very hun dation of all things. 
This has no.w be~n accepted by all., 
. I stand here to-day to ask you to help•the 
Go~ernf!!ent on the occasion of thi~ \Var. 
But do .not fail to place your grievances 
~fore the.m when you help ... them in the 
collection of. the War Fund. Give money, 
but throw on the Government the responsi~ 
bility of.listening to your grievances. In nQ 
other cou~try. could , be tolerated the state· 
ment .tha~ money should be gh·en first and 
the ~rievances might be heard sometime 
later on. Money payments and your demands 
must go hand in hand. We say that millions 
of peopl~ ·should go to War. But when 
Bombay a'one is s·upplying Boo young men, 
the Government needs only I.ooo, from the 
whole Presidency includin~ Berar. Purchase 
\Var .debentures, but k>ok to them as the 
little deeds of Home Rule. To ask for 
money, to ask for. help and not to give any 
privileges, is something strange. The King 
~,oes not .say that you should give money 
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but that you should not make any demand 
for your rights. It is not sympathetic to say: 
"Gh·e money now, and when afterwards 
everythin1:' is calm and quiet, we shall cort· 
sider things.'' The· Government must be 
taught that money is obtained when beans 
are won over. The small and the great, th.e 
rich and the poor, everyone should think of 
his rights, make up his own mind, -give help 
and secure rights. ~ven a child knows that 
the country is in a very poor condition. Re
member how difficult it is found to raise 
150 crores of rupees. Only a hundred 
years ago, our enemies carried away crores 
and crores of rupees at each plundering 
expedition from our country, and now in this 
very country, with all our desire to help, we 
find it difficult to collect the amount. neces· 
sary for the \Var Fund. Does this not clearly 
show to what poor condition our country has 
Lrone ( There is only one way of getting out pf 
this difficulty, and that is the. obtaining of 
Home Rule. Home Rule means that my affairs 
shall be carried on in accordance with my 
opinion. The Collectors are very clever people 
but they would do teu times the good they are 
doing now. if they will act as servants of the 
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!people. The people will ha ,.e control o,·er'the 
:authorities wh~n the pay and 'the pa;ts will 
ebe.inttheir hands. Tire original servants have 
·be'gtin to consider. themselves as the: masters 
:to-day: They ~must remain servants. If the 
lftlOney is ·ours, it must be expended according 
"to o\lt'tlpinions. No one says that white people 
tshoo\d be 'driven away~ The· help that: we 
•give ;irnaising the ·War Loan is certainly 
Jnot with a 'view that the Germans should rule 
-over us. We wantthe lmperhil.Rul~ ·and·we 
!Wish to' make progress. 1with the help .of the 
!English. There. is no sedition or • anything 
r.against law in this: The servants, who have 
·J>egun to think that they ;are the :- ulers, must 
;1-emain as· servants.' Gi\·e up your lives for 
~e Government, help them, but never forget 
·that~ Home Rule is your iJeal and that your 
"JJod • is only' in th~t~ The ad vice of to-day is 
;that rou should help, but not ~ilently. Do not 
t-pUl'mere purses into the box· but attach to 
!them,~a slip that ids the earnest money for 
rgetting Home Rule. If the Governtnent· pt'o
.,mises Home Rule,· we . will· get ·for them 300 
"Crores of rupees, instead·of 150 ·crores which 
')they need. · · ' ! 

:Do not be afraid. oi speaking out thing~, 
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which are plain in themselves •. There might1 
be some trouble, but .. nothing· can: be ·had, 
without any· trouble. Home .. Rule; is: not• 
going to he dropped into your hands from the• 
sky.· 

One '\\'ho suffers might groan;· but we can.;. 
not help it. You must, therefore, work in 
earnest. It is our good fortune ~hat the 
people in England are willing at present to 
listen to us. The Congress' has passed the 
Home Rule resolution, the Hindus and the 
Muhammadans are united, the extremists 
and the moderates have made up their differ· 
ences-this is the time for work. I speak all 
this more to the poor. I have not much faith 
in the rich. Our experience in collecting 
money for the Paisa Fund is that the poor 
put their hands into their pockets more will
ingly and promptly than the rich. I speak to 
you as I arn a poor man myself. Home 
Rule is 5Uch an ideal that if we once gtt it. 
all our desires will be fulfilled. If we work 
earnestly and hard, there are signs that we 
~·ill get Hlme Rule within about 2 or J years 
after the War is over. Let us stop quarrell
ing among ourselves, let us not listen td those 
"'ho talk against Home Rule, make up your 
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minds: and :ha\'e a firm resolve; 'do not stop 
working, be perfectly· ·Joyal,.w'ork in such a 
ttay that the 'people jn England will come to . 
your side, and then God \vill surely fulfil all• 
your desires. God helps those to succeed· 
who work earpestly. 



Home Rule 
Spe11l,·in9 11n JI,,;:I',: Uule rr.w1l1di~n nt '(/,~ 

XaiR'f..· Conft'rl'l~,·e lgl i' T~ol;. Tilal; said:-

1 am young in spirit though oU in bndr. i 
c.Jo not wish to lose this privilege of \'Outh. To 
deny. the growing capacity to my" thinking 
power is to admit that I have no right to' 
speal.: on this resolution. \Vhatever I am • 
going to speak to-day is eternally young. 
The body might grow old; decrepit and it 
might perish, . but the soul is immortal.' 
Similarly if there might be an. apparent lull 
in our Home Rule activities, the freedom of 
the spirit behind it is eternal and indestructi
ble, and it will secure Iibert}; for. ·us. The 
Soul mt'ans Para mesh war and the· mind will 
not get peace till it gets identified with him: 
If one ooJy is warn out the soui will take 
another: ~ as.l\ures the Gita. This philosophy 
is quite old. Freedom is my birthright. So 
long as it is awake within me, I am not old. 
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No weapons can cut this spirit, no fire can 
burn it, no water can wet it, no wind can dry 
it. I say further that no C. I. D. can burn it. 
I declare the same principle to the Sttperin .. 
tendent of Police who is sitting before me, t() 
the Collector who had been invited to attend 
this meeting an~ to· the , Government short· 
hand writer who is busy taking do~n notes of 
our spe~ch~. This principle will not disappear. 
even if it. seems to be. killed.; ,We ask for 
Home R~le. and w~ mu'st get i·t •. The science 
~hich ~~ds in Home 

1 

Rule. is the Science of 
~~li~i~ :·~n

1

d. no~ ~~~: . poe .whiclJ ,~nds ·i~ 
s1averv. The. Science of Pol,tics is· theJ 
"V~d~s·•;~ of the country.' Y~u''li~ve ~·so~ 
.~ , · ·: • 1. t 't ' • ·' ·· · · ' r 

and I only want to waken.Jt. upr . I want. t() 
)j i \! j •' • .'. 0 'tl I ... 'I " ' 

tear off the blind. that, ~as. been let' down by, 
j'in6ra~t~ .. ~esigQi~i. ~nd selflsh.;P~~p\~. Th~ 
Scienc{oU1olitic5 ~onsists of twq parts.

1 
The 

' I I ' ) . ' 'J ' • ....,_ J I ". :.)I ,, ••. ' •• 

first is Divine .and the second is. DemoJtic, 
1,b~! ~~~~err,.~l a.~~ti~~~~~me~ into 'th~ latte~ 
part. There. .cannot .be. a ,moraJ justifi~a~iop 
for.tlie. Demq'oic part.'~{· the S~ien~~ i 91 P9li~ 
~,~:; ." ·N~ti~·~· w.bic~.~ might justi.fy:, thi!l) l!t 

. ~ilty~~~f1 1Sjnr·!n 1 ~h~ sig~tot God.:, So~~ 
p~oplel have .. t~~ F?u~ag~, to. !declar·e what IS 

h.umf·11}·io' them. an~i .~o~~ h.av~ ;~O~ t_hat 
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ff)ura~e. The political and religbus teaching 
consists in giving the knowledge of thii 
principle. Religious and p0litical teachings 
are not separate, though they appear to besG 
nn account of {.)reign rule. All philosophies 
are included in the Science of Politics. 

\Vho does not know the meaning of Home 
Rule 7 \Vho does not want it ? \Vould you 
like it, if I enter your House and take 
po;session of your cooking department 7 I 
must have the right to manage the affairs in 
my own house. It is onlylunati~.S and children 
who do not knllw how to mana.ge their own 
affairs. The card ina I creed of the conferences 
is that a member must be above 21 years of 
age; do you not, therefore think that you 
-·ant your own rights? Not being lunatics 
or children you understand your own business 
your O\\'n rig:1ts and therefore, you know 
llome Rule. \Ve are told we are not tit for 
Home Rule. A century has passed away and 
the British Rule has not made us 6.t for Home 
Rule; now we will ma.ke our own efforts and 
£.t ourselves ior it. To offer irrelevant 
ucuses, to hoi.J oat any temptations anJ to 
make other offers will be putting a stigma on 
the .English Po!iq·. England is trying to 
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~rotect the sman state of Belgium with the 
i·heJp oflndia ;·how ·can .it then say that we 
fShould n·;t have ·Home· Rule? Those .who 
diod fault with us are avaricious people. ·But 
, there are ;people who find fau1t even with 
the AlJ..~lerciful God. ·We must work ·hard 
10 save the soul <>f oor Nation without caring 
:~f~ :anything. :The good 'of . our country 
~:consists in guarding this our birthright. •The 
I CongresS has passed this Home Rule resolu· 
.tion• :The' Provincial Conference is. only. a 
:child nf , the Congress, •which 1 submits ; to 
rmandates of its father. \Ve wtll follow Shri 
; Ramachandra · in obeying the order of our · 
lfather the Congress. ·We are . .determined to 
'make .efforts to get this resolution· enforced 
.eYen if the efiort leads us to the desert,compels 
-us 10 li\·e .incognito, ·111akes ·us suffer ·any 
.hardships and eYen if it finally· brings us to 
·death. Shti Ramachandra 'did. it. i Do· not 
; pass this resolution· by mere I y ·clapping. your 
··hands, but by taking a solemn vow that yoo 
·win work for it. We will work: for it by every 
, possible constitutional and : law·abiding 
~method , to ·get . Home Rule. Through·. the 
rgrace Of God England has changed its mind 
·towards us. We feel our efforts will not 1 be 
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without success. England proudlr thought 
that a tiny nation might be able to protect the 
Empire by itself. This pride has gone down. 
England has now begun to feel that it must 
make changes in the constitution of the 
Empire. Lloyd George has openly confessed 
that England cannot go on without the help 
of India. All notions about a Na~ion of a 
thousand rears olJ have to be changed. The 
English peoplP. ha\'e discovered ·that the 
wisdom of all their panies is not sufficient. 
The Indian soldiers have saved the lives of 
the British soldiers on the· French battlefield 
and have showed their bra\·ery. Those who 
once considered us as slaves ha\'e begun 
now to call u" brothers. GoJ has brought 
about aU these changes. \Ve must push our 
demands while the notion of this brotherhood 
is existing in the minjs of the English. \Ve 
must inform them that •·e, thirty crores of the 
Indian people, are ready to lay down our 
lives fur the Empire; and that while we are 
•ith them none shall dare cast an evil glance 
at the Emp:re. 



Karma .Yoga and Swaraj 
The Karma-Yoga which I preach is not a 

new theory ; neither was the discovery of 
the Law 'of Karma made as recently as to
day. The knowledge of the Law is so ancient 
that not even Shri Krishna was the great 
Teacher who first propounded it. It must be 
remembered that Karma Yoga has been our 
sacred heritage from times immemorial whea 
we Indians were seated on the high pedestal 
of wealth and lore. Karma Yoga or to put 
it in another way, the law of Duty is the, 
combination of aU that is best in spiritual 
science, in actual action and in an unselfish. 
meditath·e life,· Compliance with this univer .. 
sal Law ,leads to the relization of the mos.t 
cherished ideals of Man. Swaraj is the 
natural consequence of diligent performance 
of duty. The Karma Yogin strives for Swaraj, 
and the Dnyanin or spiritualist yearns for it. 
\\'hat is then this Swaraj? It is a life centred 
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in Self and dependent upon Self. There is 
'Swaraj in this world ;.s well as in the world 
hereafter. The Rishis who laid down .t~e 
Law of Duty betook themselves to forests, 
because the people were already enjoying 
Swaraj or People's Dominion, which was 
administered and defended in the first in· 

.stance by the Ksbatriya kings. It~ my con· 
viction, it is my thesis. that Swaraj in the Efe 
to come cannot be the reward of a people 
vho have not enjoyed it in this world. Such 
was the doctrine taught by our fore-fathers 
who never intended that the goal of Efe 
5hould be meditation alone. No one can 
~xpect the Providence to protect one who sits 
with folded arms and throws his burden on 
others. God does not help the indolent. You 
must be doing all that you can to lift yourself 
up, and then only you may rely on t~e 

A lmightJy to help you. You should not, 
however, presume that you have to toil that 
you yourself might reap the fruit of your 
labours. That cannot always be the case. 
Let us then try our utmost and Jea ve the 
generations to come to enjoy that fruit. 
Remember, it is not you who had planted the 
mango-trees the fruit whereof you have tasted. 
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Let the1 advantage now go to· our children' 
and their descendants. It is only given to uS:: 
to toil and work. And so, there ought to be no1 
relaxation in·· uur: efforts, lest we incur theJ 
cprse· of· those that come. afte~ us., ActioAi 
alone musr be. our guiding principle, actiotr. 
disinterested and well-thought out. It doeSJ 
not matter who the Sovereign is• It is.: 
enough if we have full· liberty. to elevate· 
ourselves in the best possiblt manner. This; 
is called the immutable Dharma, and Karma· 
Yoga is nothing but the method which· leads: 
to the attainment of Dh~rma or material and 
spiritual glory. We demand Swaraj, as it is· 
the foundation and not the height of our future
prosperity. Swaraj does not at all imply a 
denial of British Sovereignty. or British regis. · 
It means only ··that we· lndia.'ls should· be• 
reckoned among-the patriotic and self·· 
respecting peoples of. the Empire. We must· 
refuse to be treated· like the 11 dumb cattle! 
dri\·en ". If ·poor Indians starve in famine 
days it is other people who take care of 
them. This is not an enviable pJSition. 
It . is neither .creditable nor beneficial if· 
other people have to do everything for us,' 
God has declare~. His will. He has willed. that 
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Se.lf can: be, exalted .. only through:· its.l, own;. 
efforts. Everything ·lies in your hands. Karmati 
Ypga: does· n\llt look.· upon:, this· world. as .. 
nothing ;.it: requires~ only that your, moti ves,·t 
should be· untainted by!' se.lfisli. interest and: 1 

passion •. This is, the: true view;: oL practica.\:· 
Vedanta. the key.to which is aptto be, lost: hti 
sophistry. : .. , 

In practical politics some futile objectionS/': 
are ·raised to oppose.our .desin:dor, Swaraj. 
Illiteracy of the bulk of our people is one of 
such objections ; but to my mind it ought not 
to be allowed to stand in our way.' It would 
be sufficient for our purpose even if the 
illiterate in our country have only a vague 
conception of Swaraj, just as it all goes well . 
with them if they have simply a hazy idea 
about God. Those who can efficiently manage 
their own affairs may be illiterate; but they 
are not therefore idiots. They are as intelligent 
as any educated men and if they could under~ 
stand their village concerns thev should not 
find any difficulty in grasping the principle of 
Swaraj .. If illiteracy is not a disqualification 
in Civil Law there is no reasen why it should 
not be so in Nature's Law also. The ~lliterate 

are our brethren ; they have the same rights 
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and are actuated by the same aspirati~ns. , It 
is therefore our bounden duty to awaken the 
massess. Circumstances are changed, nay, 
they are favourable. The voice has gone forth 
•Now or never.' Rectitude and constitutional 
agitation is alone· what is expected of you. 
Tum not back, and confidently leave the 
ultimate issue to the benevolence of the 
Almighty. 

(Poona Barw.janik Sabha quarterly.) 



Home Rule 
The follou:ing ;, t1u te.tt of a,c Spe~ch deli .. 

nred by Lok. Tilak on 7th October 1917 in the 
rompouttd of the Home R"le Leagtlo, Allah4bacl 
tinder th.e Presidency of Mrs. jnnie Besant. 

''Every one knew what home rule meant. 
Home rule was nothing but to have the, 
management of their home in. their own 
hands. That was simplest definition that 
could be gi\'en of the word. There was 
ibsolutely nothing to say why they wanted 
home rule. It was their birthright. Some· 
people had been managing their affairs for 
them now, and they wanted that that 
management should be transferred to their 
hands. They were entitled to that right and 
the burden of proving that they were not 
tntitled to it Jay on the other party. Home 
rule was not a new expression. It was an 
e xpressiJn that had a definite meaning and 
it cou!J not be misunderstood, though it was 
ttl the interest of some people to misunder. 
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stand it. All that they asked for was not a 
change in their rulers but administrators-he 
distinguished rulers from administrators. 
The theory inflicted on them was that the 
rulers of this country were the administrators 
who had been appointed Of6elected under 
the Government of India Act. His view was 
entirely-~ifferent. Those were not the rulers 
i~ the strict sense . of the word. They repre· 
senred the. King but they were .not the King. 
T~e Ind~ans ·also represented the King be· 
cause they were his subjects just as much as. 
those officers.So in the matter of representing 
the King the. Indians and those officials stood 
ori equal basis. \Vhat then was th~re more 
in the position of these offi.cers which mad.e 
them say: that they were' the real rulers? 
Tliat was that certain powers had been given ' ' . . -~ . 

to them-they had notu~urped those pow· 
ers-under a Statute of Parliament. If 
another Statute of Parliament repealing that 
statute and giving the lndiall$ those po\\·ers 
was passed the Indians wo~ld be what those 
office.rs weie at .present. That was home 
rule.aud nothing mo~e. Th.ere would be no 
change in, the J::mperor. absolutely no change 
in the relations of India with England or in 

j ' 
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the relations of India with the Empire as a: 
whole. \Vhat was there to CC'mplain of· in' 
this except that some ·men would lose' their' 
trade? If the power was transferred from: 
one man to another ·the man to whom it was· 
transferred would gain al\d the other would~ 
luse and if that other man would be angry' 
it was natural. He did not think that any~ 
English po~itician would be deterred by such' 
things for a moment from doing his duties. 

Ten or fifteen years· ago to talk of home' 
rule was sedition and people were afraid;. 
he himself w~s afraid, of talking about' 
home ruie. But now it was conceded both· 
by the judiciary and the executive that1 

home rule was a proper ambition for ai 

t!epen·Je!lc~· to entertain. Ten years of' 
fi~hting was thus required to remove this' 
prejudice against home rule, and now they 1 

could talk ahout it as a legitimate aspiration.' 
The Viceroy, the Premier, the British nation; 
and even the bureaucracy now agre.ed with· 
them. No"· \\hat remained? They ·said· 
that it was a \'ery good ambition for a de pen·: 
dency; but there was ti11e kYr it. They said' 
that it wuukf take centuries to attain it, and 
instances were citej of a number uf colonies 
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-which attained self-Government in so or 6o 
Jears. His reply to it was this. The colonies, 
it was true, had attained self-Government in 
.so or 6o years but Indians were being ruled 
for Ioo years, and they had not ytt attained 
sell-Government. There must be a time limit 
fued by the bureaucracy.· Th~ bureaucracy 
~aid that it was not in sight at present. He 
would say that this was an entirely selfish 
argument. \Vhat was it that prevented them 
from attaining the goal within a few years 
after the war when the empire would be 
reconstructed? At present India was nothing 
but a stone in the neck of the· empire. They 
knew on what principle the bureaucracy 
governed India for the last Ioo years. They 
were a self-governing nation before. They 
knew how to org~nise an army, they knew 
how to dispense justice, they hacJ laws, regu· 
lations, etc. All those had been swept away 
and now the bureaucracy said that they 
knew nothing abuut them. \Vho was res
ponsible for that? Not the Indians. When 
they came here their first care wa~-he gave 
credit to them fffr it-to reduce the disorders 
prenilin~: then. How was it done? Firstly 
by disarming them. Next all the principal 
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posts in the administration were.monopolised 
by them. Next there was a check to scientific
progress, and industries gradually dis· 
appeared. But, they said, they restored 
peace. That was true but peace was not 
everything. It was an introductory condition 
to further de\·elopment. They had restored 
peace. they had given railways, telegrapf\s. 
and other things. All. credit to the bureau· 
cracy for these things, but he could not give· 
credit to them for doing anything which 
would develop their national instinct. They 
had not done anything which woul~ enable 
them to stand on their legs. The result was. 
when in the name of the empire they were 
asked to take up arms and fight the enemy 
they found that so few men volunteered. 
\Vhat was it that made them incapable of 
assisting the Empire to the extent that they 
wi:)hed to do? It was the system of adminis· 
tration followed by the b.ureaucracy. They 
had governed them in such a way that unlesS 
radical impro\·ement was made in the system. 
of administration the Empire would gain no 
material strength from this country. It was. 
this thought that had actuated the best 
EnglL.;h statesmen to come forward and say 
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1that th'e system of administration in India 
~must'be revised after ·the war. · 
.~··From the tim~ of Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji up 
to now they had been cf1·ing 'that they had 
:·been ''deprived of' the powers of · administra
~ion and they·should ·be restored to them. 
Now the British democracy: had clearly seen 
:that. there was much f~rce' in their cry of 
reform and they were willing to hear their rry. 
'Now the question was whether the' bureau· 
'cracy should have a say or whetherthe"lndians 
sho~ld have a say. There was a judge and 
·he had given notice that he was coming here 
and would hear what the Indians would have 
to say. 'Therefore .they must. press their 
demand more· strongly than their opponents. 
:That· was their' duty' at present. They had 
.to convince hi~ . that all arguments 'used 
against them were due to prejudice. 'The 
great work · before 'them at persent was to 
educate the people to realize what Home 
Rule was. :He would impress on them the 
:superme necessity of doing their best for get· 
ting Home Rule. They must wake up. If 
.they made strenuous efforts then within a 
year or two they would realize, if not aiJ, at 
least a part of theit wishes. They did not 
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want Home Rule at once ; but they wanted a 
real beginning,and not a shadowy beginning. 
\Vhen Mr. Montagu came here he would 
speak to their leaders about their demand 
and he wanted that they 'should have the 
solid support of the country behind them. If 
that was done Mr. Monta.gu would .carry their 
message to the British people and effectively 
support it with the authority of his office. · 



. Home Rule. 
utui.er tke Presidency of the HVI~ra.blt 

Powlit Maa."an Mohon MaltJviyt& J[r. Til~k 
deUt:ered the follov:ing 1peech in the comp(YIJ,nd 
of the Home Rule League, Allahabad, in Octobllr 
1917:-

0ne objection raised against Home rule 
was that if Home Rule was granted to them 
they would tum out British people from 
India. Indians ..did want En~lish people, 
English institutions, English liberty and the 

. Empire. But what they said . was that the 
internal administration of India should be 
under Indian control. English people had it 
in England, they had it in the colonies and 
they had it everywhere and would claim it 
everywhere, and if it was not grantert to them 
they would fight for it, and yet some denied 
to Indians that right. By whom was this 
bogey of expelling the English from India 
raised and for what purpose? That must be 
clearly underst~. It was perhaps under· 
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stood in this country but it was their business 
to see that the British people understood it 
in the right way. Those that held. powerin 
their hands at present imagined that Indians 
were not capable of governing themselves to 
the limited extent implied by th~ word Home 
Rule. They did not telllndians when they 
would be able to govern themselves. They 
did not fix any time·limit. Once it used to 
be said that Asiatic nations were not fit for 
self·Government. That however was not said 
now. They now said that India was not now 
flt for sell-Government. If Indians asked them 
why, they were told that they had not that 
thing before, they were deficient in education, 
there were numerous castes quarrellingamong 
themselves, and only British administrators 
could holtl even balance between rival 
sections. As regards unfitness he had said 
something about it the previous day. But it 
required to be expanded. \Vhat was unfit-

• ness? Did they mean to say that before the 
British came here there was no peaceful, rule 
any\\· here in India? \Vhat was Akbar? Was 
he a bad ruler l No Engli:;hman could say 
that. Let them go back to HinJu rule. There 
"·ere the empires of Asoka, Guptas, Rajput.s, 
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etc. No history could say that all these 
empires had managed their states without 
any system of administration .. There were 
empires in India as big as the German empire 
and the Italian empire and ' they were 
governed f>~acefully. \Vhen peace reigned in 
the country under the Hindu, Buddhist and 
Mahomedan rules, what ground was there to 
say that the descendants of those people who 
had governed those empires were to-day unfit 
to exercise that .right 1 There was no dis· 
qualification, intellectual or physical which 
disabled them from taking part in the Govern· 
ment of any empire. They had shown their 
fitness in the past and were prepared to show 
it to-day if opportunities were granted to 
them. The charge of unfitness came only from 
those who held ~~e monopoly of power in 
their hands. In every case of monopoly that 
argument was used. The East India Company 
.used that argumeQt. None of them present 
there whose ancestors had founded and 
administered empires would subscribe to the 
doctrine that Indians, whether Hindus or 
~foslems were incapable of governing them· 
selves. The charge of incapacity was only 
brought forward by interested people, simply 
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because their self-interest demanded that 
some argument must be advanced in their 
support. They were not given 'higher po5ts 
to show their capacity. They were only given 
subordinate posts. Without the aid of Indians 
in the subordinate departments it was im· 
possible for the British people to c~rry on the 
administration ; and so they were given all 

• t 

the subordinate posts. They had been fight· 
ing ever since the establishment of the 
Congress to break this monopoly and not 
without success. A few posts reserved for the 
civil service had been granted to them. A few 
appointments in the judicial department
High Court judgeships, etc.,-had been 
granted to them. \Vhat was the result? 
He had not seen any resolution of the 
Government saying that when any post of 
responsibility was given to Isdians they had 
misused those opportunities, that they had 
failed to come up to the standard of efficiency 
required. On the contrary resolutions had 
been issued saying that Indians who had 
acted as members of executive councils had 
done their duty very well. lf they went to the 
Indian states they would finJ that all higher 
posts were held by Indians. What did the 
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British administration reports say about these 
states l They said that they were well ad· 
ministered, So the whole evidence that was 
~ible for them to produce was in their · 
favour. After'. barring them· from these 
higher services and saying that they were 
not capable of governing was adding insult 
to injury. T~is kind of jugglery would not 
do. · The British democracy would not 
tolerate it. If they simply pressed the right 
view on the· British public, they would hear 
it now because they were in a mood to hear 
it They had logic and experience on their 
side, but mere logic and truth would not 
succeed in this wor11 unless backed up by 
persistent agitation and fixed determination 
to attain that truth. They must be deter· 
mined to see that -truth triumphed and that 
triumph was what they meant to achieve. 
The Home Rule propaganda was intended 
for that purpose. 

Another argument use~ against home rule 
was that there were certain British interests 
which would be endangered if home rule was 
given. Mr. Jinnah had told them the previous 
day that there were Britit;h interests not only 
in India but. all over the world. Those 
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British interests had been created, to speak 
in legal terminology, without their (Indian) 
consent. They had never been asked when 
those interests were created. Legally 
speaking they were not barred trom agitating. 
They knew that those British interests would 
be safeguarded as far as justice anq Ia w were 
concerned. The law of the land would 
remain the same. The offices would remain 
the same. There would no doubt be a change 
but that change would be so far control was 
<oncerned. They wanted law. They could 
not do without law. To say that if Home 
Rule was granted to Indians there would be 
<haos was simple nonsense. They wanted 
law, they wanted all the departments, even 
the C. 1. D. They wanted as much good 
rule as at present. They did not want to 
lapse into misrule. All that they wanted was 
to have those laws and rules and all those 
departments which administered those Ia I'S 

under their control. Only the pre\·iuus day 
he read in the Pun~.ter the instance of A~rah 
riots and in mentionbg the sttps that had 
betn taken to suppress that riot it appealed 
to Gv\'emment to look: to its duty namely, 
that lJ go,·erning peuple. Did thfy mean to 
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say that they were going to tolerate riots 
under Home Rule ? Certainly not. They 
w.anted peace; They would frame such rules 
by which riots might be averted with the 
oonsent of the people~ and not without their 
consent. As regards the question of employ
ment, if the Europeans were prepared to 
serve they would employ them, if they were 
fit and if they would accept what they were 
paid. They did not want anybody to leave 
India. He knew that British capital was 
invested in railways; but they did not want 
to uproot the· rails and send them away tG 
England. They wanted the railway and 
he thought' that railways could be better 
administered if more Indians were employ .. 
ed. on them. There would be ehanges 
under Home Rule, buf not changes for the 
worse, they would lead to more efficient 

. and economical rule. Their demand was 
'at once sober and constitutional. It remained 
to be seen whether the British democracy 
would grant. those demands or not. What 
was at present required was a good state
ment of their case so that the British people 
who now felt inclined to make a change in 
the constitution of the Empire might perceive-
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the case more fully than they hac.I hitherto 
done. It was the interest of some people to 
have the case misrepresented, to create 
misunderstanding and create darkness. That 

ought not to be allowed to be done. In this 
connection he must say that Home Rule 
Leagues had done more work than the Con
gress Committees. It had been said that 
there was the Congress and they were oppos
ing the Congress by supporting the Home 
Rule Le'ague. His answer was "No" .The 
ideal and demand of the Home Rule League 
were the same as the ideal and demand of 
the Congress. It had been expressly stated 
from the Home Rule League platform. They 
did not go beyond the Congress demand. 
He might say the Home Rule League had 
been instrumental in bringing about that 
resolution passed by the Congress last year. 

So, there were no differences of ideas between 
the League and the Congrtss. Then, it was 
asked, where was the necessity for the Home 
Rule League? The work done by the Home 
Rule Leagues spoke for itself. These leagues 
had been started to educate the people and 
make them understand what their goal should 
be. If this work had been done by the 
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Congress he should at.once have given up his 
membership of the Home Rule League. Some 
people wanted to work more vigorously than 
others. He thought every one was entitled 
to do that. They might form small leagues 
Onder any name. The object was the same. 
He wanted every one of them to work in 
their o"·n way either by Leagues or by associa .. 
tions or individually under as many diflerent 
names as they liked.· Names did not matter 
so long as the idea was the same. The work 
must be done provincially and in the verna~ 
culars of the pro,vince. ·The work of · educa .. 
ting the people coJit only be carried on in 
this way. There was a time when the word 
Home Rule was IOJked upon with suspicion 
as suggesting Irish methods, and the Irish dis· 
turbances connected with rthe same. They. 
could not find a thing which had no previous 
associations. They must not attach particular·: 
importance to pan6cular words. The words 
were made for them and not they for the 
wor,ls. If they u5ed the word Home Rule 

,. what was the objection to it provided they 
said in the beginning what they meant by it? 
That controversy was therefore out of place. 
The real dispute now was not ab:>ut words. 
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It was about educating the people and he 
knew that as they hegun to educate the 
people, the discontent among the official 
classes would increase, because they would 
see that eventually the demand would be· 
forced on them. They should not care for 
that discontent. There was a time when it 
was held that they should work in such a 
way as to enlist the sympathy of the 
administrators in the land. Of course· 
they did wish to enlist their sympathy, 
but if that sympafhy could not be ~nlisted ' 
without lowering the tone of the educa· 
t ive work and without lessening their 
effort, he was not prepared to secure that 
sympathy. They were all agreed that they 
must have Home Rule for their goal. They 
must strive for it. The que.stion was how to 
strh·e for it. Some wanted to proceed slowly, 
while others wanted to proceed fast. He did 
not think that this wa; a difference for which 
they slnuiJ quarrel and give an opportunity 
to th:ir opponents to use these differences 
ag-ai:lst them. They should not talk of method. 
E\·ery or.e might have his own method pro-
\'ided it was constitutionaL He wanted each 
man to ktep himself within the bounds ol law 
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and constitution. He made a distinction be
twee~ law and constitution. So long as Jaw
making was not in their hands Jaws which 
were repugnant to justice and morality would 
be sometimes passed. They could not obey 
them. Passive resistance was the means to 
an end but was not the goal in itself. Passive 
resistance meant that they had to balance 
the advantages· and disadvntages arising 
from. obeying a particular order and not. 
obeying it. If in their balanced judgment 
they found that the advar*ages of disobP.y· 
ing .it under particular circumstances were 
greater, the sense of morality wou14 justify 
them in acting upon that conviction. This 
was a, very complicated question, and 
not, a question which could be discussed 
by a·large gathering like that. They must. 
leave the question to their leaders for their 
decision. They must clearly understand 
what passive resistance meant. It was a 
determination to a~hieve their goal at any 
sacrifices. If they wanted to reach their goa) 
and if they were hindered by ·artificial and 
unjust legislation and by any unjust combina· 
tion of circumstances it was their duty to 
fight it out. The Home Rule League wanted 
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them to know th~. If they did not want to 
use the words 'passh·e resistance' they might 
use the words 'at all sacrifices' but be would 
use both words in the sense in which he 
explained them. He did not preach unruliness 
or illegality,but he preached fixed determina
tion to reach the goal at any sacrifice. ~assive 
resisunce, he said, was perfectly constitu
tional. Law a:1d constitution were not the 
same. That was proved by history. So long 
as a particular law was not in conformity with 
justice and morality, and popular opinion 
according to the ethies of the 19th and 2oth 
centuries, so long as a particular order was 
not consistent ,-ith all these principles it 
might be legal, but it was not constitutional. 
That was a distinction which he wished them 
to obsen·e nry clearly. They should not 
confound the words •constitutionally' and 
·t~gally.' He wanted them therefore to confine 
themst!ves to strictly constitutional means 
and he wanted to tell the::n at the same time 
that eYery law in the technical sense of the 
term was not constitutional. They should 
educate their people and see that the right 
political ideal was placed before them, and 
their sense of justice roused so that they 
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-might ·work hard for that ·ideal without 
flinching in any way from it, and with all the 
determination they could command. 

In Conclusion Mr. Tilak asked the people 
to join the Home Rule League in large num· 
bers and do the work of educating the people. 
'They must wake up, and do the work 
-enthusiastically. If they would not do it, 
it would be a great misfortune to the country, 
They would not only be ruining themselves 
but they would be ruining the future genera· 
tions who would curse them. They would have 
to do theit duty to the country, to the future 
generations and above all to Go.d. It was a 
duty which they owed to Providence which 
governed all nations. That Providence was 
favourably disposed tow~rds, them; and they 
-should not Jet go the' opportunity granted to 
them by Providence. He would impress on 
them the necessity of moving unitedly at 
present, irrespective of caste or creed, or 
jealousies, fearlessly .and boldly. If they did 
that he was confident that their efforts could 
be crowned with success in the course of a 
few years by the blessing of Providence. 
(Loud applause.) 
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Thefollowin.g 'resolutiO?t on Self-GotJernme'1tt 
toa.B passed at tke Clllcutta Session of tke 
National Congres1 :- ' 

11This Congress expresses grateful satis· 
faction for the pronouncement made by His 
Majesty's Secretary of State for India on 
behalf of the Imperial Government that its 
object is the establishment of Responsible 
Government in India. This Congress strong .. 
ly urges the necessity of the immediate 
enactment of a Parlimentary Statute provid· 
ing for the establishment of Responsible 
Government in India, the full me~sure to be 
attained within a time limit, to be fixed in 
the Statute itself, at an early date. This 
Congress is emphatically of opinion that the 
Congress-League Scheme ot Refonns ought 
to be introduced by the Statute as the first 
step in the process.'' 
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In aupportirtg the above re8olution Mr. Tilak 
8poke 0.1 follows :- f 

"I have not the eloquence of my £fiend 
Mr. Bannerji, nor of my friend Mr. Jinnah, 
nor the trumpet voice of Mr. Bepin Chandra 
Pal. Yet I have to do a duty, and 1 mean 
to place before you without any introduction 
a few facts in support of the resolution which 
has been so ably moved by the proposer 

- ' seoonded by the Hon. Mr. Jinnah and certain· 
ly not amended but ,intended to be amended 
by my friend Mr. Bepin Chandra Pal. The 
resolution, as you all know, is about Self· 
Government or Home Rule for India. The 
first paragraph of it says: 'This Congress 
expresses grateful· satisfaction for the pro
nouncement made by Hi5 Majesty's Secre· 
tary of State far India on behalf of the 
Imperial Government that its object is the 
establishment of , Responsible Government 
in India.' The speaker who preceded me 
-I mean MrJ Bepin Chandra Pal-seems 
to think that it is not yet time to be 
grateful for the declaration of policy. To 
a certain extent I share in that view, but, 
at the. same time, I cannot say that the word· 
ing of the resolution is not adequate. For 
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gratitude, a.s you know, is defined by one of 
the best ethical writers of England to mean 
expectation of favours to come; and grateful 
satisfaction, translated in view of that defini
tion, means satisfaction at the pronounce
ment attended with an expectation that the 
later stages of it will come in course of time 
as early as possible. That .is how 1 interpret 
• grateful satisfaction '. I am satisfied for the 
present that a thing that was not pronounced 
before has been declared now, and I hope, at 
the same time, nay expect, that it will be 
foHo\\·ed up by higher stages of development 
in time to come. All talk about further 
stages is out of place at present. \Vhat 
should be the first step is the point that I 
want you to understand. A very simple 
definition of Home Rule which any of you 
including a peasant can understand is that I 
should be in my own country what an 
Englishman feels to be in England and in the 
Colonies. The simplest definition is that, and 
that is the whole of it. All those bombastic 
phrases, such as' partnership in the Empire,' 
'terms of equality,' etc., mean that I want to 
Le in my country not as outlander but as 
master in the same sense that an Englishman 
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is· a master in his own country and in the 
Colonies. That is complete Home Rule,· and 
if any one. is going to grant it to-morrow, I 

shall be very glad for its introduction, for . it 
will be Indian Home Rule granted all at 
once. but I see that it cannot be done. 
Some compromise has to be made with 
those who . are not in our favour and with 
some of our friends. The British ptJwer in 
India was introduced by a compromise, by a 
Charter. , In fact, the first step in' a province 
which you have not conquered is always 
with consent and compromise, and what the 
first step should be is explained in this resolu· 
lion. All talk about. future. progress, about 
the establishment of Rtsponsible Government. 
in. the Provinces· and afterwards in the 
Central Governt!l~ent' is a very good talk with 
which I fully sympathise but which I am not 
prepared to · demand as the first step of the 
introduction of Home Rule in India. That is 
the di!Jerence between myself and Mr. Bepin 
Chandra Pal. He wants the whole hog at 
once.· I say it should be granted to you by 
·stages: demand the first step so ·that the 
introduction of the second step would be much 
more ·easy than it is at present. The Govern· 
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ment in the pronouncement has used the· 
words "Responsible Government," not Home 
Rule or Self-Government. Mr. Mvotagu in 
the declaration and the Government of India 
in their Proclamation have deliberately used 
the words "Responsible Government'' un· 
fortunately without defining it, because Res-
ponsible Go\·ernment as naturalfy under· 
stood, means Executh·e Government respon· 
sible to the legislature. But in one place in 
Ur. Curtis's pamphlet I find that "responsible 
Government'' is dtfined to be one where 
the legislature is subject to. the executive. 
You will see that it is quite necessary to 
define the words ''Responsible Go\·ernment''; 
othen·ise words may be interpreted quite 
contrary to our intention and it may be said; 
"\\'e promise you Responsible Government 
but a Go,·emment where the legislature ought 
to be under the COJtrol of the Executive.'' And 
the more it is placei under the control of the 
Executive the more responsible it will btccme 
acwrding- to this. (Laug-hter.) l must state 
fraa~ly here th1t thi.:; is n()t the kind of 
Re~pJ:-t:;iL!e Government thlt 11·e want. \Ve 
un.ie:-sta:t J tJy the worJs " Responsible Go
vernment," a Go\·ernment wi1ere the execu· 
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tive is entirely responsible to the Legislature,. 
call it Partiament or by any other name, and 
ihat legislature should be wholly. elected .. 
·That is responsible Government that we want.· 
When I say· that the Executive should be· 

l. 

under the control of legislature, I go so-
far as to say that even Governors and 
Lieutenant-Governors must be elected by. 
legislative .bodies. That, however, will be
the final step. But in the present circum
stances I shall be quite content, and so I think. 
most of you will be content, if the first step\ 
that we demand is granted to you immedi· · 
ately, and Self.-Govemment at an early date. 
And by 'early stages' I do not think that any 
sane man would understand to be anything 
which would be attained in fifty years, because· 
a period extending .to fifty years is not 'early.'· 

':Anything that exceeds the . time of one
generation is not • early'. 'Early' means. 
certainly in ordinary parlance ten or fifteen 
years. I should have liked that a definite·. 
number of years ~hould have been introjuced 
in this resolution. However, we do not lose 
much. I say that no sane man can under 
stand ' early date' to mean other than ten 
or fifteen years. But some men thought that 
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it would be rash to ask for Home Rule or 
Responsible Go,·ernment in ten or fifteen . 
years. It was dropped. ~ever mind. At ; 
any rate, the sense is there. I must draw 
your attention to the pronouncement made. · 
\Vbat is it? It is tblt full Responsible Govern• 
mtnt or merely Responsible Go\:emment 
without any qualifications-that means the 
same thing-Responsible Government with· 
out any limiting qualifications will be granted 
to you in ten or fifteen years. That part of the 
answer gi\·en by ~lr. Montagu we note with 
grateful satisfaction in the sense in which 
I ha\·e just explained it. There are cer· 
tain other conditions. That pronounce
ment says that it will be granted to you 
by stages. \Ve al:;o agree to it. The third 
part of the declaration is that these stages 
"·ould be determind by the Government of 
India. \Ve do not agree to that. \Ve want 
the stages to be determined by us and not at 
the s"A·eet·will of the Executive. Nor do we 
"ant any compromise about it but insist on 
definite stages and the time to be fixed in 
the Act itseti so that the "'hole scheme 
may 1ork automatically, There we differ 
from the '.-ordiog of the ceclaration: bow· 
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ever it'is not said here in so many words 
but the second paragraph of the resolution 
oem~nds it: it demands a Parliamentary 
st~tute t~ ~e immediately passed definitely 
settling .. and fi:dng the time when the goal is 
to be reache~;not leaving it to the Govern· 
ment of India to determine when and at what 
circumstances and in what stages they will 
grant . fpll Responsible Government to us : 
definite time should be named , in the 
statute which will be passed about the subject 
very soon. · So, the second part of the resolu
tion is practically a suggested modification of 
the declaration about which we have ex .. 
pressed our grateful'satisfaction in the first 
part of the resolution. In the third para graph 
of the resolution we stick to what was 
passed last yeat· at Lucknow both by the 
Congress and the Muslim League. It has been· 
said that· that scheme is objectionable and 
that after a year's experience we should have 
modified it at this. Congress. I hold a 
different view. I am glad that we all hold 
the same view. (A cry of • no,' • no'.) That 
wilJ be determined when we take the votes.' 
lf we unanimously pass the resolution it may 
be that I shall be speaking for you when you 
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pas.li the resolution without a dissentient 
voice. I hold that the Congress·Leagu e 
scheme is the minimum which might be 
granted to us to satisf~r our aspirations at 
present and to make a decent beginning in 
the introduction of Home Rule in India. I 
tell you why. There have been a nu,mber of 
schemes suggested at various places in India 
by Congress men and non-Gongress men, by 
Muslim League men and non·Muslim League 
men and b!' backward and forward clas.~ess 
as they call themselves an j by other diffe
rent comunities, and all these repre~eritations 
have been stnt up to the Secretary of State. 
\Vhat do you find if you analyse them? The 
rna jority of them say that they approve of the 
Congress-League scheme but they want some-' 
thing more, and if you take vote, you have 
all thP votes for the Congress-League scheme 
and one vote for each scheme in the country. 
I say that that itself is an indication that the 
Congres.'i·League scheme is approved all over 
the country and we are not" goiag to take 
from it an inch. It has been saL! that the 
Government is p~ep.ue i to grant to you 
Respot:sible Guvernrnent but that you do not 
a!-k for it because th-: Congre~s-League 
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' scheme does not make Executive removable 
at the pleasure of the legislature: it cannot 
. be technically said to be :responsible. The 
pronouncement is that uResponsible Govern· 
men~" ·will be granted to you, that it should 
be gran.ted to you by stages, so that the first 
stage also must have something of Responsible 
Government. ·I do not think that that 
argument is right. The Government meaning 
is that one stage will be ·· Municipal and 
~cal, the second stage is provincial' and the 
last stage is Central Governmer:t. That is 
not the meaning that I attached to it. I say 
that the Congress-League scheme · does not 
provide for the removal of the Executive at 
the will of the legislature·: true, but it gives 
you all the control over the Executive. We 
say that the Executive should be under the 
'control of the legislature and that four-fifths 
of the legislative body should be elected. 
What does it mean? It means that the 
legislature which the Congress-League 
scheme demands will not be fully responsible 
in the sense· of being able to remove the 
Executive, but it can transfer the Executive. 
lf the Executive will not obey the legislature 
they may be transferred to some other post. 
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Why should you ask that the Executi~e 
'hould be removed? Once the Bureaucracy 
understands that they are responsible to the 
Legislative Councils, they are wise enough, 
intelligent enough to shape- ~hei( future 
-conduct accordingly.: they are not fools. A 
·beginning of the responsibility~is made~. ·The 
Executive are held responsible ·and . they 
must take their orders from elected Legis-· 
lative Councils. So, to say that the Congress· 
League scheme is not a beginning of Res
ponsible Government is merely deceiving 
()neself and others by a use of words with 
which always wise and selfish men try to 
deceive the masses. The second objection 
urged against the Congress-League scheme 
is that it is better to begin from below, that it 
is better to build up from foundation, 
than to begin with the top, so that you 
must begin with your Municipality, gradually 
have District Boards under your control, then 
bring Provincial Go~·ernments under your 
~ontrol and then the Central Government. 
Even that argument is fallacious. The case 
may apply to the building of a new house 
where you cannot build the top . without 
foundation, but the simile of a' house does not 
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apply ·to a political buildi~g, especially in 
the case of India. ·We in India are not 
children ~o be promoted from standard t() 

standard .'until we pass our graduation either 
in Arts or ia' Law. We are full-grown peopie. 

·We have had experience of governing 
Empires and ~ingdoms in the past. (Cheers.) 
We fully know the art. Add to it that we 
have received western education which lays 
down certain principles of.Government. We 
have learnt those 'principles and how to use 
those principles, having watched them so far 
in. civilised countries. Are we not capable 
of carrying on the Government of India from 
to-morrow if the Government is given int(} 
our hands? (Loud ;cheers.) \Vhen we say 
that Responsible Government should be 
granted to us by stages we cannot be meant 
to suppose that we should have training in 
Municipalities first, in District Boards after· 
wards, Provi~cial Legislative Councils next 

· and then in the Supreme Legislative Council. 
There is no parallel between the two. The 
case of India is Jike that of an emasculated 
man who had lost or made to lose all his 
nervous power. In the. case of a ner~ous 

disease, 'there is emasculation of the whole . 
3U 
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body and you h~ve to begin the treatment 
with the brain and not with the toe.: If you 
want to restore a man to health at o~ce, you 
give tonic to the brain, the centre. of all 
nervous system. So it is with India. lf the 
present Government is unfit for the adminis• 
tration of the country in the best interests of the 
Empire, the best remedy is to give tonic to the 
brain and that -is Simla or Delhi. Unless that 
centre is made sound soon you cannot expect 
that any local remedy applied to the different 
parts of the body-to the foot or hand or other 
parts of the body-would be of any avail. So 
the Congress-League provides that we must 
have certain powers in the Central Govern. 
ment. If it is not . made removable, we must 
at least be placed on a footing of equality. 
Half the members of the Executive should be 
our representatives, i.e., they should be elected·· 
by the people. Thus we must go on building 
from the top. \Ve do not want to divide the 
political Government in this country into 
parts, horizonta 1 or vertical. \Ve want to treat 
the whole man, and wewantsuchcuretobe 
administered as will cure his brain first and 
power over the lower limbs will gradually be 
restored. Our scheme provides for that. To 
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talk of Provincial Government when speaking 
of Imperial autonomy is to talk nonsense. 
We must have a share of the powerin the 
Central Government. The control over the 
Municipalities remains which the Central 
Government, and you know how that power 
is being exercised and what actual' independ
ence you have in a Municipality. If you 
mean to have local Self-Government you 
muat have power all through from top to 
bottom, i.e., Responsible Government from 
top to . bottom. In the· Cong-ress-League 
scheme it js provided that the Imperial 
Legislativ~ Council should have four-fifths 
of its members elected and one-fifth nomi· 
nated and that the legislature should have 
control over the Executive. I admit that 
this is not Resp~nsible Government but it Is 

~ r~ally the beginning of Responsible Govern· 
ment. Take the case of a minor whose estate 
is in charge of the Court of \Vards. The 
minor having attained majority claims the 
estate. ;from the Court of Wards. Supp~ 
the defence of the Court of Wards is that 
they will transfer the power by parts, say 
1he stables outside the house. What is 
·the. result? When that is done, the Court 
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of \\' ards "·ill say .. \\' e shall then think 
at a later date of transferring the whole 
house to the man.'' That defence would not 
be good enough in a Court of Law; any 
Judge \Till throw it away. The same is the 
case in the political struggle bet11·een the 
Bureaucracy and the Nation. Bureaucracy is 
the trustee of our interests. \Ve ha\'e- attained 
the age of majority; we claim our estate 
from Bureaucracy and men like Mr. Curtis 
are prepared to tell us: "Yes, we know that 
"·e shall ha "e to transfer the whole power 
to you, but we shall see that it is transferred 
to you gradually when proper electorates 
are brought into existence, and that at some 
time in the course of a century or two "hen 
the preparations .are complete or according 
lO the Hindu time, some time in this Kali 
Yuga we shall transfer the power to you.'' 
That kind of defence ought not to be allowed 
for one moment. \Ve are entitled to the 
possession of the \ll·hole house, and if we allow 
you to share our power with you in that 
house, it is a concession made for yo11 in the 
hope that you "·ill soon clear out d it. You 
ha ,.e managtd the house so long ; you have 
l~n liring iu the house; we •·ill allow you to 
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live in the house for a longer time, but eten
ttially you must acknowledge that from to-day 
we are masters of the house; then alone there 
can be any compromise; otherwise, none •. 
The first: merit of the Congress scheme is. 
that it asks for a. transfer of power to 'the 
elective body in the Cc;:ntral Governm~nt 
itself. Without a· share-an equal share-in 
the Central ·Government, it is hopP.less to 
be· abte to govern the sm~ller portions of 
the Empire,, such as Municipalities, Local 
Boards, etc:,. with. any sense of Responsible 
Government ... You m~st banish from your 
mind the· idea. of building from the bottom. 
That s not the analogy applicable to' our 
sclreme~ ·. We consent to nothing less than 
what is .embodied in the Congress-Lea· 
gue sheme. We must have· control over 

· the Central Government. The Government 
o~ Ind.ia is one body from· the gods of Simla. 
to the lowest P?lice man in the village. If 
you want to grant our right, if you think that· 
our claiU,ls are just, we· must have a share at 
the top. All these arguments against our 
sch·eme are intended to deceive you nnd are 
advanced br people whose idea is. to re· 
main in possession of the house even though 
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we hare attained our majority and are 
entitled to the possession of the whole house. 
Mr. Bepin Chan~ra Pal admitted that we 
must ha\'e the whole Congress scheme plu• 
something more. I want also that plu.1 and 
not flllltuR. Dut I claim the first term of this 
~quation to begin with, the other terms 
wiil follow, and I shall be one with him 
when we fight for the second stage, and I 
ask him and entreat him to be one \\'ith me 
in fighting for the first. The second merit of 
our scheme is that it tries to build upon the 
existing foundation. It is not a new scheme 
requesting the G:>Vernment to intro1uce any 
moJification in the machinery of the govern
ment. The machinery has been in existence 
for hundred years or more. \Ve want the 
Secretary of State, we want the Imperial Gov· 
ernmeot, we want the Local Governments, 
•·e want the Municipality, we want the Dis
trict BoarJ, and we want also the Brueau
cr~cy to stay in the land and not to go out of 
it. \\' e all want these, but we want eert.ain 
transference of po~er, a decentralisation 
\\'hich will vest peopie with power in every 
one of these institutions. . \\' e do not want to 
chatJge the instiu.:tions. \Ve do not say that 
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India should be governed by a Crown Prince 
from England or that the administra· 
tion should be transferred to any Native 
Chief. ·We say "Retain your administrative 
machinery as it is.'~ Our question is not with 
machinery hut with power. The Government 
of India is composed of 'legislative and 
executive. We want no changes in Govern· 
or, Governor-General· and also Executive 
Councils but we want that the power that 
vests in th~· Executive should be transferred 
to the ~egislature .. We do not want to dis· 
turb the machinery. We do not want a new 
machinery to be introduced. What we want 
is that 'there are certain wheels in the machi·. 
nery which have appropriated to themselves 
the power of regulating the machinery, and 
we want that power· to be transferred t() 

other. wheels. It is ·no new scheme: it is 
a tried scheme, a tried machinery. All that is. 
required is transfer of power from one part of. 
the machinery to another. The Secretary 
of State should be deprived of the ·power 
of controlling the ~overnment of India. 
The true Government of India should be in 
India. \Vhat next 1 The Bureaucracy also 
agrees with us that power should be trans· 
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ferred by the Secretary of State to the present 
Go\'emment of India. We want it trans
ferred to the Government of India and 
that the Executive should be under the 
control of the legislature. At present about 
half the members are elected in the Legis. 
lath·e Council. \Vhat is the objection 
to electing a few more? All objection falls 
to the ground when you remem~r that 
when so many Imperial Council members. 
are elected now and do their wprk often 
to the satisfaction of Government. All that 
we ask for in our scheme is to have a few 
more members of that kind and give them 
power to control the Executive. \Ve are 
to build upon the existing foundation. 
The objection that our scheme is unwork· 
able, untried and that it has never been tried 
in other countries is useless and harmful to 
our interests if the objection is put in a lan· 
guag-e which may decei\'e the unwary. The 
seconj objection was that if we ha\'e half the 
Eiecuti\·e elected and half the Executire 
nominated, there would be a deadlock. It 
is said that one-half of the Executh·e will 
be fighting against the other bali and 
that the conflict would make the administra·-
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tion nugatory. 1 say no. Out scheme says that· 
theGovemorshall have the power of veto and 
he would decide which side is correct and the 
administration· will not. be hampered in any 
way at aU. lVe have made provision ·for it, 

'and that provision does not suit the Bureau
crats who are in power· and.· they think 
·that when power is shared like that they 
must act with greater respect to popular 
opinion. Lastly, I say that our scheme is 
better th~n any other scheme for another 
reason, and that· reason' is that no ·other 
scheme wiJJ be so compatible with the wishes 
of the British Parliament' as 'burs. Mr. Curtis 

·and Sir Valentine Chirol .have been forced 
'. ' 

·--and I do not think . quite willingly;-to 
accept the pronouncement of the Government 
as the basis of. future 'work. Government 
having declared the policy-those two gentle
men would have been very glad if the Govern
ment had not declared their polic~they 
have accepted that policy. Hut what are they 
trying to do' with it? Given that proclama
tion~ how much of it, in fact'~ hat is the lowest 
proportion of it, that can be conceded to the 
people? . They wish to draw the minimum 
length. provided for in that proclamation. 
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That is the problem before Mr. Curtis and Sir 
Chirol. Our' problem i,. how long the line 
can be drawn. 1 must warn you not to accept 
any other scheme or to be carried away by it 
simply because the author of it professes to 
limit it. I therefore commend this resolution 
for your unanimous acceptance .. (If>ud and 
prolonged cheers.)" 

' ' 
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Shishit Kumar Chose 
The sizth anniversary. meeting to comme· 

tnOf'ate the ascension of Babu Bhishir Kumar 
Gho&e vaa held at Mohom'Jhon Theatre, at 
2 P· m, 01l January 3, 1918. · Long btfore the 
appointed hour, the a1ulitorium was filled to 
ita utmoat eapa.city, leaving not even standing 
room for anybody. · 

The arrival of LOk. Tilak on the platform 
was signalised by repeated rounds of cheer• 
ing and cries of B.andemataram which con
tinued for some minutes., 

Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak rose 
amidst loud cheers and said :-

Friends and gentlemen, we have airheard 
· a number of incidents relating to the life of 
one whose memory we have come here to 
commemorate fo-day .. As for myself, I want 
to add only,a few words to what has already 
been said. I must say first that I had the 
pleasure .and honour of being personally, 
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acquainted th Shishir Babu. I have learnt 
many lessons itting at his feet. I revered 
him as my fat r (Hear,' hear,) and I venture 
again to say tQ he; in return, loved me as 
his son. 1 can 11 to mind many an inter
view that 1 ha:d ith him at the "Patrik~'' 
office some of whi 1lasted for hours. I have 
distinct recollecti~ of what he told me of 
his experiences as 'ournalist with tears in 
his eyes and sympa y in his words. I then 
requested him, I rem her now, to put down 
those incidents, ·at I t to lea\'e not.es in 
writing, so that they ht serve the future 
historian of the country even the writer o 
his life. 

To me, Shi~hir Babu fig es as the poineer 
d journalists in this c 'ltry. After the· 
Mutiny when he was on!) 5 years of a&"e, 
came the establishment of British Bure
aucracy in this country- i. as a despotic 
n;le anJ the country ~·ante a man who 
wou1J cope with their de\·i'ce who would 
see the inne~ meaning of t · . de\ices
who was courageous erwugh t eet them, 
w!d and honest enough to t ose them, 
and take defeat calmly and cool~ in order 
to resuscitate for future strength. \uch ~·as 
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Shishir Kumar Ghose. The '' Patrika '' is 
the manuestatirn' of the. spirit of which he 
was full~nobody may talk of the '' Patrika '' 
without being reminded of .. Shishir Kumar 
Ghose. At this time a man' was required 
with a feeling heart to realise the position of 

I 
the masses who were then governed by a 
.despotic rule-one who rr.Ust have sympathy 
,with the people w.ho wr;re unjustly treat~d 
'~nd did not know what·:o do but only looked 
up to heaven for hil . The. p~ople were 
dumb. The bureauc acy ·had full power. 
The Mutiny had ju . . been over and. British 
Rule had been firml established in the land. 
At such a time a an was required to steer 
the national ship o a ·safe harbour constitu· 
tionally and leg lly-a man of courage, a 
.man who call see through the actions 
of the bureau acy-actions which were 
calculated to bear fruit in the distant 
future. 

It is · a ver ~ifficult task now to criticise 
the Govern ent-lt was more so in those 
days and t only ~iting sarcasm but great 
resourcefti ess, great courage, great insight 
.and ]~r e sympathy was . required to 
.make h n~t journalism a success in the 
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land. Shishir abu had· these qualities m 
abundance. The uthorities feared him. They· 
could not raise heir finger to crush him: 
You ha \'e just n heard the story of' Sir 
Ashley Eden who nted to strike at him but 
could not. What s it due to? It was not 
due to legal or any ther protection-it was 
due to the character ~the man which was· 
his only protection. . r Ashley feared not · 
so much the writing f the man, .but the 
character of the man ·o would persist fn 
writing such things so·! gas the injustice 
was not removed. 

In 'Shishir Kumar we ~d a man who 
would not care for ho~o 'Or favour but 
would stand boldly by his g s until succes~ 
was attain.ed. (Hear. hea.r). 
man at times is not able to. much-for 
strength is to be joined with pr Jence, pru~ 
dence is to be coupled with. for ight-both 
with courage and keenness of erception, 
which is granted only to a few pe le in the 
world. In Shishir Kumar all thes qualities 
were combined. Such a man· I ad the 
honour and the pleasure of knowin·g . 
. Journalism-independent and free NurnaJ.. 
Ism-was not an easy task in those <kys-
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6o years ago, when many of you were char• 
med with Government Service. You looked· 
upon such a man as rather eccentric-he 
might be independent, might be bQl'lest,: b~t 
certainly not worldly. He had to calmly, 
bear the reproaches of. f~iends for having, 
refused Government favours and other 
things that make life happy and easy. He 
stood alone and his conscience was h~ 

stand. He thought that he had a message t() 
give to the world~h~ thought that he had a' 
duty to do and h~ did it unflinchingly. That 
was the man wpo led Bengal in the last 
decades of the I9tf century. I am glad tt> say 
that those traditions of the paper are being 
faithfully maintained to this day (cheers).l 
myself have something to do with journalism. 
and when I take a survey of the papers that 
ha\·e been ct~ried on for two generations. 
with the sarqe policy and with the same spirit 
-1 can point to one paper and that is the 

I 

"Amrita Bazar;· Patrika'' (cheers). I had a 
tallc on that subject with my friend Babu 
MotiJal Ghose. I asked him how is it that he 
could copy his brother so exactly in language, 
style and sentiment and he told me that he 
had studied his brother and nothing else and 
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hence he had b~n able to maintain the spirit 
of the paper. 

These high idea'~ are out of the reach of th~ 
common people an he common people judge,. 
these men by their I wn standards, attribut~ 
to them motives wh hare foreign to the0:1"' 
Shi~hir Babu also ha o face this and he di~ 
the work which can tr be called the work 
~f an ange1. He ~aw hat the service o£ 
humanity was a step pin stone to the service 
of God. When he gave u owing to physical 
feeblenesi, his work at e ''Patrin" office, 
he devoted his time to the rvice of God with, 
the same enthusiasm and f vour with which. 
he did service to the peop ·Such was the 
man we have los~' It am so 
adept in character·sketchin 
given you certain prominent h'\racteristics, 
of his life, I think l have done ough. Such 
a man is rare to find. You h ve his life 
written ; and from it you may kn w the story, 
of his life but underneath all this o not fai\ 
to find out and properly value ~he man 
v•ho had made jl1urnalism wha it is in 
India. 

I know with what enthusiasm an\eager~ 
ness the ~~ratrika'' was awaited in y prq-
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vince every :week 40 years 8JO. I know how 
people were ~elighted to :ead his sarcashl, 
his pithy arid critical notes.written in his racy 
style, simple but at the ~ame time ·effective. 
How people longed to" J~ the ·paper on the 
day it was due by po5J how people enjO}~td 
it-~·1 know it.personatly. {Hear,: hear). You 
in Bengal cannot ·k~ow what we felt and 
thought· in the MaM,rastra. Strange stories 
circulated about these brothers in my province. 
People used to ·sa/ that Shishir Babu was 
writing with one ~oot ·in jail and the othet 
brother was waitfllg simply to see' when the: 
elder is sent tQ j£1. There 'were stories like' 
that and if th~f 

1
do not correspond with facts1 

they at least . j;1ustrate the· feeling and thel 
reverence with/which the paper was read in 

;· , 

my part of the country . .'They show how the 
man was apPreciated. They were really
delighted ·'to' see his writings but very 
few had j rAe courage 'to· quote those 
remarks before others, they en joyed them in 

, I I . 
secret. 

1 
• 

I may,! further tell you that when we 
started. our paper in vernacular, we tried to 
follow,1 the editor of the "• A. B. Patrika. '' 
This / J as the time when one had to teach 
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the people how ~o crit~~ise ·the bureaucracy 
and . at the . same' time·. keep oneself' safe; 

' ' ' ' ' j ~ 

bodily at least if not pecuniarily. That. was 
the idea fully developed by Shishir Kumar 
in those days of journali~m. Bureaucracy 
is at ways anxious to· conciliate its critics 
not by mending its way but by offering 
bribes to them and the dignity of Shishir 
Kumar Jay not so much in his writings as in 
the courage which he showed at a critical 
time, when favours were offered to him and 
he rejected them with contempt. Such a man 
he was. · · 

Babu Shishir. Kumar was a true political 
saint and I regret as much. as you do that 
that kind of character is gettihg rare in these 
days, as it is bound to be by the demoraliza· 
tion of the despotic government. We thank 
God that we had such a man in the early 
years of journalism in India. He was a hero 
in the true sense of the word. He did not 
see his aspirations fulfilled. It might be 
fulfilled in a generation or two or more, but 
"'e cannot forget that it was he who laid the 
foundation. Such a man deserved to be 
respected not only during his life but for all 
time to come. 1 l'ish you to study h~ life-
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to look not ~o his . failings but to his great. 
achievements-to draw inspiration from him 
ana follow in' .:his: footsteps as far as it is. 
~ibl~ ·for you to. ·do., · ' · · 
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Ali Brothers 
Th8 fol~u·ing i1 thupesck ef Mr. TiZak, t,. 

tn,oving the re1olution of the relea1e of All 
Brothers, at. thB Calcutta lnditi,J N4tiO'If,Q,l 
Congrea1 in 1917. . ; 

Madam, mother of Messrs. Mohomed All 
and Sbaukat Ali, Fellow Delegates, ladies 
and gentlemen.-The mother of Messrs Moho-
med Ali and Shaukat Ali, the revered mother 
-the mother of the brave-is here,· and. it 
befits you all to hear in silence what is to be 
said in support of the resolution asking the 
Government to release the two interned 
deteneos. 1 use that word deliberately b& 
cause they have been suffering on suspicion 
for long from day to day and on grounds, 
which were discovered not at the time of this 
internment, but after they had been detained. 
The resolution runs thus:....: . : · , 

fkat thil CongreBI twgtB on th1 GGve"'"'~ 

the imMedicte relea~e r/ J4eur• Mohomed AU 
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and Shaukat Ali who ka t·e remained incarcerated 
1i1Ke October, 1914 and are now kept i·nterned 
~ecaUo'e of religious scruples u:hich they hold. i1~ 
tommon with the whole of Islanl i1& India and 
eueu:here and which are not incompatibld ·with 
loyalty to the King Emperor.. . 

Continuing the ·speaker s~id that. they all 
knew· why Mr. Mohomed Ali was interned 

. u·nder the Defence of India Act in 1914. That 
'Act was very elastic and invested the autho
tities with the complete power of despotism. 
If .the Executive thought, without aay further 
enquiry .on -the· evidence of· the C.I.D.-the 
evidence, he might sa·y, manufactured evi
dence.; ' manufactured according to · their 
wishes,that there was: a danger to the public 
td.nquility ·,or safety; ·without caring to 
divulge anything, they could intern a person. 
That was what happened in this case. Moho· 
med Ali ·was. interned in 1914 apparently 
for publishing :.certain articles in the press, 
but the real cause.:was that he displeased the 
high authority.; .. Though there ·was no con· 
vincing proof 1 before the authorities they 
were interned. Both the Hindus and the Maho
medans requested Government to publish the 
grounds oq which the. Executive Govern· 
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ment interned them. No response was made 
to their request . and the public protest. 
Gradually Government .climbed. down and 
,they were willing to let them off .. Nego~i~
tions were going on, and the Hon. Raja 
Sahib of Mahmudabad and . the Hon .. Mr. 
Jinnah were . both willing to assure Govern~ 
ment that there was no danger in Jetting 
t:tem off. Both those two Hon'ble gentleme~ 
had the assurance of the whole of the Moha
med an community at their back. The whole 
of the Mohamedan community: was prepared 
to stand guarantee for them. With it .they 
might add the voice of th~ Hindu community_ 
That meant that pratically the whole. of 
India was unanimous. But the C.I.D. ,.did 
not like their release. Sometime the C.I.O. 
tried to control the Executive Department. 
The speaker compared the C.I.D. with the 
Rakshasa'' who wanted to destory his creator, 
•• Lord Shiva "· The C.I.D. were entrusted 
with the task of finding out evidence by which 
the detention of those two brothers could be 
supported. The C.I.D. went to Chindwar;t .. 
had a talk with them and wanted to ascertain 
whether they would be loyal to.the crown. 
It was not a new thing to them; they were 
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loyal before;· But th~re · was· a condition 
attached to it.' The C.l.D. said'that the two 
brothers owed aJlegiance to God above and 
th~·Executive god below: "'Mr. Mohamed Ali 
wa5.prepared to be loyal to the King Emperor 
provided his religious scruples were observed. 
That statement was at once pounced upon 
by'the C.I.D. and the' Executive Government 
Those two ·brothers were 'not detained 
for th'at. "That fact was discovered after this 
detention and it was made ·the ground for 
detaining them further at Chindwara (shame; 
shame). They detained the persons for some 
reason which did not justify them.' Something 
~ubsequently cropped ··:up and · that was 
Immediately laid hold of to justify their action. 
They· then continued to detain· them. "Reli· 
gious ·Scruple" could not be a ground for 
detaining a person.· It was not a tenable 
ground. It was illusory, fallacious and unjust. 
The next step t~ken by Government was 
this. The C.I.D. discovered a letter, supposed 
to have been written .bY the interned brothers. 
,That· letter brought out · certain supposed 
connection between these two brothers and a 
reli~ious Mahomedan ·gentleman of Delhi 
·and it was alleged that they were in league 
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with the King's enemies. Immediately it 
was got hold of, it was placed before the 
Viceroy. But Government, instead of asking 
these two brothers, who denied the charge, to 
uplain,detained them further. If Government 
had reliable information 90 the point the two 
brothers would have been placed on trial 
on· the information supplied· by the ·c.i.D. 

. ' I I 

This is a \7ery solemn occasion. We, ~re 
passing the resolution in . the presence of 
their mother. .Mind, . mother's grief, and 
mother's care is ·something' unprecedented· 
1 am not going · to co~ pan~ it with . any· 
thing else. But let me assure the mother on 
your behalf that the titie to become' a mother 
of a brave son so far exceeds in importance 
that I appeal to h~r to forgive and forget what 
Government has do11e · and . to take consola~ 
tion in the fact that all ,of us pave sympathy 
with her in her present' position. I pray toGod. 
that we may have many· more mothers' like 
her in this count~y (hear, ·hear): That is the 

·only consolation I can offer· in the present 
si~uation and I do so with your premiss.io~; 
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Swarajya 
, ,'A Great mau ~eeting wM held on .Sunday 
(ld-11-17) in the Co~/erence Pandal at Godkra, 
uAe~ Mr. Tilak . deli~ered t£ stirring address on 
Jnditin Home Rule.·, Mr. Gandhi presided, :-
. Mr~ Tilak, who was accorded a tremendous 
·ovation on: rising to· speak, apol~gised to 
th~m: for' the unavoidable necessity .of his 
'having' to speak to' them in Marathi. He 
then delivered his

1 

address on '' Swarajya" 
and why they wanted it. He referred at the 
o~~~t .to .. the forces' of opposition and. re
action that had recently been brought intto 
active, play. An' atteqtpt was being. ma~e 
by· these forces to create misun'derstanding 
h) the;'minds of ignorant Englishmen. as to 
.what they· wanted in India. It was unfortu· 
'nate that some of their own men should have 
a·llowed themselves to be Jed away by the 
campaign of calumny against the Home 
Rulers. Of course, it was explicable why the 
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authorities were up in arms against the 
agitation for constitutional reform in India. 
They feared very naturally that, if the'Indian 
demand were conceded, it wquld seriously 
interfere with the unfettered exercise of their 
power and authority to w hicb they had been 

long used. Latterly, a body of retired. 
Englishmen who had lost all touch with the 
rate of progress in India and who had 
otherwise done little or nothing to acquaint 
themselves about the real India had begun to 
pose themselves as the great "friends'' of the 
Indian people and had been giving the world 
to understand that they were out for helping 

India to attain Nationhood. It was indeed 
very kind of them to be taking so muc·h 
trouble for their sake. But it was somewhat 
curious that the Harrise's and Sydenhams 
who in their day never did a good work td 

the Indian people should have now come 
forward, especially on the eve of Mr. 
Montagu's ·visit to this country. 

He next referred to the internment of Mrs. 
Besant and the great humiliation that was in 
store for the Madras bureaucrats led by Lord 
Pentland. It had irritated them considerably 
no doubt, and they lost their perspe·ctive in 
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cpnsequence. It had been forgotten that they 
did not . want Lord ·Pentland to be removed· 
but they wanted that Lord Pentland should 
act in consonance with their will. The civil 
servants too w~re afraid that, if '1 Swarajya '' 
were: given. to .the people, their power and· 
authority (lzzat and lbrahat) would be gone, 
and the ciyil servants were, therefo~e, oppo
·sed to it, I 

MEANING OF "SWARAJYA" 
. ••swarjya" meant only one thing, conti..

nued. Mr. Tilak, and that thing was that the 
p>wer should be vested in them (the people).' 
lt'meant that, under it, the Sovereign Powet· 
W()uld. be strengthened and· not Authority~ . 
The great claim of the bureaueracy was that 
it had made India ".prosperous''. He would. 
fain concede it, but the facts were against it. 
During, their. Ioo years' work in India, be 
wanted tp know what the bureaucracy: had 
done to train the people industrially and . 
otherwise and makP. them self·helping and · 
self-reliant. It ·was an open secret that the 
cptton .puties, which had happily been done . 
a way with now, had been hitherto maintained 
in the interests of Lancashire cotton spinners. 
The . authorities were' naturally anxious to 
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mainta:in. power in' their own hands and they 
had no quarrel with them for that. But that 
desire was unjustifiable the moment the Jaw· 
ful claimants demande'd it back. lt had been 
said that the English Government had given 
India p·eace and order ; but that was all. 
The peace and order had been accompani· 
ed by no tangible results. During the 
time of the Peshwas, there were no elaborate 
commissariat arrangements, and yet at a 
moment's notice hundreds of people· were 
ready to ·render service to the State: and 
it was not' said 'that the Peshwas had not 
maintained' peace and order. As he had 
already remarked, it was the great secret of 
political Government by England that a so
called peace and order had been given with
out any tangible results. In this connection. 
he referred to Dadabhai's famous indictment 
of British Rule and paid a warm tribute of 
praise to the great work of the deceased 
patriot. 

A VIRTUAL "SCRAP OF PAPER'' 

Referring to the Queen's Proclamation of 
1858, he pointed out now it had been treated 
by many of the bureaucrats, responsible as 
\\'ell as irresponsible, as no better than of 
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antiq~arian interest. To the ruler, colour 
made no differ.ence in the treatment of his 
subjects, b~t men in authority were swayed 
by their own p~ions and prejudices and. had·, 
nullified. the great pledges. given_, to them in 
th~ past. D~~ling with. the Morley-MintQ· 
Reforms,. he observed that, while there was 
some impr~vement over the past state of : 
affairs, the progress. was by ~o means satis
factory .or even consistent. with their. actual. 
needs. In the Legislative Councils, ,they 
were like witnesses in a Court of Law: they 
were mere lookers-on of the. great. drama.o( 
Government They did not certainly . want 
that kind of farce any more. What they wanted 
was real, effective control over the adminis-
tration, h<?t~ Legislative and Executive. 

Mr. Tilak also referred to the recent Italian 
reverses and regretted that India was not in a 
position to support the Allied cause as well 
as they inight have wished. India's military 
power had rem~jned unexploited, and he 
doubted very much if it. would have been so· 
if the Government were "popular". As Mr .. 
Lloyd Ge~rge had said in his message to 
Lord Willingdon. what was wanted was that 
India's heart should be "touched". Until that. 
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was done, it was not possible to expect great 
help from India. After all, the Government 
had to remember that with this \\'ar, alt the 
trouble would not automatically cease.· As 
Mr. Bonar Law once remarked, thet:e might 
be a second Punic war yet. The future was 
full .. of perils and grave . portents and it 
"'as statesman~hip to be reaJy to face any 
.eventualities'' 

THE ANGLO-INDIAN HUE AND CRY. 

The Anglo-Indians' hue and cry was not 
only ill-timed and ill advised but wa.S positive
ly harmful to the lasting interests of the 
Empire. The people wanted Self-Government 
not on! y . for their own benefit but for the sake 
of the Empire. In any struggle or crisis, a con
tented Self-Go,·erning ·India was the greatest 
and surest aiset of the Empire, and those who 
overlooked it were doing the greatest mis
<:hief to the Imperial cause. Apart from it 
the case for Self-Government was invincible. 
A strong wave of democracy was passing all 
the world over and even the British Govern
ment had hailed the Russian Re\'olution as 
the 'cfirst great triumph of the present \Var." 
Lord Sydenham_'s contention that they 
in India take advantage of Britain's 
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troubles to agitate for Self-Government was 
false. ·They had already been. agitating for 
Self-Government for over 30 years.All over the 
. world Self-Government was on the anvil, and 
India alone could not be expected to sit still. 

People were no longer prepared to put up 
with "stone-laying" governors and a civil 
service that spent public money as it pleased. 
They wanted to see that, after the War, the 
Government was thoroughly responsible to 
the people and carried on the administration 
according to· their needs. Before resuming 
his seat, · Mr. Tilak exhorted the audience to 
be bold and courageous and frankly tell the 
officials, if they were asked, that they wanted 
Home· Rule. It was no crime to say that. 
The demand had been admitted to be fair, 
legitimate and constitutional by the highest 

. judicial and executive authorities in the land, 
and lately His Majesty's Government had 
accepte~ it as the goal of British rule in India. 
Mr. · Tilak resumed his seat amidst a fresh 
outburst of cheering after he had spoken for 
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Swarajya 
u,&Jer tkt attipidotu of tltl .Amraoti Hom~ 

Rule League J[r. Tilak rruule tM follo1ring 
tptecA OJJ }eo. IJ, 1917. 
. Amidst shouts of cheering and applause 
Lokamanya Tilak rose to thank the public 
and \·arious associations for doing him a 
great honour. He said that the fact that so 
many associations were doing him honour 
showed that1'an people had pined hands 
together for the great National work of Home 
Rule, or Swa.rajya. Hindus and Muham;, 
madans, moderates and extremists had dis
carded their differences. They all wanted 
Home Rule, or Swarajya. Their demand 
•·as a united demand.' The great Rakshasa 
in the path of union has disappeared. Minor 
ones, like the antagvnisms of some non~ 

Brahmana communities, were negligible. 
They in their own time would disappear 
after they had experienced the efforts of their 
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suicidal tendencies. They had a definite plan 
and organisation of Self Government settled 
at Lucknow by great men of all parties and . 
creeds. Every one should ask with an open 
bold face for Home Rule and declare himself 
to be a thorough Home Ruler. The 
icleal,of Home Rule for .India was held legal . 
. ro · preach· it was not ·sedition. Great 
1authoriti.es in England . 'and in · India had. 
recognised it as the worthy aspiration of the 
.Indians. The point at dispute was only 'time • 
. ~qdians wanteq it within two or three years, 
,~hat ·is, at the conclusion of the War.: If 
, lndia ·were notto be raised to the status 
.pf a: Self-Governing .member within .the 
J::mpire, they ,would be disappointed. For 
.t~e : jwhole .Empire to last long and to 
.t:~main·. on a solid foundation, lndia must 
~e granted~: Self Government. War had 
,~;iven India an opportunity to show its loyalty 
~o the British Throne, and its faith in the Bd· 
·~ish cC!nne~tion. It had <;reated confidence in 
.the ~i~ds of the rulers about the ruled. It had 
.changed the. old "a~gle of vision" of· British 
reop1er Even conservative people Jike Lord 
lsliogto~ had declared ,recently that some
~ing in the way of reform must be done for 
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India. War had testerl India's loyalty. If 
conservative men had changed to that extent, 
what must be the 'riews of Liberals and 
Radicals in England. They must go to them, 
put their case before them and Home Rule 
w·ould be had in two years. Colonies were 
trying to get a hand in the aflairs of India, 
as the conspiracy of Mr. L. Curtis had 
"Showed. They must have Home Rule as soon 
as possible, to avoid any additional diffi
culties. The Almighty God had given them 
the ·opportunity to strive for. No one thought 
that Indian political aspirations would be so 
near realisation a few, years ago .. But unless 
they worked, they would. not get Home Rule. 
Such opportunities did not come often. The 
whole of India must be converted into Home 
Rulers, so that the Government might know 
that not to grant Home Rule would be a 
permanent disappointment. They must say 
that they would not be satisfied with any
thing but Home Rule, which was their just 
and legitimate demand. They should .strive 
for it and get it, their efforts should be sincere 
.and continuous. The rulrrs would soon corrre 
round to their view and give them Home 
Rule. 
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·Political Creed • 
. I have, like other political workers, my 

. own ~differences ·with the .. Government as 
regards certain measures, and to a certain 
~extent even the. system of internal administra· 
tion. : But it is· absurd on that account to 
speak: of my actions or. my attitude as in 
anyway hostile to His Majesty's Government. 
That has never been my wish or my object. 
·I may ·state once for all that we are trying 
· in India, as the Irish Home Rulers have been 
doing in Ireland, for a reform. of the system 

. of administration and not for the overthrow 
of Government and I have no hesitation in 

-saying that the acts of violence which have 
I been committed iii the different parts of India 
· are. not only repugnant to me, but have, in 
·my opinion, only unfortunately retarded, t() 
·a:. great extent, the peace of our political 
·progress. · Whether looked at froq1 an indi· 
vidual or from a public point of view, they 
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deserve, as I have said before on several 
occasions, to be equalJy condemned. 

It has been well said that British Rule is 
conferring inestimab1e benefit on India not 
only by its civilized methods of administra· 
tion, but also by bringing together the · 
different nationalities ·and races of India . 
. so that a United Nation may grow out 'of it 
in course of time. 1 do not believe. that· if 

'we had any other ruler except the liberty 
loving British, they could have- conceived 
and assisted us in developing such a National 
Ideal. Everyone who has the interests ot 
India at heart is fully· alive· to this 1 and 
similar advantages of the British Rule; . and 
the present crisis is, in my opinion, a· ble5sing 
in as much as it has universally evoked ·opr 
united feelings and sentiments of loyalty t() 
· the British Throne• 
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Mr. Gokhale 
·JlrJ Tilak. in fl~uving the resolution on the 

deo.th,,f Jlr~ Gokhale at the lith ProtinciaZ 
Bomlxly Co'ttference on lOth May 1915. spt~ke 

AI folkws :-· · 
'! He said that it was in a way· a great mis
fortune that a day should come \\hen he 
should have to propose the sad resolution 
which he did. He felt sadness and sorrow 
mote keenly than others; because he was in 
part· responsible in introducing Mr. Gokhale 
into the field of politics, a field in which that 
:zealous and sincere worker ·lost his life by 
over-work. People should not judge of his 
relations with Mr. Gokhle by what appeared 
on the outside. He had worked with Mr. 
Gokhale for eight years in the Fergusson 
ColJege, and had known him in various capa· 
cities in his political career. No man could 
beuer know than he {did Mr. Gokhale's 
qualities of head and heart-his zeal in the 
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country's cause, his sincerity and single
mindedness, his determination to take to the 
end the task he might take in hand. It was 
a misfortune of India that she could not boast 
of many such men. The loss of a man like 
Mr. Gokhale was irreparable; but people 
must try their best to fill up the gap. He 
urged the audience not to simply rue the· 
loss, but heroically · determine to work as 
Mr. Gokhale did. Death awaited all; why, 
not then work strenuously while life .lasted l 
A 11 men, he . knew, could not be Gokhales : 
but surely ali Indians were not women, with 
bangles on. Indeed he knew · people who 
were almost the equals of Mr. Gokhale · in 
abilities, but they unfortunately had not Mr, · 
Gokhale's sincerity and single-minded devo
tion to the country's cause. The resolution 
he proposed rightly conveyed to the last Mr. 
Gokhale's bereaved family the condolences 
ol the whole audience. That was to allevi .. 
ate in a small measure, their sorrow which 
not, as all knew, tempered if 'shared · with 
others. But that was not the chief reason 
why he had been there tQ propose the resolu·· 
tion. People must not simply be. sad and 
<:ry; to do so. "'as to proclaim to the world 
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their :.unmanliness. He . w·ould, therefore, 
urge, hi~ fellowmen to pass another resolution 
-;a .resolutioQ which. was to be made in 'the 
m~nd and,, therefore, which . was not .express· 
E4 in.so many 1words-to. the effect that they 
would strive aAd do their best to fill ·up- the 
lamentable void created by the death of Mr. 
Gokhale., He·· would not there, he • said, 
speak. of the actual lines upon which people 
should , work: for the·, lives would differ 
ac;ording ·tq in.dividual capacities and tem· 
peraments, but the attitude ·of heart· must be 
.at;ording t.o what he indicated. . 

;This is not a time for cheers. This is a 
time for sheding, tears. This is a time for ex· 
pressing sorrow for the irreparable loss which 
we have sus~ained by the death .. of Mr. 
Gok.hale .. This diamond of India, this jewel 
of ~aharashtra, this prince of workers, is 
taking eternal rest on the .funeral grouud. 
Look at him and. try to emulate him. Mr. 
Gokhale has passed-away from our midst 
.after having satisfactorily performed his duty. 
Will any of you come forward to take his 
place 1 Like · a triumphant he is passing 
away, after having made his name immortal. 
Not only none of yoY here assembled, but 
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no other citizen in all India will be able to 
gi\'e a satisfactory account in the other 
"·orJd of having done his duty to the Mother· 
land. Up to this time very few have had the 
fortune of being able to render an account · 
before God of ha\'ing honestly done his true 
duty. I knew Mr. Gokhale from his youth. 
He was not an lnamdar. He was an ordinary 
and simple man in the beginning he was not 
a Jaghirdar; he was not a chief. He was an 
ordinary mao like all of us here. He- rose to 
such eminence by the sheer force of genius : 
ability and work. Mr. Gokhale is passing 
away from our midst, but he has left behind 
him much to emulate. Every one of you 
ought to try to place his example before your 
eyes and to fill up the gap; and if you will 
try your best to emulate him in this way, he 
will feel glad, eren in the next world. 
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.Speech at ~thani • 
. Xh~ people of the Atha11i Taluka of thtt: 

B.elg,a'l;'m di.strict took adt·antag~ of Lok. Tilak't . 
arrjv!J.~ .the,re and presente4·, him an addre.,t 
enclose.4Jn !1. beautifl,tl silver ca8ket. Lok •. Tilak · 
in.~~~ J~ourlle of his r_eplv .raid:-· 

ron:;B;CCount of the Arms· Act an~ similar 
me~u~~ · ~f repression Indians have become,. 
foreigl\ers in their own land. , The Congress 
le~d~rsmpv~d heaven and earth for the last 30 , 
nars' ~.nd at the 'end of that period they .were I 

gi~·~q .a; toy of the ,Morley-Minto reforms to 1 

play with the ad.ministration. As a result of all 
this policyrof distrust India has become a dead 
weight round the neck of England and if she 
is allowed to remain in this state any longer, 
not only she will be ruined, but she will ruin 
England also along with herself. Engli3h 
Statesmen have now begun to realise this 
and they have made up their minds to put 
a new life in the Indians by granting them 
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s~lf-government. This war is n~ the last. If 
anotheor war become.~ necessary and if India 
is to be able to fight for the empire with all 
her might, she must first get Self-Government 
within the Empire to be able to do so. Gov· 
ernment have now fully realised the nee& 

sity of granting it and at this juncture· India 
must stand united and well-organised. Com· 
munal jealousies and caste rivalries are the 
weak points in our armour, but ~e mu5t 
strengthen our position by sinking all differ· 
ences amongst our:;elve; and make a united 
and firm dernand. If every caste and com· 
munity were to ask for separate electorate 
and separate representation then the adminit-. 
tration would be a chaos. Religion has no 
place in modern polity. In His 

1 

Highness 
the Gaikwar's State village communities have 
been established, but there separate represen
tation has not been resorttd w. A represen· 
tative must be judged by his merits and not 
by his caste or creed. Legislative Council is 
not an uhibition of the different castes land 
creeds in India. Communal representation 
would rake up uld jealousies and would sap 
"P the very tot.:ndations of unity in India. 
\Ve would be divided by· it and divided 
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we will fall. This quarrel has not raised its 
head in 'other provinces and it is rather a 
misfortune that Maharashtra should find 
· a fertile soil for it. 

BOMBAY PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE. . 

Freedom was the soul of the Home Rule 
movement. The divine instinct of Freedom 
never aged. Circumstances· mi2'ht affect its 
manifestation. on the physical plane ; the 
movements. for freedom (the bodies) migh 
be weakened and maimed for a time ; but 
ultimately the soul-Freedom-must triumph.' 
Freedom is the very life of the individual 
soul, which Vedanta declares to be not 
seperate from God but identical with Him. 
Thus Freedom was a principle that could 
never perish. It might get darkened up by 
accumulations of moral and intellectual rust. 
Wherever and whenever Freedom was found 
thus darkened up, it was the duty of the 
leaders to set about removing- the rust and 
making the peui)!e realise the glory. of it· 
There were people who tried to thwart the 
Home Rule movement by intimidation, by 
the spreading of falsehoods and by other no 
worthier means. They were only helping 
to make the British administration 'blackened' 
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(hateful) in the eyes of the people. The 
movement for Home Rule was being slander· 
ed in some quarters. But was not God 
Himself, the subject of slander with some of 
his children? Times were propitious for the 
achievement of our goal. For one thing, 
India's help was discovered to be indispen
able. The old vanity that England could 
keep her empire without the co-operation of 
India had vanished to the winds. This was 
of good augury. But this alone could not 
give us what we wanted. W• mu3t work. The 
more •affirmini' of 'Congress resolution on 
Self-Government could not go very far. To 
our •we affirm' our Government might reply 
'we hear'-and there the matter would rest, 
unless we went beyond affirming and fell to. 
achie\'ing. The pioneer deputation ought to 
have left India before now. Every day's 
delay was precious time irretrievably lost. 
The prtltu.t was the time for putting forward 
gigantic efforts for the attainment of Home 
Rule-they might give it what name they 
pleased-in which lay the only solution of 
our infinite d~'ficulties. 

APPEAL TO VOLUNTEER. 

The Poona correspondent of the Sandeeh 
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sends the following report of the Poona meet
ing. The following is a very touching extract 
from Mr. Tilak's speech which he quotes in 
the beginning: 
! iholZ giv~ up th~ Home Rule movement if 

rou do ftOt come for'IJJard to defend your Home. 
If you lltJnt H•m~ Bull be prepared to defend 
your Hcrme. Had it no~ be eta for my age, I would 
have been the first to volunteer. You cannot 
reasonably say that the ruling will be done 

\ 

by ,you and the fighting for you.-by Euro-
peans or Japanese, in the matter of Home 
Defence. ·Show by your act that you are· 
willing to take advantage of the opportunity 
offered to you by the Viceroy to enlist in an 
Indian Citizen Army. When you do this, 
your claim for having the commissioned 
ranks opened to you will acquire double 
w.eight. 
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